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The 1963- Invitational Conference on Testing Problems centered Up-
on both theoretical and practical aspects of measurement ,Speakers
reviewed and analyzed the current thinkiqg thdt underlies the basic
concepts of reliability, and validity!' The ,potential of cog-
nitive: and non-cognitive tests was !explored as were the social
consequences of tests in general. In contrast to these theoretical
discussions the Conference featured to interesting reports on the
application of objective tests. in the field of medical education. All
in all; it was a most stimulating program that balanced the reality
of the present with implications for the fuure.

I should like to extend our thanks to Dr lexander G. Wesman
who, as Chairinan, was responsible for tanning this program.
We owe our thanks also to Dr. Jerome S. Bruner for his lunch-
eon address and to the other distinguished s _kers whose efforts
made this Conference such a success.

Henry Chauncey
PRES I DENT`
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1.I '.,
o be 11esignat as "chairnian of ETS Invitational Confer-

ence on -Testing Prohlenis- simultaneously an honor and an
opportunity. The list of prior a irmeu is a highly distinguished
one; the excellen of prey s wrograms is.docurn4d 6y the
constancy of in ease in Atlendance al\the meetings. CIll-pporttinity
fps. provided by the freedom given the aiman to compope the

,.., prjxgram as ._he wishes a.nd, by _the/regard iniw ch the donfer-
ence is helda rep cl wihich., predisperes Air speakers to

pfovicle a stimulattn meeting has_, only himself to blame; if he
, accept the chairman' pi/Ration. The chi man whim. fails to f

chooses wIsery, the sp'eakers will fulfill his responsibilities to7his
credit

oIn o nizing 'the. 463 conferince, my design was to have
basic concepts and concerns in the/field of njeasurement pre

ily/-sented comyrehensively, informed , -and informatively.-The first
.

session was devoted to -stater) -the seience overvie of three
fundamental conceptsnorms reliability, and-validity. r.` Roger
T. Eenno4 called for more fictive attention vdevel9pment o
norming theofy, .unimarized current normilig practices, a
ttly'ecl -the establi_ [-neut. of a system which would permit co
parable 'norms for tests whose primary )standardizations are
based on sornewcat differing samples of the population, Dr.

-.Robtrrt) L. - Thornlike 'commented on proposals, practices, and
procedures - for estimating reliability; he.structurecLhis discussion
in tams of convpt 'formulations, construction of mathematicalit
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modls,, and Methods of obtaining pertinent data., The third fund.
characieristicv validity, was discussed by, EV. Ahne

,
nder the to io headings of construct validation,`

decisionM, theory, moderator variables, syn- etic validity, and
iesponsi Styles, she reviewed new ,approaches. devised for the

study ofvalidity'during the last ten years.
The second triornini ,seisi n was devoted to the repart. and

arPpraisal of. test, use id a sp ific field of application medicine.
Dr, John P. Iffubbard .des ed a, tefstifig method used by the
Naticntal -Board of Medidal Examiners to appraise t.1;, diagLi.. t

pattern in a realistic clinica titnatiot Under the title, "Alternate
pitic ,coinpetence of an intern, ploying a,sequential, programmed

Criteria' in Medical Education and th`eir Correrates,'7iDt.°E. Lowell

Kelly reported an extensive investigation of predictor and criter-
ficon variables of concern to medical schools.

At the lune eon meeting we were priVilegokl to hear a most
address --by Dr. rer9,rite-S. Bruner. His discussion of

oceSses and concept formation de eloPment was truly
= ,stimulating, schola.rly, and info -alive.

- ,

The three afternoon sKaleers directed ou attention to implica.

tions,"and consequence of- measurement. _he lost, Dr. Warren
rG.Fndley, discussed ctir erd theory and aRplication in cogni.I

tive fields the ',Appraisal of ability. He reviewed our changing
74

, 4, A 1
approaches to investigating the structure and'

,e' organisation of

mental ability, and on contemporary methods of appraising

achievement in schools nd colleges. Non-cognitive aspects of

student performarice were treated by Dr. Saguel Messick, who

IconMdered die potential ntribution of p sonality 46,essment
techniques to the prediction of success. "of college students. He

undetoo to caise (and answer) questions as to scientific stand-

, a'rclal kir` valuating personality \ dpicels, And , ataLproblemd
Ike

in "the use of such device,, in pradical decisiiin mak g.- The final

Speaker of the day! was Dr. Robei-t L. Ebel, whose-topic was

-,The Stycial consequences of Educational' Testine? Dr. Eby
examined the fcharges recently aimed at testing`-by synipailTettc

.and by Wrtagonistic critics; ,sub the charges so judicial cod-

siderati accepted the validity of some rejected the
)
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of others; -and .bioJght the several ssues inta saner perspective
in concluding remarks owthe-social consequefices of RateAting.

would irdAcking-in_gratitailtdit.o_expresi_expliFi
1.1 I-nv deep appreciation to the committee of previou Inv ona

Conference chairmen, which selected r4e, and to Educational
TeStirig Serivice whit sponsored thtf meeting and supplied- pro-
fessional and practical assistance at eery stage of the:develop-

ent of the programrit was for me a m9st rewarding' eiperivice.
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Norms: 1963

T NNON,
Test Department,
Haqouri, LiTice.

Inc.%

Several months ago, your Chairman extended to me -his invita-
tion, which' I was most pleased to accepf, to take part in toda'y -'s
proceedings. He 'said that he would like me to talk about
norms. said, "that is a rather broad topic. Can you
give me any hints as to which aspects of it you would suggest
I Concern myself with?" By dint of patient questioning I was
able to elicit from him his hope that I would undertake a re-
view of 'developments over 'the past 15 or 20 years in norm-
ing theory, norming technology: and related, areas, a survey of
current practices with respect to norming. varieties of types of
tests, a critical analysis therepf, a prospectus for needed
provement, and perhaps a prediction of future developments in
the realm of test norming allhowever, not to-consume more
than 20 or at the most 25 minutes. Then, like all good chair-
men, lie said, "But, of course, use your own discretion," neatly
combining this passing of the buck with the subtle flattery of
eredipng me with possession of sonic discretion.

I have found it convenient to organize my rer rks under two
topics, which I shall refer to as norniing- ay, on the one
hand, and forming technology, On the'other.

As to norming theory, I shall have relatively little to say
and this for the best of reasons, 'namely, that the past decade
has seen little development in this area.' Where the literature
abounds with theoretical treatment of validity and reliability,
it is almost devoid of systematic treatment of norming; the
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1963 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems

words "norms" and "norming," for example, have not even
appeared in the index of the Annual Review of Psyelietgy for

the past, three years.
Indeed, some of you may even wonder what I have in mind

when I speak of "norming theory." Surely, you will say, every-

one knows 'what norms are and why we need them; what more

is there to it than that? Perhaps I can make my meaning clear

by recalling that the administration of a test to an individual

or a group can, in most instances, be thought of as akin to the

conduct or a scientific experiment. Performance on a test, when
interpreted according to suitable norms, serves as evidence sup-

portive or not supportive of a. hypothesis: this pupil has or has

not nilgie progress in -reading during the past school year; the

group using this textbook-, has made significantly greater pro-
gess than comparable student's spending the same amount of

time on this subject; etc. Now the inferences or conclusions that

are drawn from this experiment-like testing are obviously con-
ditioned by attributes of the forming group; but we have little

in the may of a body of general principles relating test inter-

pretation to norm group characteristics, little spelling out of the

relations between norms, let us say, and test yalidity, little

theory, in a word, of norming. I shall go no further in develop-

ing this concept; for purposes of this paper, suffice it to report,

as I did a moment ago, that the past decade has been product-

ive of veigy little advance in this area.
But if it appears that the past decade ha een disappointing

with rwect. to advances in forming theory, the picture with res-

pect to norming technology and current practice is a more

encouraging one. I discern at least four lines of development:

I. Applications of sampling theory to test standardization, par-
ticularly ras reflected in the work of Frederic Lord, have pointed

the way to more efficient data-gathering designs.

2. We have added substantially to our knowledge about com-

munity and school system variables related to performance on
achievement and general mental ability tests. Dr. Jack Merwin,

some three years ago, reviewing the literature on community
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Roger T. Lennon

and school 'characteristics related to test performance, found
some eighty-odd,*r.elevant studies; a decade ago, ther'e was
scarcely a score. The work of Dr. Flanagan and his associates
in Project Talerit has already eventuated in a wealth of -informa-
tion about characteristics ~related to performance on various
y.pcs 'of tests at 'the secondary school level, some corroborative
of earlier findings, other? raising questions about certain as-
sumptions hitherto widely acted upon in definition of norrnfitg
populations.

3. There is a general willingness on the part of the major test-
making agencies to commit the resources required for adequate
test standardization, at least with respect to their most import-
ant test series.

4: The major test publishers, several years ago, began to give
serious consideration to the use of a common anchor test in
forming their respective tests, as a device for heightening com-
parability among the norms. This enterprise has moved forward
less rapidly than it should have, a state of affairs for which, I
regret to say, I am as much responsible as any one individual.

By way of documenting these points, and as introduction to
additional points that I shall make, I ask you to bearliivith me
while I read to you excerpts from the descriptions of tfie stand-
ardization programs for six of the most widely used batteries
of tests.

TEST A

"Basic procedure for ruling out bias was to select a stratified
sample of communities on which to base the norms. Communities
were stratified on a composite of factors which have been found
to be related to the measured intelligence of children in the
community. Each community which volunteered to serve in thei-
normative testing was evaluated with respect to the factors
of: 1) per cent bf adult illiteracy; 2) number of professional
workers per thousand; 3) per cent of home ownerships; 4)
median home rental value. On the basis of a composite of these
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1963 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems

factors each community was classed as ver high, high, aver-

age, low, or very low. All the pupils prese each grade in

the community were to be tested . . ."

TEST B

"Schools in the norm sample were so chostf that the repre-
sentation from each of nine regions is similar tb the proportions

M the United States. At the inception of the prTgram a random
sample of all school superintendents in the couptry was chosen.
The superintendents were asked if they were filling to partici-

pate in a long-range standardization prop a The selection

of schools was then random from all aval a_ schools in the

region."

TEST C

More in octant thin the sheer number of students tested,

however, s the degree to which they adequaterY represent the
total. national public school population at those grades. U. S.
school enrollment data 'were obtained showing distributions of

students by geographic region. Apportionment according to
community size within each geographic region was based on
1960 census figures for the distribution of population among
communities of various sizes. Invitations to participate in the
standardization program were then extended to appropriate
school systems, so selected that the group as a whole would

typify the national population. Eighty-five school systems in

thirty-seven states participated in the standardization program.

All cooperating school systems were asked to test complete

classroom groups from one or more schools so chosen As to

be representative of the community."

TEST D

"The total pupil enrollment in public elementary and secon-

dary schools in the United States is the reference population
on which the norms arc based . Data in the Biennial Survey

of Education and general educational, social, cultural and
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Roger T. Lennon

economic conditions were considered in grouping states with
similar characteristics into geographical regions. Specific charac-
teristics considered were average expenditures per pupil for in-
structional purposes, length of school term, and type of school
organization. Community size was the second factor used for
stratification control. The forming samples For all ,giades within
a given level were independent. Thus, any single school contrib-
uted to only one grade for any single level of the test. No one
school was permitted to contribute to samples for two successive
grades, even though they were for different,levels of the test. A
total of 672 school systems were contacted, of which 341 agreed
and actually did participate in the -norming program'? Atotal
of 69,345 pupils in 48 states were tested in this program."

TEST E

"The norms purport to describe the achievement of pupils rep-
resentative' of the nation's public school popu atkm. Authors
and publishers sought to obtain a norm gr up that would
match the national school population with respect to certain
characteristics known or assumed to be related to achievement.
These characteristics include size of school system, geographical
location, type of community, intelligence level of pupils and
type of system (segregated or non-segregated). Each field rep-
resentative was asked to designate 0 school systems meeting
specifications that would yield a properly representative total
norm group. A total of 225 systems accepted the invitation and
carried through all necessary phases of the program. Included
in this group are public school systems from 49 states; the
number of pupils tested in the standardization program was
over 500,000. One additional control relating to age was
exercised in the selection of the final norm group. Pupils fall-
ing butside the 18 months range modal or typical for each grade
were excluded frt __i the norm group; the per cent of pupils thus
excluded ranged f om 10 to 20. Participating systems were re-
quired to test entire enrollments in at least three consecutive
grades."
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1968 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems ry

TEST F

-The population to which the norms apply includes ail students

in grades. 9 through-12 in regular daily- attendance at public
high schools throughout the United -States. The sample on which

the norms are based lea's dralwn so as ito' reflect the regiOnal
distribution and tbe community-size distributions for the national
population. A preliminary sample of school systems was chosen

Strictly at random from .,each of the 36 strata. The number of
systems chosen 'from. each stratum was based on the average
high school enrollment, per grade,within that stratum: This pre-
lithinary sample of 714 systems included approximately three
times as many students as wel-e- demanded by the sample speci-

fications. Invitations were issued" to these 714 school' systems,

and over 200 school ,systems responded 'affirmatively. In mul-

.tiple-htilldi_ng systems either MI buildings or randomly selected .`

buildings were included- in the' sample. All pupil's in all grades

in the cooperating schools were tested. A total, of 366 schools

in 254 school systems participated in the sttrndardizatiol project"

I do- not cite these particular standardization projects as
examples tikeither' good or had practice in norming tests; much

less do I propose to criticize any features of any one.of these
programs. I adduce .them rather as representative or current
practice on the part of. major test publishers with.respectto
sta dardization of their more important test offerings. The six

ex erpts are, by intent, chosen from publications of the six
jor test publishers; the excerpts are, mostly verbatim, but not

Complete; three are_ for achievement batteries, three for general

ability tests.
It seems to rite 'quite clear from the descriptions that the

norming in 'each of the instances cited must be judged to be a

planful, earnest and informed attempt on the part of the re-
spective auth-ors and publishers to develop- appropriate norms,
an effort implying in every instance substantial commitment of

time and resources. I may observe in passing that the author-
publisher expenditure is likely to be in excess a 40 or 50 cents
for each case tested in the standardization of a group (and very
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Roger T. Lennon

much higher in the case of an individual) test and you can
readily appreciate the

,
size of the commitmec in these nonVing

programs, involving as they did tens or even hundreds of
thousands of pupils. It is Ito Winger-possible to say, as it might
have been 20 years ago that the norms represent adventitious
collections of avaltable test scores bearing only accidental re-

;lationship to an accurate description cif the test performance of
definable groups of pupils. At leak with 'respect to the tests in-

tyrvolved 'hereand' they would_ collectively. representA large
_action of the testing done'in'elementary and secondary schools
such shortcomings as the norms may possess, either viewed

individually or in illation to one another, do not stem from
carelessness, lack of sophistication, or uttwillingngss to devote
the resources needed to do Tespectahle norming,

But shortcomings are ,in evidence; the norms do leave mach
to be desired, at least when viewed across tests. .Threr are dis-
cernible marked differences with respect to the population whose ,

achievement or ability the nor urport to descitibe; the 'vari-
ables considered important as s ttifying variables; sampling
procedures;( the pr4ortions of voluntary cooperation forthcorn-
ng; the degree ,of control over administration and scoring; and

other critical characteristics. It is impossible to state on a prioribpgrounds the.effect that such differences may have in intro cing
nSystematic' variations among the several sets of norms, t there

are good = reasons for supposing that the differences in norms
ascribable simply to these variations in i\orming procedures are
not negligible. When we consider that to such differences from
test to test, there must be added differences associated with vary-

,
ing content, with the time at which standardization programs
are conducted, including the time of the school year, the issue

- of comparability, or lack of it, among the results of the various
. tests may begin to be seen in proper perspectiye. Empirical data

reveal that there may be variations of as much as a year and
a half in grade equivalent among the results yielded by various
achievement tests; variations of as much as 8 or 10 points of
I among various intelligence tests are, of course, by no means
uncommon.

-,



1963 Invitational Conference on Testing Problarris

Some of you may feel that _is- lack of comparability among'

results of various tests is not really. a7:tatter of great concern

that as long as a school School' system consistently uses
, ,

a given test or, test series, it need not be too oistressed., that

some other test or series would yield somewhat different Jesuits.

If there be any such among you, may I cite for you a situa- :

tion presently prevailing, in the state, of California, to.the dis-

tress of both California educators and the test pnblishert The

CalifornialegisiatUre, in response to public clamor over the qual-

ity of education in that state, eir:ted legislation prescribing the

administration of ability iel'Neveinettt test'/in grades 5, 8,

allii;11, on in annual, basis, to kW public school pupils in the

state. role state edueatiof, department isaed impleineuting rag
tilatioils, which, in a wholly laudable attempt to provide for a

measure of local autonomy to th# selection of evalltalion instril-

,ments, established all approved list of Idiom half t dozen ability

tests and tun equal DOM ber of achievement tests from which local

school districts might choose' the instruments to lie used, School

'districts are required to submit results to the state edit-cation de-

partnient, which, in turn, is charged with the responsibility of

preparing a snail!! ary of ptipfl achievement for the state for sub-

mission to the state board of education and presUmably tO the

legislature. and public. Now imagine the task that confronts the

state education department in attempting to combine into a single

summary the results, non-comparable as they are known to lig,

from a variety of tests)--flow can this agency discharge. this re-

onsibility and give to the legislature and the public a clear

picture of pupil attainments? Nlust ir undertake its own study of

equiti alenee among the half dozen or so measures? 'fps is tiri

expensive and complicated undertaking t c results of whielt.woulci

in any case be subject to sert'ws limitations, Must it resort 40' the

alternative orrequiring use of the same instrument by all school

districts? .1 for one could consider this to be undesirable on var-

ious educational grounds: '

Is thiS a- state of affairs that we in testing should be willing

to accept with 'complacency!' I do not belieVe we should;- I do

not believe have to, To do so, in my opinion, is to court
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g ay ;and .professi disbelief eas ement cag
prove worthwhile ns' tional cfuestiotis.omporto
Neither do. I Mink, as some with without the testing
field, that these vexing '-`p oblems..of normitcg should pi-Apt us C
to repudiate th&notion national norms, as..ri unattainable,
unrealistic, anct meanmgless goal. For b*Oth gene* mental
ability or scholastic a.Ptitudemeasures and for a,chAresnicot tests,
h is sorely a:pi ce and a. need for a sirigle5 comprehensively'
base, broadly d criptiVe set of norms, whatker additional .-.

erls may also efigt fOr data descriptive of particular samples
.4

;the
.

of ..the general Opulatioa. Rather, the proper- directiop for us

Roper i. Lennon'

now, to . take Nt outd set-ui to me
,
to be 'along the Oattk of a col-

laborative, attack on' the norming 'problem- by the Major test-
producing Igencies.. I think, each of us.v.iilishe'rs should be

. willing to-sacrifice whatey'er competitive advantage one or another
of us may have felt he enjoyed by virtue tifttlie supetior normi
oT his tests, for the sake of the great gams in rest interpretation ,

that would flow from adoption of common -definitiot4 of itorms.'1
populations. and forming methods,. We might even succeed in

i having schools 'give pre-eminence in selecting tests to considera-
tions of content, validity and reliability. -.

Exactly 23' years ago this very day, speaking in this very
forum,. Dr, Curetorr read a paper on horms thlit has not, in
.my opinion, been surpassed by any subsequent paper on, this
issue. Cureton called for - general ador4on by test-making agen-
cies 4.-Ct. system of ant' =wring their rolctive tests go a common
gcalp He tri-ged the development of ir _asic anchor test, its stand-
ardization on a genuinely representative- sample of the general
popul4tion, and the eqUating of intelligence tests and achieve-
ment tests of all publishers to this conunon scale. The attainment
of this stgte of affairs would mark, in Cureton's words,

.:,date of maturity of educational and mental measurements as a -

science, and of educational guidance and counseling as a pro-
fession. 7.' We are, alas, not yet at this level of maturity, by
Cureton's definition. .

While I have ', no reason to suppose that any appeal that I
might make along these lines will be more potent than Dr.

1



1963 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems

Cureton's (sak only that the need for some Such development

ow far- mo-ce evident Than it was in 1940), I'would like to
close 'my 7marks with a similar call to concerted action now
by the major test-making iigeneies. Surely we now kTow eno ,r1

about= the ccharacteristics of communities and schools57stemsdre-.

lated to:_pel-forpance, on achievement and mental -ability mea-
sures;and are sufficiently close to common understanding of
the ,,proper general pciptdation on ikhich to develop tiorms, to
enable us fio agree on a generally lacceptable definition of the
population whose test performance'w-r-geek to describe; to specify

the distribution of Nis populatitin on measures of economic stat-

us, cultural status, educational effort and caliber of pupilpoputa-
mon,. plus other deMographic features to which ncirmhig sampl
will be made to, confoim; to push itheaTVwith the creation of.an
anchor _instrument that will serve as a .

defining variable for all
standardization% groups.. at leilst for tests ui the' general cognitiv9,
domain, and thus to bring ou follective efforts to that 16'4:1 of

maturity for whir! Dr. Cuieton pleaded. As we valuejthe con-,
cept of a scienc'e of'lneasurcntent of human abilities, let us take, ,

at least these steps -to make our efforts wife deserving of _the

bet `scientific "

p
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Teather,t College,'
Columbia llrgiirsity

ReliabIlii y

It is just 17 }tars ago that I had the honor'of/addiessing this
august assemblagesomewhat smaller and less imposing then
than nowon "Logical Dilemmas in the EstimatiOn'bf "Relia-
bility." I should have stopped when I was ahead! Biirsome evil
genie brought his power to briar upon your program chairman
for this %ear, and . here 'I am let out of the bottle again to com-_
ment on developments that have occurred in thinking about and
dealing with the topic of reliability over the time span since last
I held fotth. I don't know whether,I am being used as a prac-
tical example of the importance of test-retest reliability'or as a
demonstration of the fact that once ability to read §tatistical
exposition has reached a maximum in the late twenties it goes
into a positively'. accelerated curve of declrne from that time on.
Fortunately, few of you in this room today have any recollection
of what I said in 1946or are likely to remember beyond your
second cocktail this afternoon what I say today: Unfortunately,
my deathless prose will be preserved for posterity in the Proceed-
ings of the occasion. But for this there is no 4midote.

The issues of test reliability may be approached, it has seemed
to me, at three levels. The first of these is the verbal level of
formulation and definition of the concept. A second level is that
of mathematical rnael-biiilding, leading to specification of a set
of formulas and computational procedures by which the para-
meterA specified uin the .model are to be estimated. A third level
is that of experimental data-gathering procedures, under which,
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certain tests are given to certain subjects at certain tinter and
treated in certain ways to yield scores that are the raw materials

to which we'apply our formulas and computational procedures.
Developments in the past 1F years appear to hay'e been pri-

marily at the first two of these levels.,In fact, Qscar Buros,

addressing the American Educati6nal Research Association last
year, expressed the view that the last 35 years have been retro-
gressive, so far as our empirical procedures for appraising re.
liability are concerned. He exhorted us to return to the virtuous
ways of our forefather and stick to the operation of testing the
individual with two 0 tore experimentally independent tests,

in order to get the data which permit generalizations about pre.
eision of measurement over occasions as well as over test items,

and to this I can only say "Amen"., He urged us not to back-

slide from, the high standards of precision that Truman Kelley
laid- down for us in 1927, and to this I would comnwnt "It a
depends." But my point is that I am not aware of any distinc-
tive proposals for new patterns of data gathering) that call for
our special attention today, though it is always well that we
be aware of the limitations of the methods we are using.

Turning now to verbal formlition,qerhaps the major trend
leas been toward increasingly explicit formulatiore of the concept
that 'performance on a test should be thought of as a sample
from a defined- universe of events, and that reliability is con-
cerned with the precision with which the test score, that _is, the
sample, represents the universe_ I shall not try to be historian,

but will merely note that this idea has been
probably

fairly eitplicit

by Buros, by Cronbach, by Tryon, and probably by others.
What we may call the "classical'. approach to reliability tcwded

to he conceptualized in terms of some unobservable underlying
"true score" distorted in a given itteasurement by all equally

unobservable `error of measurement. The corresponding math-
ematical models and computational routines were procedures

Tor, estimating the magnitude, absolute or relative, of this meas-
urement error. The fornuilaticm in terms of sampling does away
In one lightning stroke with *the mystical "true score," somehow
enshrined far above the
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*
iti, and, replaces it with the Ts' austere "expected value" of the

score in -the population of values from which the sample score
- was drawn. . - .

Now what are the implications, the advantages, and_ possibly
e limitationslf ,this "sampling" conception over the classic

a
true score and error" conception? -

Fcr aiyself, I cannot say that the adyantage' lies in simplifi-
cation and clarification. This notion of a "universe of possible
scores" is in many ways a puzzling and somewhat confusing
one. Or what is this universe composed? Suppostwe have given
F2rm A of,,the XYZ Reading Test to the fifth graders in' our
school and' gotten a score for each pupil. Of what universe of

, .scores are -these scores a sampleof all possible scores that we
might have gotten. by giving ,Form A "on that day? Of all poss-
ible score-a-"that we might have gotten by giving Form A some
time,- that month? Of all possible .scores that might have been
gotten 13y giving Forms A or B or C or other forms up to a
still- unwritten Form' K on -,that dh? Of scores on these same
numerous and presumably "parallel" forms and we shall have
to ask what "parallel" means under a -sampling conception of
reliability at some unspecified date within the month? Of scores
on the whole array of different rtiading tests produced by differ-
ent authors over the past 25 years? Of scores on tests of some
aspect of educational achievement not further specified?

As soon as we try to conceptualize a test score as a sample
from some universe, we are brought face to face with the very
knotty problem of defining the universe from which we are samp-
ling. But I suppose this. very dilTiculty may be in one sease a
blessing. The experimental data-gathering phase of estimating
reliability has always imp '. a universe to which those data
corresponded. Split-half procedures refer only to a .universe of
behaviors produi.4 at one single point in time, retest procedures
to a universe f -i. es p (3 nses to a specific set of items, and so
forth. Perhap one )of the advantages of the sampling formula-
tion is that it males us more explicitly aware of the need to
define the universe n which we are interested, or to acknowledge
the universe to wh ch our data, apply. Certainly, over the past
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30 yeats, 8,11. of us who-;;.have written for oudeuts rind for the
test using public have insistently hasped_ upon the nonequiva-
lence of different operations for estimating reliability, and em-
phasized --the different universes to which different procOures
referred.

The notion of a randoirt, sample from a universe of responses
seems most satisfying and clear-cut when we are dealing with
some unitary act of 'behavior, which we score in some way.
Examples would be distance lump0 in a broad jump, time to
run' 100 -yards, speed of response on a trial with a reaction tim'e
-device, or number of trials to learn a series of dinsense syll-
ables to a specified level of mastery. In these eases, the experi-
mental specification of the task is fairly complete. Thus, for the
100 yard rim, we specify a smootri, straight, well-packed 'cinder
track, a certain type of starting Rfocks, certain limitations on
the shoes to be worn, a certain pattern of preparatory and start-
ing signals, and a certain, procedure for recording lime. A
universe could then be the universe of times fora givOn- runner,
over a certain span' of clays, weeks or months of his running
career. Data from two or more trials under these conditions
would give us some basis for generalizing about the consistency
of this behavior for this defined universe. We could also extend
the Universe' if we wished to include wooden indoor tracks for

-.example, or to include running on 'grass, or running in sneakers
instead of track shoes and Isample randomly from this more
varied universe. As conditions were varied, we might expect
typical performance to viiry more widely and precision to he
decreased.

We are usually interested in estimating precision for each of
a population of persons, rather than just for some one specific
person, and so we are likely to have a sampling from some
population of persons, The nature of that population will also
influence estimates of precision, and so it will he important that
the population be specified as well as the conditions. Precision
of estimating time to run 100 yards is probably much greater
for college track stars than for middle-aged professors for
whom one might occasionally get scores approaching infinity.
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ould be possible to specify the population of individuals
y satisfactorily, as well as the population of behaviors for
venperain.e.WIthin this at -least two-dimensional- universe,

we could sample in a presnmally random fashion; and we
could then analyze our sample of observations to yield estimates,
of the, relative precision with which a person could be located
Within thg group or the absolute precision with which his time
could be estimated njeconds.

When we are dealing.with'the typical aptitude car achievement
test, however, in which the score Is some type of summation of
scores upon single 'terns, the conception of the universe from
which we have drawn -a sample becomes a- little more fuzzy.
Here,---fafrly__dearlyt-we--are Concerned with a, sampling not only
of respcifises to a given situation but also of situations to be
responded to. How shall we define that universe? The classical
approach to reliability tended to deal with this issue by postulat-
Mg a universe of equivalent or parallel tests and by limiting
the universe from which our sample is drawn to this 'universe
of parallel tests. Parallel tests may be defined statistically as
those having et:Oat means, standard deviations, and correlations
with each other -and with other variables. But they may also be
defined in terms of the operations of construction, as tests built
by the same prOcedures. to the same specifications. If we adopt
the second definition, statistical characteristics will not be identi-
cal, but the tests will vary in their statistical attributes to the
extent that different samples of items all.chosen to conform to a
uniform blueprint or test plan will,produce tests with somewhat

. differing statistical' values.
But some of the recent discussions seem to imply a random

sampling of tests from some rather 1posely- and broadly defined
domainthe domain of scholastic aptitude tests, or the domain
of reading comprehen.sicn tests; or the domain of personal ad-
justment inventories. Clearly, these are very vague and
defind domains. A sampling expert would be hard put to delimit

--the-universe -or to propose any meaningful set of operations
for sampling from it. And In the realm of practical politics, I
question whether anyone has ever'seriously undertaken to carry
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out such a sampling operation. One might argue that the data
appearing in the manual of the XtZ Readrag Test, showing
its.,,correlaticais _with pother. published reading tests, are an approx-

_

tign
_

ima of Such a domain sampling. But hove truly do the set
of tests, taken collectively, represent a random sampling from
the whole domain of reacting tests? One suspects that the tests
selected for correlating were chosen by the author kr publisher
on some systematic and non-random basis because they were
widely used tests, because data-with respect to them were readily
available, or for some other nonrandom reason.

We note, further, that as we broaden our conception of
universebeing sampled from that of all-tests made to a certain
uniform set of specifications. to all tests of a certain ability. or
personality domain, begin to face the issue ciEwhether we are
still gettingtvidence on reliability or whether we are now getting
evidence on- some aspect, of construct validity. But, once again,
perhaps we should consider it a contribution of the sampling
approach that it makes explicit to us and heightens our aware-
ness of the continuity from reliability to validity. Cronbach
offers the single term "generalizability" to cover the, whole
gamut of relationships fro% those within the most restricted uni-

verse of,near-exact replications to those extending over the most
general and broadly defined doma,in and develops a common
statistical framework which he applies to the whole gamut.
Recognition that the same pattern of statistical analysis can be

used whether one is dealing with the little central core, or with

all the layers of the whole onion may be useful. On the other
hand, we may perhaps question whether this approach helps to
clarify our meaning of "reliability" as :a distractive concept.

A -third context in which the random sampling notion has
been applied to the conceptualization of reliability has been the

contact of the single test item. That is, one can conceive of a
certain, universe of test items let us say the universe of vocab-
ulary items,, for example. A given test may be considered to
resent a random sampling drawn from this item universe. .-

..This_ conception provides the foundation for the estimation of
tesMliability from the interrelations of the items of the sample,
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and thus to a somewhat more generalized- and less restrictive
form of the Kuder-Richardson reliability estimates.

But.here, again, we encounter certain difficulties. These center
Qn ihe bite hand Upon,.the definition of the universe and on the
other upon the notion of randomness in sampling. In the first
place; there are very, definite constraints upon. the items which
make.up our operational, as opposed to a purely hypothetical,
universe. If we take the domain of vocabulary items as our 'ix-
ample, we can specify what some of these constraints might be
in, an actual case. Firstly, there is typically a constraint upon
the format of the itemmost often to a 5-choice multiple choice
forth. Secondly, there are constraints imposed by editorial policy
exemplified by the decision to exclude proper names or special-
ized technical terms, or by a requirement that the options call
for gross rater than fine discriminations of shade of meaning.
'Thirdly, there are the constraints that arise out of the pa icular
idiosyncrasies of the item

.

writers: their tendency to favor icu-
lar types of words, or particular tricks of mislead construct o
Finally; there are the constraints imposed by the item tion
proceduresselection to provide a predetermined spread item
difficulties and to eliminate items failing to discriminate at. a
designated level. Thus, the universe, is considerably restActed,
is hard define, and the sampling from it is hardly to be ton-
sidered al.

Presumably we could elaborate and delimit ,more fully the,
definition of the universe of items. Certainly, we could replace
the concept of random sampling with one .of stratified sampling,
and indeed Cronbach has proposed that the sampling concept
be extended to one of stratified sampling. But we may find that
a really adequate definition of the universe from which we have

=sampled will become. so involved as to be meaningless. We will-
almost certainly find that in proportion as we provide detailed
specifications for stratification of our universe of items, and
carry out our sampling within such strata, we are once again
getting ._:very_, close to a bill of particulars for equivalent tests.
Just as random sampling is less efficient than stratified samp-

-ling,..in -opinion surveys or demographic studies, when stratffica-
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,,,

tion is upon relevant variables, so also random sampling of test

items is less efficient than stratified sampling in making equivalent

tests. Analytical techniques developed on the basis of ranckhm
._ . . .

sampling assumptions will make a test appear less precise than

it is as a representation of-a population of tests which sample in

a .ur way from different strata of the universe of items. It

p y in this sense that the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20

and the other formulas that try to estimate test reliability from

item data,. or om such test statistics as means and variances

(which grow otit of item data), are lower bound estimates of re-
liability. They treat the sampling of items as random rather than
stratified. They assume that differences in item: factor composition

either do not, exist, or are only such' as arise by chance.
Sometimes the facts suggest that this may be.

the case. Thus, Cronbach compared the values that he obtained

for tests divided into random halVes and those divided into
judgmentally equivalent halves- for a mechanical reasoning, test,

and found an average value of .810 for random splits and .820

for parallel splits. For a short morale scale the corresponding
values were .715 and .737. But frequently a test is fairly sharply
stratifiedby difficulty level, by area of content, by intellectual

process. When this is true, correlation estimates based on ran-

dom sampling concepts may seriously underestimate those that
would, be' obtained between two rallel forms of the test, and

consequently the precision with which a given test represents

the stratified universe.
These reactions to 'random sampling as applied to tests and

test items were stimulated in part by Dr. Loevinger's presidential
address to Division 5 at the recent APA meetings, and I gladly

acknowledge the indebtedness, without holding her responsible
for anything silly that I have said:

The shift in verbal formulation to a sampling formulation is

compatible with a shift in mathematical models of reliability to

analysis of variance and tritraclass correlation models. These

models- hav,e, of course, been proposed for more than 20 years,
buethey have been more systematically and completely exnressed

in-the past decade. , AI
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The most comprehensive- and systematic elaboration of this
formilation of which I am aware is the one which has been
distributed in rexog-raphed form Jy Oscar Buros, and which is
available for $1,00 from the Gryphon Press. I confess my own
limitation when L say that I find' this presentation pretty hard
to follow. Hopefully, others of you will be either more familiar
with or more facile at picking up the notation that Buros has
used, and Will be able to pick from the host of formulas that
are offered the one that is appropriate to the specific data with
which you are faced.

One great virtue of analysis of variance models is their built-
in versatility. They can handle item responses that are scored
0 or 1, trial' scores that yield scores with some type of continu-
ous-distribution, or, where more than one test has been given to
each individual, scores for total tests. They can deal with the
situation in which the data for each individual are generated by
the same test or the same rater and also the situation in which
test or rater vary from person to person. This latter situation
is one of very real importance in many practical circumstances.
How shall we judge the precision of a reported IQ when we do
not know which of two or more forms of a test was given? How
shall we appraise the repeatability of a course grade when the
grade may be given by any one of the several different in-
stnictors wilithandle a- course? If we haVe more than a single
score for each individual, even though the scores are 1:1sed on
dfferent tests or raters for each individual, we can get an esti-
mate of within-persons variation. And, whenever we have an
estimate of within persons variation we have a basis for judging
the precision of a score or rating as describing a person. Clearly,
with only two or three or four scores per person, the estimate of
within-persons variance is very crude for a single individual.
We must be willing to assume that the within-persons variance
is sufficiently aniforin from person to person for a poolm of
data over persons to give us a usable common estimate of ari
ante from test to test for each single individual. Having such
an estimate, we can express reliability either as the precision
of, score for an individual stated in absolute terms or as _the
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precision of placement of an individual relative to his fellows.
As various writers have shown, the conventional Kuder-

Richardson formulas emerge as special cases. of the more gen-
eral, variance analysis approadt. Likewiie, the adJuifment
correlational, measures of reliability for test length are derivable
from general variance analysis formulas.

I shall not try to recite to you a set of formulas today, be-
cause this would serve no good purpose. Rather, let me direct

you to Try_ on's 1957 article in, the .Psychologicat .Buros'

available if unpublished .material, and Cronbach's forthcoming

article in the Journal of Statistical Psychology. These,
plus Horsts' and Ebel's articles in Fsycielrika should give
you all the formulas you can use.

In closing, let me raise with you the question of how much

you are willing to pay for precision in a _given rneasuremei

The cost is partly one of time and expense. But, given,so
fixed limit on time and expense, the cost can then be a cost in

scope and comprehensiveness. We can usually make gains in
precision by increasing the redundance and repetitiveness of suc-
cessive observations. The more narrowly a universe is defined,
the more adequately a given length of test sample can, repre

sent it. With all due, respect to the error of measurement, we

must recognize that it is often the error of estimate that we are
really interested in. To maximize prediction of socially useful

events, if may be advantageous to sacrifice a little precision in
order to gain a greater, amount of 4ope. Precision and high
reliability are, after all, a means rather than an end.
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Some Current
Developments

In the Measurement
and Interpretation

of Test Validity
Amin .AwAst,
Depa'rtirent Of.Psi)chology,
Graduate School,
Fordham UntversiO

--Withirrthe-pastclecade-,-psychologisis have been especially active
in devising novel and imaginative approaches to lest validity.
In the time allotted, I can do no more than whet your appetite
for these_ exciting developments and, hope that you will be stimn
latecl to examine the sources cited for an adequate exposition
of each topic. I have seleaed five developments to bring-to your
attention. Ranging in scope from hroad frameworks to specific
techniques and from highly theoretical to immediately practical,
these topics pertain to construct validation, decision theory,
moderator variables, synthetic validity, and response styles.

COnstruot Validation
It is nearly ten years since the American Psychological Associa-

.

tion published its Technical Recommendations (I) outlining four
types of "validity: content, predictive, concurrent, and construct.
As the most complex, inclusive, and controversial of the four,
construct validity .ltas received the greatest 'attention during the
subsequent decade.'When first proposed in the Technical Recom-
mendations, construct validation, was characterized as a valida-
tion of the theory underlying a test. On the basis of such a
theory, specific hypotheses are formulated regarding the expected

__variations in test scores, among individuals or among conditions,
and data are then gathered to test these hypotheses. The con,
strut:Ls in construct validity refer to postulated attributes or traits
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that are presumably reflected in test performance. Concerned

*Oh a more coraprehensive and more abstract kind of be.

bainoral-4eseripti9p than thOse provided by other types of vali.

dation, construct -validation calls for a continuing accumulation'
of Lnformation fr6m a variety of sources. Atty data,: throwing

.on,.the nature of the trait under- consideration and the con-

ditions affecting its development and manifestations .eontribute

to the process of construe validation. Examples of relevant pro-

cedures include ;checking an intelligence test for the anticipated

increase in 'score With age'liuring childhood, investigating the

effects of experimental variables such as stress upon test scores,

and fact-or analyzing the test along witli other variables.
-Subsequently the concept of construct validity, has been at-

tacked, clarified, elaborated, and: illustrated in a number of
thoughtful and provocative articles by Cronbach and Meehl

(14), Loevinger (30), Beehtokit (6), lessor and;Hammond (28),
Campbell and Fiske (11 ),`an& Campbell (10). In the most recent

of these papers, Campbell (10) integrates Much that had pre-

viously been written about construct validity and gives a well-

balanced presentation of its contributions, hazards, and common

mis nderstandings. Referring to the earlier paper prepared
Jointly with Fiske (11), Campbell 'again points out that in order

to demonstrate construct validity we need to show not only that

test correlates highly with other variables with which it should

correlate, but also that it does not correlate with variables from

which it shorild differ. The former is described as convergent
validation, the latter as distriminantYalidation.

In their multitrait-multimethod matrix, Campbell,and Fiske (11)

proposed a systematic experimental design for this twin approach

to validatiOn: Essentially what 49 required is the assessment of two

or more traits by two or more methods. Unger these conditions,

the correlations of the same trait assessed by different megiodg

represent a measure -of convergent validity. (these correlations

should be high). The correlations of different traits assessed by

the same- or similar methods provide a measure of discriminant

validity (these correlations should be low or negligible). In add

ition, the correlations of the same trait independently asses by
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the same method give an index of reliability.
Without attempting an evaluation of construct validity, for

whieb_.I would urge you to consult the sources cited, j should
nevertheless like to make a few comments about it First, the
basic idea of construct validity is not new Some of the earliest
tests were designed to measure such theoretical constructs as
attention an memory, not to rnentibn that most notorious of
constructs, "intelligence." On 'the other hand, construct validity

has served to focus attention on the desirability of basing test
constructicin_ on an explicitly recognized theoretical foundation.
Both in devising, a new test and in setting up procednres for its
validation, tie investigator is urged to formulate psychological

.ityptheseS...-The_prop_onents of construct validity have thus tried
to integrate psychological testing more closely with psychologi-
cal theory and expe,rirnental methods.

With regard to specific validation procedures, construct valid-
ation alsb utilizes .much that is not new. Age differentiation,
,Factorial validity, and the effect of such experhnental variables
as practice on test scores have been reported in test manuals
long before constroct validity was given a name in the Tech-
-Weal Recommendatks. As a matter of fact, the methodology
of construct validity is so comprehensive as to ericompass even
the procedures characteristically associated with other types of
validity (see 2, Ch. .6). Thus the correlation of a mechanical

- aptitude dest with subsequent performance on engineering Jobs
would contribute to our understanding of the construct meas-
ured by this test. Similarly, comparing the perforthance of
neurotics and normals is one way of checking the construct
validity of a test designed to measure anxiety. Nevertheless, con-
struct validation has stimulated the search for novel ways`of
gathering validation data. Although the principal techniques
currently employed to investigate construct validity have long
been familiar, the field of operation has been expanded to ad-
mit a wider variety of procedures.

The very multiplicityeol data-gathering techniques recognized
by construct validity presents certain hazards. As Campbell ,,puts
its the wide diversity of acceptable validational evidence "makes
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possible a highly opportunistic selection of eVidence and the edi-
-torial deice of -failing to mention validity probes that were not
confirmatory" (10 p 551). Another hazard stems from mis-
understandings of such a broad and loosely defined concept as
construct validity. Some test 'constructor's apparently interpret

, construct validation to mean content validity expressed in terms
of psychological trait names. Hence they present as construct
validity purely- subjective accounts of what they believe (or hbpe)

their test measures.
It is also unfortunate that the chief exponents of construct "

validity stated in one of their articles that this type of valida-

"non is involved whenever a test is to be interpreted as a meas-
_ure of some attribute or quality which is not 'operationally

defined "" (14, p. 282). Such. an assertion opens the door wider

for subjective claims and flizzy thinking about test scores-and

the traits they measure. Actually the thebretical construct or
trait assessed by any test can be defined in terms of the opera-
tions performed in establishing the validity of the test. Such to
definition should take into account the various external criteria
with which the test correlated significantly, as. well, as the condi-

tions that affect its scores. These procedures are entirely in

accord with, the positive contributions of construct validity. It

would also seem desiratle to retain the concept of criterion in
construct validation, not as a specific practical achievement to
be predicted, but as a. general name for independently gatCered
external data. The need to base all validation on data rather
than on armchair speculation would thus be re-emphasized, as
would the need for data external to thet scores themselves.

Decision Theory
Even broader than construct validity in its scope and implica-

tions is the application of decision theory to test construction
and evaluation (see 2, Ch. 7; 13; 25). Because of many techni-
cal complexities, however, the current impact of decision theory

----- on -test development :and use is limited- and progress has been
slow.
TStattstical decision theory was developed by Wald (37) with
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ence to the decisions required in the inspection and
quality control of industrial products. Many of its possible im--

fa4 psychological testing ...have been systematically
-Worked out 13Y Cronbach and Gleser In their 1957 book on
Psychological Tests and Personnel Deeisions,-(13). Essentially,
decision theory is an attempt to put the decision-making pro-
cess into mathematical form, so that available information may
be used to each the most effective decisions under specified cir-
cumstances. The mathematical procedures required by decision
theory are often quite complex, and few are in a form permit-
ling theft- irnmediate application to practical testing problems.
Some of the basic concepts of-decision theory, however, can help
in therelgrmalation and clarification of certain questions about
Aests.

A few of these concepts were introduced in psychological test-
ing before the formal developmentef statistical decision theory
and were later recognized as fitting into that framework.One
example is provided by the well-known Taylor-Russell Tables
(36), which permit an estimate of the net gain in selection ac-
curacy attributable to the use of a test. The information required
for this purpose includes the validity coefficient of the test, the
selection -ratio, and the proportion of successful applicants se-
lected without the use of the test. The rise in proportion of
successful applicants to be expected from the introduction of the
test is taken as an index of the test's effectiveness.

In many situations, what is wanted is an estimate of the effect
of the test, not on proportion of persons who exceed the mini-
mum performance, but on the over-all output of the selected
group. How does the level of criterion achievement of the per-
sons selected on the basis of the test compare with that of the
total applicant sample that would have been selected without
the ,test? Following the work of Taylor and Russell, Several in-
vestigators addressed themselves to this question. It was Brogden
(B) who first demonstrated. that the expected increase in output
-or achievement is directly proportional to the validity of the
test. Doubling the validity of the test will double the improve-
nient output expected from its use Followiag a similar
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apprcific.h (see 27), Brown and Ghiselli (9) prepared a table
whereby mean standard criterion score of the selected group

can be estimatedfroni a knowledge of test validity and selection

ratio.
Decision theory incorporates a number of parameters not tea-.

ditionally considered in evaluating the predictive effectiveness

of 'tests. The previously mentioned selection ratio is one such
paratneter, Another is the cost of adrninigtering the testing pro-

' gram. Thus a test of low validity would be more likely to be-

retained if it were short, inexpensive, adapted for group admin-
istration, and easy to give. An individual test requiring a trained

examiner and expensive equipment would need a,higher validity

to- justify -its retention. .A further consideration is whether the test

measures an area of criterion-relevant behavior not covered by

other available techniques.
Another Major aspect of decision theory pertains to the eval-

uation of outcomes. The atsence of adequate systemgfor assign-
ing values to outcomes is one of the principal obstacles in the

way of applying decision theory. It should be noted, however;

that decision theory did not introduce the problem of values

into the decision process, but merely made it explicit. Value sys:

tents have always entered into decisions, but they`were not here-

.
toforesclearly rethogned or systematically handled.

Still another feature of decision theory is- that it permits 'a

consideration of the interaction of different variables. Aiuexarnple

would be the interaction of applicant aptitudes with iternauve'.
treatments, such as types of training pfograrnvo whicli,ndivid
uals could be assigned. Such differential treatment would further

improve the., outcome of decisionsbased on test scores. Decision

theory-also focuseS attention on the Important fact that the effect-.

iveness of a test for selection, placement, classification, or any

other purpose must be compared not with chance or with perfect-

prediction, but with the effectiveness of other availablepredictors.
The question of the base rate is alSo relevant here(33). The
-eitarnOles' "cited provide-a few glimpses into ways La .which'the

-application of decision theory may eventually affect the interpre-

ation of test validity.
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Anne Anus

A prom development in the interpretation- of test
=rra lisp' #i rt the use, of moderator variables (7, 19, 21,
22,:, 23, 24 35). The validity of a given test may vary among
subgroups or individuals withhi a populatiOn. Essentially.-the
problem of moderator -Variables. is that of predicting these differ-
ences in predictability. In any bivariate distribution,'some individ-
uals fall close to the regression line, others miss it by appreciable
distances. We may then ask tvhethet, there is any characteristic
in which those falling farther from the regression line, for whom
prediction errp_re large, differ sygetnatiCally aid consistently
from those fa Mg close to it Thns a test might be a better pre-

etor of critetion performance for men than for women, or for
applicants from a lower than for applicants from a_ higher_socio-
economic level. In such examples, sex and socioeconomic level
are -the maderator variables since they. moilify the predictive
validity of the test.

Even when a test is equally valid for all subgroups, the same
score may, have a different predictive, meaning when obtained by
members of different subgroups. For example, if two students
with different educational backgrounds,. obtain the same score
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, will the)id4...equally well in col--
lege? Or will the one with the poorer or'the one rith thc.better
background excel? Moderator variables may thus itifIlleve,,cutoff
Acores, regression equation weights, or validity coefficients a the
same test for different subgrodps of a populStion.

Interests and motivation often function as moderator variables
in individual cases. If an applicant has little interest in a job,
he will probably do poorly regardless of his scored on relevant
aptitude teits..Among,such persons, the correlation ,between apti-
tude: test scdres And :job performance would be low,--Oot..
oafs ho are'interestedrand highly motivated, on the atitr hand,
the` corrclati'op,' between aptitude test score and job su&-asemay

____.be .qutte_high.i.,'Frops .audi.her angle, _personality inventories' like
the MMPriiiaY have hikker validity for some types of neurotics

-than -for -others: .19.):= :The characteristic behavior of the two._
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I' make
,

.
type -may ak more -;careful and orthig

ymOoms, the other _ or evasive
A._ moderator_ _variable may '!itoll be a _orei. in terms of

whicl? individuals may. be sorte8.-'into
.

Sttbgrdtipei There have-,

been :some promisihg attempts tOidentify stieh'Moderator van-
ables in wit- sciares-(7,19.21 -24). In a-study.4'taxi dritvers
conducted by Chisel! (21), the -cOr,relation..betwein an aptitudes..

test and a criterion of job performance was on_ly. -.22';.The group ,

was .1lien sorted Into thirds an the basiai;:fi?Scores4 an omit-
0.1 ,

.

pationat interest Lnventoly i When the validity..of, the:, aptitude

test was reeOmputed within the third-.whoie.Occupaticiaallinterest ,-

level was most appropriate for thelob, it.roseto .6-6,..§bc1; -fin

-;figs 'suggest that-one test might. first'he used out
viduals for whom the second test-is likely to thays loW..iralfdityi,.
then from among the remaining uses, -- _iiise .scoring. high ,o

.the second test are selected.. .

Even within a strif4 test sach a a personality' inventory it
ii , .

:may prpve possible to, develop -a; moderator key in terms
which the''validity .of the rest of the test for each individtlai.cari,
be assessed (24). There is :alsps eVideace suggesting that intra--
individual variability from one part of the,,test to another affects.

the -predictive validity of a test for individuals (7)? Those irteW,-
viduals for whom the test is more reliable: is indicated by loW
intra?Lndividual. variability) ',are alSo the individuals for 'iirhom

it is more valid, as might be am paled.
,

yflthetic Validity
A teehniquti devised to meet
validity (4; 29, ,34). It is

havhigh validity for predi
or machinists inf.ole comp
for obs .bearing the same tine

ati 'been found in the cor
iri Courses of the same nam

crtei ion Of "col Sac

pecific practtdarneed is synthetic
:,known tliat the same test may

he performance of office clerks
ny--, and low ornegligible validity

nother'conepany.'Similar vari
bns of tests, with achievement

even in different colleges. The
ess" is a notori6us example of
Although ilia it wally indenti-

ually mean
beryl

fled'

page

`ty and heterogene
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Many different things, from being elected president of the student
council. Or, captain of the football team to receiving Phi Beta
Kappa in one's junior year. Individual colleges vary in the
tive. :weights give to these different criteria of success.

.It' is abundantly _clear that:- (1)4educational and vocational
criteria are complex; (2) the various criterion elements, or sub
criteria, for any given job, educational institution;,course, etc.
may have little relation to each other; and (3) different criterion
situations bearing the same name often represent a different,'
combination of sub-criteria. It is largely for thesestresons that
test users are generally urged to conduct their loCal valida;
lion studies. In many situations, however, this practice may..not
be feasible for lack of time, facilitreS, or adequate ,samples..
Under these circumstances, synthetic validity may pr6vide
satisfactory approximation of test validity against a4artietilar
criterion. First proposed by Lawshe (29) for use in inditstry,,
synthetic validity has been employed chiefly with job criteria;
but it is equally applicable to educational criteria.

In synthelic, validity, each predictor is validated, not against
CompoSite criter.1.1*, but against job elements identified through

job analYsis.-TRPValidity of any test for a given job is then
computed synthetically from the weights of these elements in the
job and in the test. Thus if a test has high yalidity in predicting
performance in delicate manipulative tasks, and if such tasks
loom large in a particular job,, then the test will have high syn-
thetic validity for that job. A statistical technique known as the
j-coefficient (for Job-coefficient) has been developed, by Prima-
(34) for estimating the synthetic validity of a test. This technique
offers a possible tool for generalizing validity data from one job,
or other criterion situation to another walla!? actually cond4v
ing a- separate validation study in each situation, The J-coefficient
may also prove useful in ordinary battery ;construction as an
intervening step between the job analysis and the assembling of,
a trial battery of tests. The preliminary selection of appropriate
tests is \how done largely on a subjective and unsystematic liq;sis
and might be imPitved througt the utilizatfOn of such a tech
nique as the J-coefficient.
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Response StylOs

The fifth and last development I should like' to bring to your
attention pertains to response styles. Although research on res-

ponse styles has centered' chiefly on personality inventories, the
concept can; be applied to any type of test. Interest in response
styles was first stimulated by the identification of certain test-

taking, attitudes which might obscure or distort the traits that
the test was .designed to measure. Among the best known is the

social desirability variable, extensively investigated by Edwards

(15, 16, 17, 18). This is simply the tendency to choose socially

desirable responses on personality inventories. To what extent
this variable should also reflect the tendency to choose common

responses is a matter on which different investigators disagree.
Other examples of response styles include acquiescence, or the

tendency to answer -yes" rather than "no" regardless of item
content (3, 5, 12, 20); evasiveness, or the tendency to choose
question marks or other indifferent responses; and the tendency

to utilize extreme response categories.
We can recognize two stages in research on response 'styles.

First there was the recognition that stylistic components of item

form exert a significant influence upon test responses. In fact,

a growing accumulation of evidence indicated that the principal

factors measured by many self-report inventories were stylistic

rather than content factors. At this stage, such stylistic variance

was regarded as error variance, which would reduce test valid-

ity. Efforts were therefore made to rule out these stylistic factors

through` the reformulation of items, the development of special

keys, or the 'application of correction formulas.
More recently there has been an. increasing realization that

,

response styles may be worth meashring in 'their own right. This

point of view is clearly reflected .in the reviews by Jackson and

Messick (26) and by Wigginsv(8),,-Published within the past

five years. Rather than being ;regarded as measurement errors

to be eliminated, response styles are now being investigated as

diagnostic Indices of broad personality traits. The response

style that an individual exhibits in taking a test may be asso-
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ciated with characteristic behaVior he displays in other.r! non-
test situations. Thus the tendency to mark socially desirable=

-'answers may be related to conformity and stereotyped convention-
ality. It has also been proposed that a moderate degree of this
variable is associated with a mature, individualized sell' concept,
while higher degrees are associated witiv.intellectual and social
immaturity (31, 32). With reference to acquiescence, there is
some suggestive -evidence that the predomir-qant. -yeasayers"
tend to have weak `ego controls and to accept impulses withOutQ
reservation, while the predominate "naysayers" tend to inhibit
and suppress impulses and to reject emotional stimuli (12).

The measurement of response styles may provide, a means
of capitalizing on what initially appeared to be the chief weak-
nesses of self-report inventories. Several puzzling and disappoint-
ing results obtained, with personality inventories seem to make
sense' when reexamined in the light of recent research With res-
ponse styles. Much more research is needed, however, before
the measurement of response styles can be put to practical use.
We need more information on the relationships among different
response styles, such as social desirability, and acquiescence,
which, are often confounded in existing scales. We also need to
know more' about the inter-relationships among different scales
designed to measure the same response style. And above all,
we need to know how these stylistic scales are related to external
criterion data.

The rive developments cited in this paper represent ongoing
activities. It is premature to evaluate the contribution any of
them will ultimately make to the measurement or interpretation
Of test validity. At this stage, they. all bear watching and they
warrant further exploration.
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Programmed Testing
in the Examinations'

Of the National Board
of Medical Examiners

JOHN P. HOBRAIW,

National Board of
Medical Examiners

Ten years have now passed since the National Board of Medical
Examiners came to Educational Testing Service for advice and
help in converting our time-honored essay tests to the more
modern technitves` of multiplc.choice testing. The change was ac-
cornpanied by the cries of those who chose not to understand
multiple-choice testing and the -criticism of those who, under-
standing the tests, still did not like them. Nevertheless, with the
assistance of those such as John Cowles, thcn'a member of ETS,
convincing evidence soon accumulated to demonstrate the gains
that had been achieved in the reliability and validity of our
written examinations. (1, 2rThe new examinations prospered
and after relying heavily upon the experience, the facilities, and
the excellence of ETS for a period of five years, we were bold
enough to strike out On our own. We added to our staff highly
qualified individuals from the field of psychometrics and now
after another five years, we have welcomed this opportunity to
return to ETS at this Conference to describe andnot without
some trepidationto ask for your critical comments' about a
testing method developed by the National Board.

I have chosen for the title of thisepresentation, "Programmed
Testing." Let me make it clear, however, that I do not wish to
become involved in prevalent debates over programmed teach-
ing. Rather this title is Intended to suggest that this new testing
method has certain features that are similar to those of pro-
grammed teaching. Whether one follows Skinner down the linear
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path, or prefers the branch program me od of Crowder, the

essential charaGteristic of programmed, teaching, with or without

machines, appears to be a step-by-step progression toward care

fully constructed goals. Each step calls for specific knowledge.

The student must already have the knowledge or he must _Master

it before he may progress 7(3 the next step. Similarly, in the test-

ing method that I wish to describe to you, the examinee pro-

ceeds in a step-by-step fashion through a sequential unfolding

of a series of problems. It is this feature that has, the believe,

justified the terminology of our title Programmed Testing."

Since any test must be viewed in the light of the purpose for

which it is .designed, let, me sumMatize lit-idly the objectives of

National Board examinations. Our primary objective is to

determine the qualification of individual physicians for the prac-

tice of medicine. A physician, having successfully completed the

extensive series of National Board examinations, may present

his certificate:to the licensing authority of the state in which he

wishes -to practice and obtain his license without further exam-

illation.. If the physician has not elected to take National Board

examinations, he must go before the state' medical examining

board, and if, later in his medical career, he should move to

another state, he maY..be" required to repeat this perforniance

perhaps years after he had thotight'to leave qualifying examina-

tions far 'behind him. National Board certification is a perman-

ent record and, with few tions, permits physicians to move

from one state to anotherilidiout repeated examinations.

This was the initial putitiset of the National Board, but it is

not its only function. :Fcullt4ing the change to multiple-choice

testing, and as the reliability, validity, 'and impartiality of these

examinations gained recog lo,t4cmedical school faculties began

to see in these examinations Means of measuring their students

class by class #nes\thitct fly subject, and comparing the per-

formance of in considerable detail with the per-

formanc
oUt classes across the country.

Thus, th one to be used widely as extra-

mural ucation throughout the United

States,
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Our examinations are set up in th parts. Part I is a com-
prehensive two-day examination in th basic sciences usually
taken -at the time that a medical student is completing his second
year of medical school. Part II is a two-day examination in
the clinical sciences, designed for the student at the end of the
fourthLand final year of the medical school curriculum. The third
and final part our Part designed for those who have
passed Parts I and'II, who have finished their formal medical
school courses, have acquired the M. D. degree, and have had
some intern experience. It is this Part III examination that is the
subject of this presentation today.

Whereas Parts I and II are looked upon as searching tests
of knowledge and the candidate's ability to apply lfis knowledge
to the problem in hand, the Part III examination is -designed tcy
measure those attributes of the well-trained physician that, rather i
glibly, 'we call 91inical competence. It has been the long-standing
conviction of the National Board that, before we certify an indi-

.

vidual to a state licensing board as qualified for the practice
of medicine, we Should if we cantest his ability as a respon
sible physician. Can he obtain pertinent information from a
patient? Can he detect and properly interpret abdormal signs
and symptoms? is he then able to arrive at a reasonable diagno-
sis? Does he show good judgment in the management of patients?

Historically,. the National Board sought totanswer these ques-
tions by means of a practical bedside type of oral examination
based upon the candidates' examination of carefully selected
patients. In earlier days with few candidates and few examiners,
this procedure was effective. More recently, with thousands of
candidates, thousands of patients, and thousands of examiners,
we found ourselves running into a difficalty that you will he
quick to recognize. We were dealing with three variables: the
examinee, the patient, and the examiner. Here we had two vari-
ables, the patient and the examiner, that we were unable to

<'" control at the bedside in order to obtain a reliable measurement
the examinee.

,pproximately four years ago, we felt compelled to face up
;;the necessity of developing a better test otslinical competence
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admitting defeat and abandoning the effort. Therefore, we

undertook a two-year project with the support of a research
grant frOm the Rockefeller Foundation and the cooperative help

of the American Institute of Research. The first step in this pro-

ject was to obtain a realistic definition of the skills that are

involved In clinical competence at the intern level, since it is this

level of competence that our Part III examination is intended to

measure. The method used for this definition was the critical

incident technique under the direct guidance of Dr. John Flanagan.

By interviews and by mail questionnaires, senior physicians,

junior physicians and hospital residents throughout the country

were asked to record Clinical situations in which they had per-

sonally. observed interns doing something that impressed them,

on the one hand, as an example-of good clinical practice and,

on the other hand, an example of conspicuously poor clinical

practice. A total of 3,300 such incidents were collected from

approximately 600 physicians. This large body of information

provided a rich collection of factual information that constituted

a profile of the actual experience of interns. We had arrived

at a well documented answer to the question of what to test?

The next step and a formidable one was to determine how to

test the designated skills and behaviors of interns.
Many methods were explored. Motion pictures of carefully

selected, patients were introduced to eliminate the two variables

that had vexed us In the traditional bedside performance. The

patient, projected on the screen, became constant and the ex-

aminer ~appeared in the form of pretested multiple-choice ques-

tions about the patient. This method has stood up well under

the test of usage and continues as a part of the total examination.

A second method d that which we have called Programmed
Testing was evolved to test the intern. in a realistic clinical situa-

tion where he is called upon to face the unpredictable, dynamic

challenge of the sick patient. In real life, the intern may be called

to see. a patient who, let us say, has just been admitted to the

medical ward of the hospital. The intern: sees the patient and

studies the problein; he obtains information from the patient;

he performs a physical examination; and he must then decide
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Upon a course of action. He orders certain laboratory studies
and the results of these studies may then lead him to definitive
treatment. The patient's condition may improve, or perhaps
worsen, or be unaffected by the treatment. The situation has
changed; -a new problem evolves; and again decisions and
actions. are called for in the light of new inforthation and altered
circumstances.

the testing method, as we have developed it a set of some
four to six problems related to a given patient sirnulates this
real-life situation in a sequential, programmed pattern. The
problems are based upon actual medical records; and may
follow the patient's' progress for a period of several day's, several
weeks, or even months until eventually, as in real life, the patient
improves and is discharged from_the hospital, or pos-sibly has
died and ends up on the autopsy table. At each step of the way,
the examinee 'is required to make decisions; he immediately
learns the results bf his decisions, and with additional informa-
tion at hand, proceeds to the next problem.

I believe at this point you are detecting certain similarities
between the design of this test and the methods of programmed
teaching a step-by-step progression to the goal, each step'
accompanied by an increment of information upon which the
next step depends.

Essential to the methodology
case of programmed teaching,
information until ihe examinee

of this form of testing, as in the
is the concealing of additional

has made his decision and has
earned the right to have the additional information. We, there-
fore, first turned to the tab test method. But the tab test, with
the tearing off of bits of paper to reveal the underlying infor-
mation, seemed to us difficult to produce for mass testing and
awkward for the examinee.

We also gatre serious consideration to the technique for 'the
testing of diagnostic skills described by Ritnoldi in a series of
papers. (3) Again; a clinical situation is presented and the can-
aidati is 'offered a number of steps thatpight be taken to arrive
at the correct diagnosis. Each choice appears on a separate card
on the sack of which is information pertinent to the selected
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choke. In Rimoldi's hands, the scoring of this test depends not
only upon the nature of the choices selected but also the order
in .which the choices are made. This test, although it has many
interesting features, also appeared difficult to handle for mass
tegtlhg and furthermore does not altogether meet our objectives
or.,a. thorough evaluation of diagnostic acumen and judgment
iki tIte management of patients.

e then' devised the .resent method, the idea for, which has
ec-. ognizable origins in the tab test the Rimoldi test hint uses

.

rent technique. Instead of tearing off bits. ot
,

paper or
s

flip-

ping over cards to filid,'The appropriate .information, we have
eoncealed the information under an erasable ink overlay. The
examinee first studies the problem and a' carefully prepared list
of possible courses of action. He theli 'makes his decisions and..,.

turns to a 'separate answer booklet 'where he finds a series of....,.,
inked blocks each numbered to ci,Aiespond to the given- choices.
lie removes the ink for selected choices with an ordinary. pencil
eraser and the results. or hi(decisions are revealed

_;..-
At first we ;:liaril.', cbmiderable difficulty in findinga printing

,..-. --.
technique that Worh] permit erasure of the overlying ink block
without, at the saint tame, erzising the underlymi'information.
With the help of an interested specialty print04 ii...rriethod was
developed that has the genius of simOicity. The answers th'

results of decisions-- are printed and numbered serially in an
answer book. A thi_c,_ acetatelayer is laminated on the pages of
the answer book and on top of the cellophane layer, blocks of
ink are applied to cover the underlying printing. The ink is of
a special formula sp that when dry it can be removed easily
by an eraser or scraper. The acetate interphase layer protects
the underlying printing. .,,

The method is .readily adaptable, to mass testing and also has
the advantage of being foolproof for scoring purposes The ex-

,

aminee has. no way of putting ink back over an answer. If, when
he sees the results of his decision, he finds that he has made
a wrong choice or if mistaken choices become apparent as the
solution to the problem unfolds, he is stuck with the choices he
has madeHe cannot change his answers and he cannot cheat
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by eking ahead under tabi or on the back of cards: His
responses, whether right or wrong, arc clearly apparent for the

.,'Scorer to count.
I shall have more to say about scoring, but first a word

about content. The complexities of the clinical situations con-
tahted in these tests are such as 'to Make them very difficult to

Pclescribe especially, I might add, for a nOn-medical audience.
If, however, I may take a leaf froin ETS testsf-ah over- simplified
example may be helpful. I have frequently'..seeti-s.on -ETS tests
an over-simplified example of a multiple choice .ite imago
is (A) a state, (p) a-city, (C) a country, (D) a continent, (E) a
village. Just as ETS would, I am sure, resent any implication
that this gives a fair impression of the potential of multiple-
choice testing, so too the over-simplified example we use for
purposes of instruction to the examinee is not to .be looked upon
as any Indication of the difficulty gild complelity of the prob-
lems in the actual test.

Figure 1' the ffont cover of one of these tests, is 'Shown to indi-
eate.fhar'acarefully:worded instructions are read aloud by the-
proctor at .the begihniak..,of .the( test. The candidate is'rord.. that
the .tcsi" its ba'sed upon his judgment in the - management, of
patients. He Is told that initial .information`' is given for each.,
patient and that following the information a numbered ..,
list of possible courses of action constitutes the first problem for
this patient He is not told how many courses' of action are con-
sidered correct; his task is to select thOse_ courses of action that
he judges to be important for the prope r m'anagernent of this
patient at this point in time. After he has arrived at a decision ,

on a course of action, he must turn to the separate answer book-
let and erase the ink rectangle numbered to corri!skonit!. to his
choice, and the result of his action will appeae:ultder the Trasu re.
He, is told that information will appear under the erasure for
incorreq as well as correct choices. IC for ekaniple, he has
ordered' ;diagnostic test, the result of the tat will appear under
his era Lire whether or not the selected tegIt'should have been
.ordered. After having completed the first problem for the first
patient he then goes on to the second problern . for the same
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st booklet. Before break-

tinsel( with the method and to practice on two simplified prob-
s. related- to one .patient. At the top of the page i 4.4t brief

description of a patient who is brought to the eMOgency room
431% the hdspital in a comatose coAdition. From the information

any medical zastudent would recognize the conic as due cio'
pdiabetes (just h$ aay gp examinee would recognize that Chicago

is a city). The = first-..pfoblem for this patient 'then offers nine .

courses of a.cticiiii.that call for immediate decision: _Three of tbese
nine choices eptistitute proper m'anaement at this selection
Of these three and onlya.hese three choices leads to a perfeccAsebre
fore this problem; and, for this sample problem, the key to the
perfect score:is included on the page in order to give the

some feeling of confidence in his understanding of the metho
Figure 3 is an enlargement of choices 3, 4 and 5 in this list.

Choice No. 4 is one of the essential-Kocedures. It is shown here
--with the erasure having been made and thcanswer =treated. The

examinee has decided to catheterize the patient to lest the ubilne
and the urine is found to contain large, amounts of glucose and
acetone,' characteristic of the condition., with which he is dealing.
Let us now assAirne that he did not recognize diabetes as the
cause of the Patient's coma and he decided;to select choice No 5
and to perform a lumbar puncture. erasure for this choice
would reveal the words ,"pressure And celaiAunt normal." Thus,
in a very realistic fashion, we .are simulating a- situation with ,
wIlich an intern might be confronted In the middle of the night,;.
when the decisions are entirely his own with no hitt:a physician
looking over his shoulder and saying -No, do not do asaying'

puncture." He makes his decision, he pc4orms the actioe
.and obtains.- the results. He may orthay not -- realize as the
problem, unfolds., that the procedure was unnecary or ill-
advised.%

Having made his decisions for the immediate steps to be under-
Otaken for this patient, he then proceeds to'the second problem.,

Figure 4, -shows an enlargement of t.cros 10, 11, and 12 appear!
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FIGURE 3

4; and 5 of amp

FIGURE 4

ms 10, 1, and 12 of .ample Proble_Problem
Erasures jdr Items 10 and 12

ing In this second probleen. Item 12 reads "Order insulin." This
correct` arising from the information Hilt he should

have uncovered in -_the first problem; he erases the correspond-
ing block and sees that the patient's condition improves as a
result of his action.- But he is also given the opportunity to order
other niiiitiation as for example, in Item 10, digitalis. This is
an, incoirecf 'choice that would reflect error in the ,first probleM;
if he should order digitalis, he would find, as revealed under
his erasure, that digitalis is given in accordance with his orders
and the pafient's condition worsens. In the actual internship sit-
uation, it might ,not be until the following morning, when the
pant is seen by the Chief of Service, that the intern learns of his
error in ordering digitalis. The mess of our Test Committee,-
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who are physicians prominent in their respective fields and with
considerable experience in this manner of testing, sometimes be-
eoaJ' radter neiful tn o tug o e=results-of-the-exanrin
ee's actions, particularly with regard to incorrect decisions. One
examiner suggested that if the examinee selected a choice' that
would be wnsidered a fatal error, he should find under the era-
sure "You have Just killed your patient; go on to the next
patient."
"Now, to turn to the scoring of this test. Let me remind you,

as stated earlier, that the basic function of National Board
examinations Is to serve as a qualification for the general prac-
tice of medicine. After having passed: the final test of clinical
competence in, Part HI, the candidate is certified and we say in
effect: We have examined this individual as carefully as we know
how and we consider him qualified to assume responsibility for
the medical care of patients. Therefore, although, we are interested

excellence, we are mainly concerned with the .identification
of those few who cannot be considered safe to practice on their
own. The focus of this examination is therefore, on the lower

-end of the distribution curve,
After- having carefully studied several different formulae for

the scoring, we arrived at an error scoring to count both sins
of omission and siiis of commission. Each of the several hun-
dred choices of courses of action offered in the test is classified
as to whether it definitely must be done, for the wellbeing of the
patient or whether it should definitely not be done and-if done
would be a serious error in judgment that might be harmful to
the patient. A third category includes choices of action that are
relatively unimportant, procedures that might ble done or might
not be done, depending upon local conditions and customs. A

candidate who fails to select a- choice, considered mandatory or
who selects a choice considered, harmful receives an error score.
The choices. in the equivocal middle ground 'receive no score.

Thus, we are dealing with a test and a scoring procedure that
are quite different from the usual multiple-choice method in which

the examinee is offered a number of choices and directed to
select the one 'best response. Here we offer him a number of
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choices and require him to use his best judgment in selecting
those that he considers important for the management of the
pa en t.' u y,. s ri_A pra- Ica situation on e me± d. Ward,
he recognizes a number of actions that should ilefinitelyPbe done
and other actions that should definitely not be done. His res-
ponses are, therefore, interrelated.- If he is on the right track, he
makes a number of correct decisions among the available
choices; then,...by his erasures, he gait-is the information necessary

tote: proper of the patient in the next problem
and the next set of choices. If he starts of on the wrong track
in this, programmed test, he may compound his mistakes as he
proceeds and he may become increasingly dismaye4as he learns
from his erasures the error. of his ways. But, if Ile discovers
that he is -on the wrong back, he has a chance to change his
couist, although he cannot:mit-0 the mistakes he has already.
made, again a situation rather true to life.

Finally, a brief summary 'of the statistical analysis of this
testing procedure. As you have probably already noted, both
the structure of the test and the manner w which we are now
scoring it are such as to affect the reliability adversely. In our
desire to simulate real-life situations, we have included within
each problem a varying number of interrelated responses. Fur-
thermore, there is interdependency between one problem and the
next. To return to the, two sample problems, anyone who knows
anything about diabetic coma would decide to do the three pro-
cedures coded as correct for the first problem- and he would
avoid othek procedures .coded as incorrect. Then, having con-
firmed the diagnosis in the first problem, he "would have nofrdoubt about the furt er management of the patient in the second
problem. The interd pendency of response'ss within each problem
and from one problem:to the next has the effect of decreasing
the number of points upon which the test score is built and,
consequently, decreasing the reliability of the test. ,

We have studied at some length the balance between the ob-
,

jgaiV e to simulate real-life situations in this' sequential manner,
oktesting and the objective to obtain high or reasonably high
reliability. While the reliability of our tests of ,Part I and Part H
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is quite consistently. between .80 and .90, the infernal consistency
II for the first

ministrations has been in the range of .40 to .70 with a
are pow taking several steps that may be ex-

increase the reliability. The Jest. has been lengthened;

the number of items for 'the next 'administration in January
1964 has been increhsed from approximately 200 to approxi-.
mately00.. The examiners, the experts who construct the tests,

are learning from the :itern analyses the need for more discrim-.".

inating judgment in categorizing each;' choice as right, wrong,
or equiVocal. The task is quite different, and considerably more
arduous than the more familiar task bf deciding on the one ,best

among five choices. On the other hand, the examiners find them-

selves on somewhat more familiar: ground and feel that they
are dealing with practical situations in a [Ore realistic manner
than when they are faced with the necessity of a single best
choice.
-We have also looked closely at the correlation between this

programmed test of clinical competence in. Part HI (taken after
6 to 12 months of internship) and the multiple-choice tests of
knowledge of clinical medicine in our Part II (taken before In-

ternship). The correlation between this portion of Part III and
the total Part II was .42 in 1962. and .35 in 1963. Corrected

for attenuation, the correlation between these two tests in 1963
would have been .53. These correlations, positive and yet
moderate, reflect about the degree of relationship we would

expect between medical knowledge and additional elements of
clinical competence that are inevitably based upon medical
knowledge.

In conclusion, let mestitrimarize by saying that we have
developed a testing method that promises to open up new dienen-

sions in evaluating professional competence. We have described

this technique as "Programmed Testing" because of features that

are similar in principle to. "Programmed Teaching," that is to

say `a step-by-step progression to carefully designed objectives,

each 'step' accompanied by an increment of information essential

to the sequential unfolding of the problems. The method is far
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d-needs continuing refinement. It has, however,
ffllce to

our ability to evaluate effectively certain skills and qualities of
professional compeiefice, skills . and qualities that we consider
essential for certification of a physician's readiness to assume
thdependent responsibility for the practice of medicine.

ar.rsainces
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E. Lot s. __ . ..

Burrau-olPsychological Serviees:,
The Universily
of Afichigan .

IntroduCtIon
The concern of the mediC

general problem of assessrupn

A. in the evaluation: III iipplit
medicine in a state

B. in the evaluation tda sChools.,,

in th e'ev alu ation of tl e, ou cal e

be 7.'right to PtaCti privile e cOntiolled by-
icensttre in, each 'and.cterritories. Alth4tigb require=

merits yary fro :state, practically- all uirt the
ompletiori, of a specified..prograin,of`:meclical education,

,.to °scale, type of-.doetoral.:degree Most cases the M.71:1.

,fsatisfacrory performapte. on aft examination desired to
ate .thedical knOwledgel; anti- , competence. Such ,exaMinatioils,
otdinarily consist inntiber of parts and are collectiVet

kcallcd "State . r -the Sc. examinations arc iyPi411

constructed au& r ded totally it is not surprising 444i their
-nature varies Widely: front .- state. to, state. Furthermore, bec4nie

`of the jealou'sy;.or the.'statcs its :guarding the, right to
,

licenses to ,praCtiee ",each -.stn.te, any physician moving froiii

one -state to 41-ith'tv,:ar lone Wh9 wishes to practice in two aci:
acent. states -Siartiltaneonsly; finds it neccssarx to submit to two.

Wore unique sets elf -examinations. While a few states .have
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ent d into reciprocal agreements, i.e. agreed to recogrnze the
of the :other! licensln eacamination such recip,rocatioa

y rare as to have fed to the development of the pro-
of National Board examinations;

The need for, and use of, tests in the evaluation of applicants
medical schools is of more recent origin. Those of you who

are familiar- with the history of the medical profession will
remember that until relatively recently, medicine, like law, was
an art .le4nired by apprenticing oneself to an older and more
experienced member of, the profession, reading a few books, and
passing the state licensing_ examination. There were a few' medical
schools associated with certain of our older universi s, but
only a /relatively small proportion of the practicing ph sicians
oCAii day _ever attended them. During the tilineteenth centgry
there was a very rapid growth in the number of,colleges and
schools offering professional training in medicine, but a large
proportion of thetri:iiere.::pkItyrietary, with the result that their.
owners were mairePirilet6ted-irc attracting students for the tuition
Which they would bring with them than for their aptitude. for
the study of..medicine. This state of affairs is reflected by the
fact that in 1904 there were twice as many 'Italica! schools in
the United States as there are in 1964! As a -result of the sur-
vey of medical. education', sponsored by the Carnegie Founda-
tion, which culminated ,in the famous Flexner report (1),T. two
Very signifieant::ehanges_ occurred in pfofessional training for
medicine .0) tWei:.44-indards.-a tiiedical education were markedly
increased; and (b)''the -medical .khools began more zind more
to seek an affiliation with a university-. Today there are only
a few non-affiliated schools remaining.

Although medical praCticioners had always been accorde-d.
fairly high status in'their communities, these developments served
to enhance further the prestige associated with medicine as a
profession. As a result, membership in the profession became
the aspiration of many more younger people than could 1,)e ac-
commodated in recognized medical schnolS..Thus,, the faculties
of these institutions found themselves confronted with the neces-
sity of selecting the most promising applicants for the study of
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medicine. It is not surprising, therefore, that medical schools

fessional tide test. The

'present Media College Aptitude Test, which was develope in

1927, was an outgrowth of the Moss Medical Aptitude Test and

the Professional Aptitude Test. (2) Since 1935 it has been given

every year in several 'hundred prelnedical schools to at least

90 per cent of all applicapts. for admission to medical, schools

throughout the United Sta
The affiliation of medical schools with universities and, even

more important, the introduction of extensive` components of

basic si0:rff& teaching in the medical curriculum ied to an incre

ing colIern on the part of medical .School faculties w

evaluation of student achievement and assigning grades. There

is fully as much disagreement among medical school professors

as among teachers everywhere about the best methods of evalu-

ating students and assigning gra:cies. In fact, it was inevitable

in these professional schools, where grades are so iniPOrtant

in determining not only survivar,bit issignment to illOnships

and,_othei professional opportunities, that .therviould be much

ferment and discussion regarding the comparative vatues',ot oral,
versus written test'si-_ of objective versus essay _tests, ,tests ern

phasiztng short -term versus long-term learning, wheiher 'grades

should represent "progress made: a result of taking a course

or the absolute level of accomplishment uponcourse completion,
. .

of whether grades' should be given primarily for factual 'learning

or for the demonstration.bf, professional Skills, and so on.

While the ratio of the number of applicants to the num,

of available places in' the admission class has declined over

last few years, me -teal schools are generally' more concerned

with the selection of their students than, are universities and

'colleges or even other professional schools, Thli is true for two

very good reasons: First, the high cost of constructing, equipp-

ing, and staffing _medical ,schools results in a very high per-

student societal investment as compared with other types of

eduicauonal institutions. Second, because of the. integral nature

of the curriculum in medicine, it is generally not feasible for

medical schools to admit students in the second, third, and
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fourth. years, Thus, any beginning student who does not
o

ucceed
blish-

tent geared- for a certain number of students. This, in turn,
subjects the institution to public criticism for not turning out as
many doctors as it was tooled up to do. Thp typical college or
university rosy. regret the loss of an entering freshman but
eatf .alwaYSi,fill its upper,,glasses with transfer students and t us
utilize to thee fullest the educational resources of the ittution .

e result is that neither the institution nor society is pain-
fully, aware of the importance of good selection of beginning
students as are medical schools.
i.,S1111 another unique situation has contributed to the extensive

concern of inedical schools with testing. To a degree that is not
true of any other category of: professional education, the Asso-
dation of American Medical Colleges monitors and coordinates
the typical multiple applications of medical school candidateS
and provides feedback concerting the .uality of students enteri
each medical school. This has served to sensitize the .admission
cOrbroittPes of Inedical:seitOOls-to very wide differences in bot

z the quantity and quality of applicants to different schools; The
result is that medical schools In general probably invest .rnore
time,. and money in the evaluation of applicantsthan-anyOther

-educational institution. For example, most medical schools have
fairly large admissions committees whose members are respon-
sible for interviewing all applicants to the school, (3, 4) and
make an eventual decision to admit- or not admit an applicant
only after an extended staff conference regarding each applicant.

These, then, are the factors that have combined to develop
an increasing concern on the part of the medical profession with
the probleMS of testing.

My,, personal involvement in the problem- of selecting medical
students began about a dozen y6ars ago, just about the time
that Fiske and I completed our project on the selectiOn of gradu-.

ate students in clinical psychology6 (5) I was approached by
__the late Wayne Whittaker, assistant dean pf the University of
.Michigan Medical School and Chairman of the Admissions
Committee, who asked me to work with him to improve the
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selection of students for our medical School. Because
e 'e d concerned w

not only students who would succeed academically,
those. who would bec me good physicians willing to ace

esponsibilitiei COMM nsurate with society's Mvestm

I was delighted to a pt his invitation to particip,

laborative'. study.* iii small: research grant we c

preliminary study the sento.f class of 952 -a

more intensive study of . students entering In
the class that graduated in 1956. The firldings, ,w3rich I
Porting here, are based, for the most part, on 112 ff
members of the 'Class of."., 1956. The fact that this group does

not represent the entire class!:,was primarily a function of class

schedules rather than any biased 'election of the sample.
°lir broad objective was simply to tr.), to improve the overall

quality. of the students,seleetcd to receive medical ,

the. ,hope' of identifying variables that should be considered at

.:.the time Of the selection !decision, we made an intensive study.-

of the "Mistakes" of the admissions committee, i.e. those stu-
,

dentS who had been admitted but -failed in the course of their'

training We eventually accumulated data regarding 100 poten7.

dal presiictor.variablos.
For our criteria, we began, or course, with the most convenient

and frequently. used index of academic performance, the gra

,point average. Medical educators, like others; are free to admit

'that academic elides are not the only anq perhaps not the most

important,- criterion of success in medical education. Neverthe-

less, grades are. regarded as important by both students and

staff hand successful academic performance:especially in the first

two years (pre-clini41), is a sine qua non for developing one's

clinical skills m the later years 101 medical triining. Therefore,

as soon as the first.year grade point average had become avail-

I purposely postponed 1-ifiblication of eertain of the findings until changes

in stall; curriculum, and grading practices will make it impossible to point

an accusing finger at any specific department or faculty member!
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able for the class correlational analyses were begun.'
et a les w aundtobe

aptlyfl correlated (p!< .05) with the first year (WA. Two
variables, All Premed.. Grades and Pre-iled. Science Grades,

Ior first, plake as the best -predictor.,-nf this criterion, both
yielding an of +.61. This variable waS.,:also Significkntly pre.
dieted by the .fOur subscores of the MCAT with; coefficients
anging from i'.25 to .$0. Offhand, this would seem to reflect a

relatively satisfactory state of affairs. However, members of the
admissions committee were not satisfied. Even with validity co
efficienti of this magnitude considerable error 'of prediction
remains, and, as noted above; the, desire not to lose already
admitted students is very strong. Of greater concern to mem
bers of the admissionS committee, however, was"the finding that
their individual ratings of the applicants yielded validity coeffi-
cients lower than that provided by a simple average of all
pre-m. grades. The actual coefficients of five members ranged
from-4.27 to +.59 in spite of the fact that the ratings were made

,1

by persons who had had an opportunity to study, the entire pre.
med. .rtranscOpt, review the profile-of MCAT scores, read the
letter of recommendation, and discuss each case at a staff confer-
ence at which the interview impressions of at least one of the
comr4ittee members were reported.

e obviously, somethirkivas wrong. There were two possi.
_Edifies: (a) members -Of the admissions committee were not
identifying and/or properly weighting relevant items from the
large mass of information available to them; or (b) the criterion

E. well Kelly.

of first-year grades was not the appropriate one against which
to check validity of their individual judgments. I am sure
that you canfPguess which of these alternatives was chosen by
members of the admissions committee. While they were, of
course, concerned with evalunting the aptitude of the student to

a

The writer gratefully acknOwledges the assistance of Gordon Bechtel, Lillian
Kelly, and Leonard Uhr who served as research assistants at various stages
of the study.
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ork of the medical
much more .con-

with selecting those applicant who a s

°ler idles essential to becomtng a good:physi-
-,

an. It would, be necessary lo'secnire a.dditional and

very different:criterion measures of success in '`medicine befdre
the uniquevalidities of the ratings derived From this:elaborate
admissions procedure could be properly evaluated.

Miring the next three years much tittle and effort were devOted

to the development and acquisition of alternative measures of '

a ievement and performance in medicine, Eventually data
became available. for 54 'criteria.

With 100 predictor Variables and .54 criterion variables, v-

eral --alternaie modes or analyses suggested themselves apd,

anks to the:availability of the high speed computer, several
of them were carried out In this paper we shall be primarily
concerned with an analysis of :the: resulting. 5400 correlations

tween the 100 predictors: and the 54 criteria, More Specifically,

we 'Shall concern ourselves with the' relative utility of the pre-

`dictors; i.e. the number of alternate criteria which they predict,

and With the significant correlates of each of the" 54 criteria. I

have intentionally ieleeted the term correlates of the criteria father
than predictois because of the obvious limitations :of the present

study with respect generallzability. With such a large number

of variables and an N of only 112, :it would have been possible

to have computed spurionsly high multiple -correlations to pre-

dict many of the criteria Correlations that would certainly have-

shrunk markedly if the resulting regression equations had been

applied to another class. Furthermore, it must be remembered

:,that I am reporting data not only-. for a single crass but also for

but one medical school. In view ©f the known differences not

only in the quantity and quality of applicants but in selection
prOcedures used by different schools, any attempt to make

12
gen-

-a. ations regardtng. predictive value of. speeffici Variables for

r Institutions .would be eXtremely. hazardous. In spite.,af. these,,

limitations, I believe tht out findings are worthy of serious

attention, not because of i-ecliate applicability to the prob
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Lem of selection, but rather because of their fi-nplications LOT the
problenis of testing and measurement in all :educational Tiistitu-
tions,-of which the Medical school is but one

PoteneakPredletor Variables
Table I lists the 100 potential predictor variables selected for
analysis; also shown is the number of the 54 criteria with which
each variable showed a correlation of at least .20, i.e.a value
yielding, a P of< .05. Since there were 54 possible significant
correlatiOns for each predictqC variable, chance alone would
yield an expectancy of two tc. three such correlations for each
predictor.

Part A of Table I lists 12 predictor variables which have been
labelled Intellectual and Cognitive. This category includes pre-
med. grades, MCAT scores, and ratings by the five individual
members of the admissions, committee, since these ratings appear
to be primarily determined by the pre-medical academic reeord,
Similarly; the month of acceptance is included in this category
of Variables ibecause of the practice of according early admis-
sion to the applicants rated most favorably by the admissions
committee. In general, it will be noted, that these intellectual and
cognitive variables yield significant correlations with a fairly
large proportion-of the 54 criterion variable's:

Part B of Table I lists the 88)10u-cognitive i redicta variables
used: The first subgroup of these includes 19 h4iickground vari-
ables derived from ,analysis of the application blank or the
transcript of pre-medical college training. As will be noted, most
of this group of variables piedict more than a chance number

the 54 criteria. Note that the munber of credit hours in hi-
o ogy appears to 'be the best of these predictors, yielding signifi-
cant correlations with 12 of the 54 criteria. There follows an

extensive list of measures ,of personality characteristics and
interests. The first block includes the 16 scores derived from
the Cattell 16 Personality Questionnaire Test. (6) The labels

en these factors correspond to the positive or high scoring
end of each scale. Incidentally, these Cattell scores were based
on an administration of the test to the class as seniors, whereas
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Table I ;
100 Potentil Predictor Variables of, Pe;forrnance. in Medicine and the Number`of

54 Alternative Criteria with which Each toe Significantly Correlated

Ilectual and Cognitive Voriobles , Strong VIB Variables
*.

No. of Criteria
1. All PreiT -ivied Grades 4
2. Pre-Med Science Grades' 27
3. Rating: Adm, Comm. Member No. 1 26
4. Rating: Adm. Comm, Mornbec_No. 2 30
5. Rating: Adm. Comm. Member Na. 3 23
6. Rating: Adm Comm. rArtiber No. 4 261
7, Stating: Adm. t mm. Member No. 5 9

a Month Accepte 17

MCAT; Verbal 1.7

10. MCAT: 6.0.fitorivo 9
11. Mpf: Modern Society 15

12. -MCAT: Science 14e

B. Non-Co nitive Voriables
Back round Variables

i 1. Year of Birth-. 8

2. Own o'Cor 4

3. Father's Occupation
4. jEother's Education 8

5. 'Mother's Education a

6, Percen Self-supporting 5

7. Report d Est. of Summer Earnings 8

8, Reporte Est' f Religious Activity 3

07. Anil of Pre nsled 13 or 4 yit) 5 ,

10. Marital Status 2

11. Month Applic, Submitted.
12, Height
13. Weight
14: Na of Credit Hrs. Engli h
;13. Na. of Credit Hrs. Fore., n Language 2

16. No. of Credit Hrs. 'no oak Chem. 8

17. No. of Credit Vim Organic Chem 4

la, Na. of Credit Hrs. Physics , 3

19. No. of Credit Hrs, Biology 12

Cottell Personality Factor
Questionnaire Voriables

1. Cottell 16 P;F: Cyclothymia g

2. Catlett 16 P-F: Gen. Intel!.
3. Cotten 16 P-F: Ego Strength
4, Cattell 16 P=F: Dominance 17

5. Collett 16 P-F: Surgency 5

6. Collett 16 P-F: Super-Ego
7. Catlett 16 Adventurous Cyclothymno 12

8. Cotten 16 P-F: Emat. Sensitivity 5

9. Collett 16 P-F: Paranoid 8

10. Cottell 16 13-F; Hysterical Unconcern
11. Catlett -16P-F: Sophistication 11

12. Cottell 16 P-F: Ann. Insecurity 4

13. Catlett 16 P-E: Radicalism 10

14. Cottell 16 P-F: tndep. Self-Sufficiency 12

15. Cattell 16 P-F: Will Cont. &Stability
16. Cattell 16 P-F: Nervous Tension
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5 _cores derivW fr m the Strong Vocational. Interest
k (7) and all ot. er variables of Table I were based' on

instrtttnents administered be admission to medical school,
i.e.finder conditiqps which applicants to perceive them as

tte tot process of admissivs.
'4 variables derlivZd from the Stiong Vlli are the

familiar vocational- interest scorq* which -were coded on the basis
of numerical scor rather than letter grades. In -general, high
scores -1-ellect a pattern _.interests highly congruent with those
of personsZibecessfully -e aged in each profession or occupation.
Variables 48 to 52 w derived from responses to the
Stiong Ifl using cmpir derived scoring keys to assess
personality vafrables tr. alternatively measured by the Taylor
Manifest Anx-fety-Scale of the MPI, (8) the Allport-Vernpn Scale
of Values, antYthe Bernremer Personality Inventory. (9) Filially,
the neQlitty Health InAex (10) was based on responses to a
self-report form dtveloped to 40ese personality integrati6iL
,Although none of these non - cognitive variables correlate

e--

sigifificanktly with a wry Iltrget number of the r3/44 predietors, it
'noted that most of -them yield more thttn i chltrice mini

_,-

(11 h- significart correlations. -Thus, nine or inure of the 54
.criteria etefound to4te signifiettntly c orreratedwith the Citttell
fitctoft of Dchninance, -Alventurous Cyclothyntiit, Sophistication,
4tad tit ii pulepen dent Atif-Sollicicticy, at-I Nervous 'I:elision:

-9R-1

A 1 j rl ilrrlrressivI numbei of signi10.mt correlations tilso
itppeeken tr' the. interest patttAs of PsycholoOist, Veterhaman,
Chemist, Printer, AI ath-Physictir§cienee Teacher,Toliccinan, CPA,

. Mortician, and Sal:* Miltitgcr. ,L)nit114., the. -i1ns lets' score
deriv4 from tile .1.rolig yielded pine significant corrclittions with
elite dim eas 111;;eL

,t4 2'1

The Criteria and thar Corre es
Table II summaThv the ,Y4 critcri r used in this study,
also for each criterion is tte nriiirher !dl the it6lential cogaltive
mitt non -cognitive pri:dictor variithieli with which it wits si iiiim

,4-eaanP coiTretated. Colunue, 3 indicates cognitive, variable
yielding the highest, and column 4 the non - cognitive_ varittle
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Table 2.

Correlates of 54 AlternatIve Criteria
of Per4rraance In Medicine

0:4

Critera

tY

No. of Significant with:

12 Cogni- 88 Non-
tiv Cognitive

Variables Variables

Highest Correlated Variables

Cognitive Non-Cogniti

A, grades

1. 1st -yr. GPA 12. -, 11 Pre-Med grades .61 Veterinarian .24

2. 2nd-yr. GPA 12 Pre -Med Grades. .56 "Anxiety" .30

3rd-yr. GPA 11 Pre.med Grades .47 "Anxiety" .31

4. 4th-yr. GPA 6 Pre-Med Grades .31 No of Hrs. Biology -.22
Dominance

5. Over-all GFA 12 Pre-Med Grades .57 "Anxiety" v.28

6. Pub. Health (2nd yr) 5 Pre-Med Grades .45 Phormacir1 .26

7. Medicine (4th sir) 5 Month Accepted -.33 No. of Hrs. Foreign
Language .22

8. Surgery j4th yr) 2 MCAT TOuont.) -.20 Dominance -.36

9, ob. &Gyn. (4th yr) 4 [Conch "Well." .13] Theor. Values,
Self-Sufficiency

25

10, Pediatrics (4th yr) 6 Pre=ttied Grades No. of Hrs. Biol y -.31

11, Psychiatry (4th yr). 12 [MCAT 'Verbal) .14] Mother 's Educ. .28

B, Notionally Administered Tests

11 MCAT IMod. Sac "Anxiety" -44
1. Cancer Exam,

Nationol Boards

7 174 MCAT (Science) .37 insecurity e .24
2. Medicine
3. Surgery 12 29 MCAT (Science) .40 Adventurous

Pre-Med Grader 40 Cyclothyrnio -,38

4. Ob. and Gy
5. Public Health

10
10

. 6
5

Pre-Med grades
MCAT (Science)

.39

.42
Pub.Admin
Former

.28

.22

6, Pediatrics 10 10 MCAT (Science) .40 Banker 27

7. Nat. Bds, Total 10 25 MCAT (Science) .48 Printer .32

C. State 8o ds

8 4 Month Accepted -.38 Aeleir Cycto hymio -.24
1. Anatole
2, Hist. and Embry, 6 8 Member No. 4 30 Latyer ,2E1

3. Physiology 0 8 MCAT (Verbal) .14 Own Car -.25

4. Chem, &Toxicology 7 MCAT (Verbal) -.21 Physician -.31

5. Bacteriology 2 30 Member No. 5 .29 Sales Mgr. -.38

6, Pathology 0 8 Cotten lntell." -.30 Dominance -.32

7. Hygiene 7 5 Member No.`5 .34 ljrs. Org. Chem. -.27

.1. 8. Practice 0 8 MCAT (Mod. Soc.) .17 Theori Values -.24

9. Med. Jwispr 0 12 Gen_ Intel'. -.26 OcCelp, ,30

10. E. E. N. T. 0 MCAT (Science) .13 OCC, level .19

1,1, Obstetrics. I MCAT (Verbal) -.21 Weight -.21

12. Surgery 3. Pre-Med. Sci. .24 Surgency. -,31

4 -3. Gynecology 0 5 MCAT (Verbal) No. Hrs. Physics' .27

14. Materiel Medico 0 1 MCAT (Med. Soc.) .19 Further Educ. .20



Criteria 12 Cogni- 88 Non-
live Cognitive

Variables Variables

Highest Correlated Variables

Cognitive Non-Cognitke

D. Sociometric Choices as Seniors

1, Campia5 Companion- 1 6 MCAT (Science) -.23 Self-Sufficiency -.33
2. Office Partner re-Med Grades .28 Chemist , . -.29
3. Research Promise 8 10 re-Med Grades" Al Dominance -.27
4. Intimate Friend ' 0' 10 MCAT (Verbal) -.12 Mortician .31
5. Phys. to own Family 6 9 Pre-Med Sci. Gr. .39 Dominance -.31
6. Colleague Hosp, Staff 4 8 Pre-Med Grades .30 Dominance -.26
7. Hosp. Teaching Staff 7 .4 Pre-Med Sci. Gr. .40 Self-Sufficiency -.23
8. Highest Income 1 21 MCAT (Quant.) -.21 Sales Mgr.' .37
9. Pers. Satin. as G. P. 2 20 MCAT (Verbal) -.29 Father's Educ, -.47

10. Med. Sch. Teacher 8 0 Pre-Med Grades .35 Nervous Tension .23
11. Int. in Public Health 4 Pre -Med Grades .32 Dominance -.32
12. Willing to Accept I,.

Salaried Position 0 16 MCAT (Quant.) 14 Height '. 7.31

13. Disease (i. e. Speci-
alty) Orientation 3 13 Member Na. 2- .31 Father's Educ. .47

14. Hosp. Administrator 4 7 Pre-Med Grades .32 Radicalism -.23

E. Internship Refines

1 1 MCAT (Med. Soc.) -.22 Am 't Rel. Act.1. Personal Appearance
2. Desire to learn 5 17 Pre-Med Sci. pr. .32 moth. Phys. Sci.

Teacher .36
3. Over -all Med. Knowledge 4 7 Pre-med Grades .23 Dominance -.32
A. Diagnostic Competence' 0 12 [Pro-Med Grades .19] Math. Phys. Sci.

Teacher .32
5.. Integrity I I f [MCAT (Guam.) -.20 ] math. Phys. Sci.

Teacher .25
6. Sensitivity to Patients'

Needs 0 10 [MCAT (Mod. Soc.) -.18] Dominance -.30
7. Abil. to Inspire Confidence 0 2 [Pre-Med Grades It] Dominance -.26
8. Over-all Promise 0 0 [Pre -Med Grades 11] Soles Mgr. .17

yielding the highest correlation_with each of the criteria.
These criteria have been grouped into five categories, A

through E. Those in A require little further description than is
provided by their 11,ames_ The grade ia the second-year course
in Public'Health was selected as the criterion because this course
at the time was generally regarded by the students- as both diffi-
cult and not very relevant to their training. The several fourth-
year course grades presumably reflect the faculty's best evaluation
of the performance of the medical student in the clinical, as
contrasted with the pre-clinical, years of medicine. As lfar as
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could be determined, These grades were based not so much, on

tests as on the impressions made by the student as a partici-

pant in ward rounds, conferences, and seminars.
As will be noted, the best predictor of medical school grades

throughout the four years is the Pre-med. Grades (Average).
Of the non-cognitive correlates, the "Anxiety" score derived from

the Strong. VIII appears Most frequently. Whereas there is a

relatively high' intercorrelatioti (about .8O) between the grade

point averages for the first three years of radical school, the

situation for the fourth-year course grades is quite different.
First-year and fourth-year grades correlate only .53 and the
median intercorrelation among the six fourth-year grades is only

.22. It is therefore not surprising that a veAry different pattern

of correlates emerges for these fourth-year course grade criteria.

As will be noted in several instances, a non-cognitive variable

is more closely associated with grades in these courses than a

cognitive variable, suggesting the degree to which these grades

are assigned on the basis of impressions made by the students

while on a particular service and thus are more t functio

the student's personality characteristics than of his infellec__ al

performance.
Category B of the criteria includes scores.made by the students

on nationally administered objective tests. In general it will be

noted that performance on these objective tests at the end of

medical training is predicted by most of the cognitive predictor
variables, best by the MCAT Science score and Pre-med. Grades.

It: is of considerable interest, however, that grades on these
objective fists are also significantly correlated with several non-

cognitive pre4ictor variables. For example, 29 of the 88 non-
cognitive variables are significantly associated with National
Board scores in -Surgery, the correlation with one of them being

almost as high as that okay cognitive variable.
.

We now turn to a consideration of the criteria listed in Part C

of Table II, marks on the State Board examination (State

Boards), required for lieensure.in Miebigan. As contrasted with

the National Boards, which are' obloctiverWiitninations, these

are typically essay examinations- ,prepared' by experienced and
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often older physicians who Volunteer to prepare and grade ex-'
arninations in each of the 14 subject matter areas. Whereas the
median intercorrelation among the scores LheVational. Boards
is +.51, the modal intercorielation anteing- the sales on the 14
parts of the State Board examination is zero4the median-is only
.10 and 16 of the intercorrelations are negative!.. This being the
case, it is not surprising to find Markedly different patterns of
correlates of the grades' on ,. the various subparts of the State,
Boards. For seven Of the 14; we note no significandy -correlated
cognitive predictor variable." And in general for ea:01'a noncog-
nitive variable correlates about as highly pis a cognitive variables,
suggesting that even though these are written.-
-marks are determined in pall by the student's personality ,charac-
teristics interest, values, and background Vitriables.

Part D of Table II lists 14 variableS derived from Sodom ric
z

Choices made by members of the class of 1956 near the .coniple-
tion of their medical training, In our search for more relevant:
criteria (and, hopefully, for criteria_ more predictable' from the

I

ratings of the medical admission; committee!) we `decided to
capitalize on the rather extensive opportunities which' Medical
students have to become acquainted with each other's- strengths,-
weaknesses and special competences..; in brief, these sociometric
ratings were collected as follows: id' members of: the senior class
were assembled in one room, provicleil,with a li;4'tsif all menibere.:'
of their class, and before they knew'''what was to follow, they

-t
were asked to star the names of the -46 fellow clase.meinberg
whom they felt they knew best. They were; mext itsked to select
the three most desirableble (or roost likely) ,.nnd the three leitst
desirable (or least 'likely) persOns'but of this group of 40 fitting
each of the categories- indicated by me'

r

tanets itssociated with
these 14 criteria (Cl . Table II, Part 13): 'The sdbre"for each
dent on each criterion was simply the itkehraic sum of the
number of positive and negative choices on eitcli item.

It is of interest to note that practilcitlIv Of:tlit__;se so t metric
criteria are significantly itss.odided with far.more tlhaii',i chance
number of the potential predictor vitriitbles'. factAnost them
can be predicted abouoas-Well as any of the categories of
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Furthermore, the pattern of ,the significant correlates seems to

make sense in that those sociornetric criteria most obviously

associated with intellectual performance are most likely to be_

correlated with cognitive variables; whereas those primarily re-
lated to social acceptability are more often correlated with non-!
cognitive variables. -Finally, the pattern of the correlates niak

sufficiently good sense to suggest that these sociometricalh
derived criteria may haVe considerable validity for real-life
performance.

Our final effor to secure additional and still more relev

_ria of performance: as physician is reflected in the fine
ship,llatings listed in Part E' of Table II-With the assistance

a nUMber of menibers of the medical, school stair,.these
,were selected as those belieVed to be most relevan

thy. most. rat[ible by the supervisors of medical school :grad__

during their -dear of internship. We ,note. immediately tha
criterion measures tend to he less often significantly co

With tlie predictor VariableS, than 'was the Case for sociomLt

`,.Criteria, Only tWo of them; rated "Desly.6ito Learn" and
Medical Knowledge" 'have more t

correlates among .thecognitive predictOirs: Although each of-thent-

tends to be more.closgr associated with some non- cognitive pre-
,

rlia clignitive one the gene i..11 Mitgnitucke ,pf the

s ten the low. Finally, we 'note that for the

thestirra "Over -all Promise,- there zire';n0.4,
Liles . r, Boo:en Apparently this ritting,

iyr' .different .upervisors in different internslip
it -;..such a;.,cornposite of unsyslematically weigh

...10 result in it not being sign. i antly related to an 100

redictot.variables :).
.,'&;.,14

in suniuiary, most of the cri eria were found to_ have a nun=-
-

her of correlates ainong,predictor v.ariables available. before
.,,

atintission medical setill-ol. , In -f,eic Enos, of tle-1-1.criteria could

aSCLuably weal predicted by the weight, tO' Walton ofh 61:P4A
' s .

subseCs'ofpreaictor variables. Unfortunat i wever, be-

of the relatively low- intercotrelations -aMong the alter-
.. ,

criteria,: ' different set of predia'or variabitsvould be-
*,
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needed to select applicants likely to rank high on alternate criteria.
We have already noted the extremely low intercorrelations among.
parts of the State Board examination. The problem of the validity
of alternate criteria is even more dramatically demonstrated by
examination of the intercorrelations of presumably alternative
criteria of the same type of accompliShment. For example, the
fourth-year course grade correlations with National Board scores
are as follows: Pediatrics .37, Medicine .33, Surgery .19, Ob-
sten-les and Gynecology .12. And, as might be expected, neither
of these criteria measures correlates significantly with State Board
examinations bearing the same label! Under the circumstances,
it is somewhat surprising that most of these, criteria are at all
predictable from data obtained before admission to medical
school.

The Criterion Correlates of the
Most Promising Predictor Variables
From Table I, we noted that those variables listed in category
A, Intellectual and Cognitive, are generally the most promising
predictors of 'a large number of criterion variables. In fact, all
12 of them yield significant correlations with nine or more of
the 54 criterion variables, most typically appearing as the best
predictor of- the more intellectually loaded criterion measures.
The most promising intellectual predictor for this particular group
of students was. the average of all pre-medical grades, rather,
than the average of the pre medical scieaci grades only; as Mem-
bers of the admissions committee had anticipated, In general,
the ratings of the members of the admissions committee, here
categorized as intellectual or cognitive variables, showed signifi-
cant :Correlations with a fairly large number of criterion variables

most typically with those which might be categorized as re-
,

ting intellectual or academic accomplishment rather than those
ecting performance as a physician. Only rarely did these

ratings of individual committee members turn out to he as pre-
dictive of any criterion as one or more of the pieces of informa-
tion available to the person making the rating!

The most likely explanation of this attenuated potential validity
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of clinical judgments of academic performance appears to he a
function: of the background variable B .19 of Table 1. The
number of credit hours in biology is the only one of these back-
ground variables associated with as many 'as nine criterion vari-
ables. Since the medical school at that time required all applicants

to present 12 credits of biology, this variable represented the

extent to which applicants presented credit hours in biology in
excess of this' minimal requirement. Many pre-med. students,
especially if their over-all academie record is not good, are cu-

r
couraged to take additional credits in biology tts an indication
of their strong interest in medicine and because they are of the
opinion that members of the admissioas committee uld be
favorably impressed with a transcript reflecting elected courses
in biology. This turns out to haye been the case. In general, the
ratings of the members of the admissions committee tend to he
positively correlated with the number of hours of biologyA
ever, this same variable, number of hours in biology, yielded a
significantly negative correlation with 12 of the 54 criteria! These

correlations were as follows: State' Board Hygiene - ,22; 2nd :y r,

CPA -.27; 3rd-yr; CPA -.24; 4th-yr. ( ;PA -.22; over-all CPA
-.23; grade in Public llettlth, second-year .20; huirtk-year grade
in pediatrics -.31; National Cancer Exam. -.23; National Boards
of:Medicine -.23; National Boards Public I lealth, - .20; National
Board Pediatrics -.22; National Board Over-all -.21. In a word,
the potential validity of the clinical prediction of academic suc-

cess was seriously attenuated By the fact that the members of the
adinissions committee were noting the tunaber of hours of bi-
ology as a relevant predictor but weighting it positively rather

than negatively!
Of the non- cognitive variables, Ihe one yielding the largest

number of significant correlations with the criteria used was
Cattail's factor labelled Dominance-Ascendance versus Submis-
siveness. These correlations were as follows: State Board Physi--
)logy -.23; State Board Pathology - .32; Office Partner - .24;

Worthy Recipient of Research Gram -.27; Intimate Friend -.21;
Physician to own Monily -31; Colleague-II ()vital Staff -.26; I los-
pital Teaching Staff -.20; Personal Satisfaction as GP .37; in-
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terest -in Public Health -.32; Hospital Administrator -,23; 4th-yr.
GPA 4th -yr.. grade in Surgery 1.36; Desire to Uarn -.27;
Over-all Medical Knowledge -.32; Sensitivity to Patients' Needs

30; Abllity to41.nspite Confidence ,26. Since a high score on
this variable reflects a .tendency to be self:- assertive, boastful, con-
ceited; aggressive and pugnacious, it appears that those students
characterized by submissiveness, modesty, and complacency are
more likely to 7be. pOsitively evaluated on these generally non;
cognitive criterion variables. Another personality variable meas-
ured- by the Catte11.16 PR shows a similar pattern of negative
correlations:with '12 of the criterion measures. It is Adventurous
Cyclothymia repreenting, a continuum characterized by advent-
urous versus shy; gregarious versus aloof; and fra ik
versus secretive, In general, withdrawn cyclothymia see ie
more highly .prized in this, particular subculturei the only signi-
ficant positive correlation_ being .-29 with the, sociometric choice,
Likely to Make the Highest Income.

Foui additional scores from the 16 PF yielded significant cor-
relations with 10 or more of the criterion Variables. These were:
Sophistication (all positive correlations 'except with State, Ligard
Gynecology); Radicalism (generally negative correlations except
with National Hoard Over-all); Independent-Self-Sufficiency (gen-
erally positive correlations with intellectually loaded criteria and
negative ones with sociometric choices involving interpersonal
relations), and. Nervous Tension (generally positive correlated
with intellectually loaded criteria).

Of the 52 variables derived from the Strong, seven were found
to be significantly correlated-. with nine or 'mare of the .criteria.
Psychologist scores are typically negatively' correlated with socio-
metric choices; Veterinarian scores arc positively correlated with
ten criteria, including Physician to own Family ; Chemist scores
are negatively correlated with several sociometric choices but
positively with Disease or Specialty Orientation, Willingness to
Accept Salaried Job, and National Board scores; Policeman _scores
are positively correlated with 10 criteria, mostly sociometric
choices and intern ratings. CPA scores typically yield negative
correlations with criteria. Sales Manager scores are negatively
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correlated with State Board in Bacteriology, Interest in Public

Health, Willingness to Accept a Salaried Job, with National
Boards in Surgery and National Boards Over-all; Sales Manager

scores are positively associated with State Boards in Practice,

Likely to Make Highest Income, 4th-yr. Grade in Psychiatry

and etisitivity to Patient Needs as rated by the Intern Supervisor.

Another Strong VIII score, Printer, proved to be a relatively,

good predictor of several afferent criteria with correlatiOns as

follows:,

State'Boards Bacteriology .31

Sociometxic Research Promi

Interest, in Public Health .20

Six National Boards Scor .25 to .32

Intern, 04r7all Medical nowledgc .29

Intern, Diagnostic Coin ettnce 31

By contrast, Strong VII scores for Physics yielded but two

Significant correlations: - with State Boards in Chemistry and

Toxicology and -.21 wi r sociometric choice as Office Partner.

The most likely explanation of the lack of validity of this score

is that this 'group of subjects, both as the result of self-selection-

and the selective 'process of admission, was so relatively how-

genous with respect to the interest 'pattern measured by the

Physician key that there was little opportunity for covariance to

occur.
Finally, the Anxiety score derived by scoring the Strong VIB

responses with a specially .developed key, yielded a consistent

array of positive correlations, with nine criteriou variables all

heavily loaded with intellectual and academic accomplishment.

Interestingly enough, this variable seems to be tapping softie-

thing different than the NerYous Teosion ritc-tor of Cattell 16 PF

which was more likely to be positively correlated with, sociomefrie

choices.'
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Discussion
In view of the known uniqueness of many of the criterion
measures employed, it is encouraging to discover that so
of the, predictor variables shoived significant and often mea
ful correlatiOris with so many criteria. Obviously, however, a ty4
practical program of student selection would require some con-
sensus on the part of a-.faculty regarding the relative importance
and hence the manner of weighting alternative criterion measures
before .making a decision regarding predictor variables. Fortun-
ately, factor analyses of our criterion variables indicate that
,there are probably not more than five or six really meaningful
dimensions involved. If satisfactory measures of this limited set
of 'criteria could be developed; it is highly probable that even
better predictive devie&could be developed than the ones used in
this study, e.g.pre-med. grades might Well be weighted by the
median SAT score- of freshmen admitted to each pre-med. college;
the parts of the MCAT could be designed to predict more speci-
fic critkia, empirically derived keys for the Strong VIII might
well provide more useful scores than the occupational keys now
available, etc.

. Obviously, however, no test or test battery and no statistical
technique can answer the fundamental question of what kind'of
a physician the faculty of a given medical school wishes to pro-
duce. Given a multidimensional criterion, which appears to be
the case, and relatively non-overlapping sets of predictor vari-
ables for each, the "yes-n6" decision required in student selection
must in the long run depend' on the hierarchical ranking and
weighting of the criterion dimensions by the faculty concerned:

The findings or the study here reported strongly suggest that
wise decisions .regarding the .product desired cannot be arrived
at by any amount of staff diseussion of the problem in the ab-
stract. Only with the aid of an ongoing program which monitors
the characteristics of applicants selected and rejected. :aid of the
criteria used to assess succV in both the school end -tit practice,
and feeds back the interrelziffonships among these variiibles, will
a staff he in the, position of knowing to 'what degree its stated
objective's are being attained. Fortunately, with the ready avail-
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ability of modern computers, ongoing program of
"quality control" is now entirely 17e- for any inedfeiti school.

ObViously, at least one appropriately ruled- professional persOft

-7 needed `to identify the essential 'variableso collect and
analyze the a In a: systematic fashioiv. Arid to interpret' the

results pack t ii faculty members concerned, (H).. . )
Whit the findings of ibis ''study of it single class in -tine me&

school,.do not justify any recommendations regarding s al',
tic procedures to be used in the selection of mid teal. students,
they do point to a number of more geiteral conclusions, ,each
With; implication' for measurement in all institutions involved' in

professional training:

A "Inc criterion problem is ,both important comple:x.. Iii

stead of a neat unidinten4Intal criterion, it appears likely that
there are several relatively unrelated .dimensions
of success in prulessional ed ucittio if and pritctice. Since,each
of these diMensions- is likely to be regarded its impoqiirli
by subgroupS of the faculty and by segments of the soeety
which -tine proles inn serves, it is essential that :improved.
nmtsures of these criterion dimensions be developed.

13. It appears likely that lc, s nably valid predictions of alter--

nate criteria of professional perfOrManctvan be Made on the
basis of data obtainable before admissi to the prolessicmal

school, but a different subset of predictor variable's will 'ob-

viously be required to predict uncorrelared criteria,

In view of the limited number of ins :for proles _imd

education (an applicant to medieq irreutly has better
a .

than one chance in two of heft j lited by ,voine inedic.1-11

school within a couple pl by virtue. of the differ-

ential pattern of predictor vitriable',41:,correlated with alternate

criteria of performance, it 18 siiuply riot feasible for any
school to attempt to select itpplicants who will rank high on
all eriterion'dimensions. This suggests the possible desirability*
of an explicit deciskyn on the part of the stall of each pro-
fessional school with respect to the particular dimension(s)
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of professional p_ erformarra which that school wishes to nax-
tmize both in its program of student selection and its program
of instruction. Alternatthly, larger professional schools may
wish to consider the establishment clearly differentiated
programs of professional, training Ali the consegknt im-
p_ica o or using different variables in student selection
and expertin' g very different kinds of prokssional perform-
ance in the graduates of the alternative programs of education..
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Will you forgive me. if I use this' as an occasion to clear my

own mind on several issues that relate to the growth of intellect
in human beings.' I have been engaged these last several van
in research on this opaque topic, reading, experimenting, puzz-

kri g over recalcitrant data, arguing with wiser men than I, even
puzzling over the ancient problem of the parallelisms that' nay
exist between the emergence of the species Homo and the growth

of the child. TR urge to clear my thoughts is not only generic,
but rather specific in this case, for very shortly we shall be
taking Possession at the Center for Cognitive Studies of a quite
handsomely equipped mobile laboratory that will make it po'ss-

- ible for us to go out to 'where children are and test theiffunc

tioning under standard .conditiok that until now have been
hard to obtain. So at times my conjectures may seem tortured

or perhaps foolish, you will know that at least the ;motive is

honorable 40d practical.
I should like to talk about several subjects that are particu

larly bedevilling, the first of which has to do with the nature
of 'Apnea. I shall take it that by thinking we mean that an
organism has freed itself front` idomination by the stitimlui, that

he is able to maintain an invariant response in the face Oka
changing stimulbs input or able to vary resp9nse in the lace
of an invariant stimulus environment. In short, we can conceive
of something remaining the same in some essential respect, thtiugh.

appearance changes 'drastically, and, also entertain diffeient



uner

hypotheses about it though its appearance. stays the same.
The means whereby an organism effects filis,freedom from

stimulus control is through mediating. processes, as they have
tome-to bei called in recent years A mediating process 'consists
at very least. of some reprpentation or model of the environment

L---riliteSente--.--rtiles-4orpetrmingtransforrriationsTontherepre---
sentations such that the organism ca4 regiesent not only past
and present states; but also states of world that might exist.

-Or, to use another set' of words, thinking involves constructing
a made the world as we have expeitenced it and of having
.rules for -p ng the model into positions from which we can
read off Pict nns 4of things to come or things that might be.
If all of this a_ paratus is to have any -kinctional significance.
for the organism, ten there must first of all be some corres-

,

pondence between the model one constructs in one's mind (to use ,

the old-fashioned term) and the world in which one must oper-
ate. Arid moreover if the rules for spinning or transforming the
model are to have any predictive or extrapolative value, they
must also have some bearing Upon the processes dmT_ go on in
ifature. 'What asSures functional utility' of this kind is, of course,
feed&ack and correction that occur when we attempt to use

ito deal- wail some domain of experience or potential
experience.;

Thiere are various question's that immediately pose themselves..
given this conception, and on closer inspection they turn out to
be qu.estions not only about the operation of thought lilt also
about the nature of intellectual growth. Let me set these questions
out, and then _we can turn our attention to them seriously.

The first has to do with the nature of representation. How do
we in fact repl-eSent the world? In this case I shall define- -the
world ;simply. as the recurrent,. regularities in man's experience
and align myself with Ernst Mach (1$14) in order to avoid any
metaphysical fidgeting. Thequestion of how to .represent things
turns out not only to be a problem for the psychologist i9ter-
ested in thought or merdery,- but also a problem for the com-
puter simulator who faces the issue of how to organi4e storage
and retrieval of information, For is the question becomes one
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about the developirten of represe ations They change with
growth. Flow? ,

Secondly, what .accounts for the scope' and connectedness, of, -.*.
a particular representation? Some representatiOns take in great-,
generic chunks of the world, and permit ready re onion of the

hly spe event,bounel-----
and lime, ound, almost assuring there will be 'very little transfer

knowledge and skill from one situation.tcoancither. This trans.
fera.bility.. increases enormously with growth. flow does it come
about t":

o

iy, how do we operate upOn our :models or represe
`ofthe world in order to predict or extrapolate or otherwise

,
theono e information given? Are these operations like theper,

off (4 of language or what? Surely 'they are not the
for all ages, for all conditions-, that is plainor else there

'Id be no disa.greetnents. If we have learned ,anything front
Piiiget (1950); at all it is certainly that the 'lagic" of the child

of three is not that of the child of six. ..BMYou may well kilit.

your brows o my use of the word logic, with or without
quota-Emilio-11a s For surely the operations of thought are not
really "logic.'" , .

And finally, what is(th _ :---role of the genetic code in the growth

of man's capacity to ci nstrnct 'and use "models or the world?
No matter how replete Aristoi)e's genetic node.might,haVe been,

it dill not contain, inforination that macle hiirr able tiideal with
dratic 6..ntetions. Far less gifted mathematics icondelitrior
rvard Colle e today do it much more readily with lets`gt ettc k

Ode to o rhos it would be bend; to ask the qiiestibn
1z the r else section. To Whitt extent does the working Out of

---, ,_ _.
man -s g is c it having to do with intellectual
capaci fid upon oins irlents, appliances, formiklae, and
other intellectual rosthetic devices? 'The issue in its ba esvform
is rather startling upon reflection, for its resolution geivi ins how

we conceive cifinstruction, curricula, and the ©thee mean -Twheret
by we equip human beings to grow.

lbw clo..hurnan beings construct models- of world' and
do. theie change with grown? Secolid, how do these models



become -Sufficientiy, gineral so that they fi
situations'` we encounter? Third, how do w
beywd the informatidn given under our
what has all this too with inheritance?

Now we can turn back. What is mean
oes it mean to trans ate experience into. a nio

world? Let me suggest that there° are probably three
which human beings: accomplish this feat. The ifirst is through
action. We know Many

they
for which. we have no imagery

and no words and they are very hard to teach to anybody by
the use of either words or diagrams and -pictures. if. you have
tried to coach sometiody at tennis or skiing or teach a child t
ride a bike, you will have been struck at theiwordlessneSs'anc
the diagrammatic impotence of the teaching 'process. (I heard
a sailing .instructor a few years -ago involved :with two chili' en
in a shouting match about -getting'the luff :Ol4i.of the [train";
the children understood every single word, but die sentence made ,

no contact with their muscles. It was a shocking performance,
like much that goes On in school.), There is a second systeiii
of representation that depends upon visuaj of other sensory p
organization and upon the use of summarieg images. N4e rosy,
as in an experiment by Mandler (18962), grope ou way'thkegh
a maze of toggle switches, and then at a certain point 0113;Ver-
learning, come to revognizet a- visualizabl. path or pattern.
Cambridge, love have conic to talk about the first in of repre-
sentation as enactive, the eecorid is 44konmelkonic represAptation,
is principally ;overdid by °Principles of pereeptuar,organiza.tioi
and by the economiaid transiornuttiqns in .percepitual organiza=
tion that AttrieaVe (1954) has deseribed auclinicars for filling
in, completing, extrapolat Mg. En active representation is based,
it seem upon a leaibing of resp.inses avid forms ,$f habituation.

,thele is represeittation fii words or language. Its hall .
mark is that it is symbolic in nature with the design features of
symbolic systemslhat 4re only now coming to he understood.
Symbols4 words) are itrbitrarylkas Lockett [1959] 'puts It there
is no relation_ betwee.tbe symboi and the thing so that whale
can stand fog- a very big creature and mici-octiganipil for a

Jerome S. Bruner

wide variety of
se model to go
ses.? An finally,



virk small one), they are remote iitreference0and alatost always

highly productive or generative in, ,!he sense that a langoage or
,

any symbol system hasNrules for the forritation, and transform;

it of sentences that can turn" reality over on its beam ends be7

yond what is possible through actions eft images, A Ian'

or p_e, perm s us o nre--lawftil-synta-ctic-tra

lions -that snake It easy and useftil to approach deitarat
,,

positions about .reglity in a most striking wg.y. We obsenrk:a
, .. ,.

event and .eticodkAlt the dog bit the man. From thiS utteranc

we can traVel to a range of passible recodings did the Aag b

the man or did he not? If he djd not, what would have.happen

etc., etc. t? GramMar also permits us an orderly way -oh s4'_

hypothetical0propositions that may hays g to do? with

reality -* "The unicorn. is in tie garden
.

; a triangle,
.

a dysiery"; "In the beginning was the wor

1 Should also mention one lither -,:p operty

temits .copipactability a property
of the order' F MA or 5.1/2 gt2 or G_

grows the,:gOlden tree of life," in each c

quite ordinkry, though the semantic squeeze 1

colleague Githge Miller (1956) has proposed a

7±2 as ,tfie range of human attention or

We are iiitiga. fanned in our sp -n. Let nre _

compacting or ondensing is means

seven slots with gold rather dm oss:v ,

--.

. ...

Now what is abidingly irate g atiout'the'natur f int

tual development is that it see run `the courk-Of-these.,three

systems of representatio41-Bui- ust sayahis more' a _f

-*- The young infant appears : proceiss that

notably restricted to action, atad e is very 41,311- definitiaitt of

the nature of objects ."outsid ¢ant t the pcca for rei., ,

, 41

viewing research, but I *Ivo a byte, count or:

some work. -To pu in Of,the

rld did not ex nowt'
`ch (496 another nicer. nstration

toward

-m by ,the
of how the iden objecl6 spends Upbtr-action.

young child; .9 old., of a desirable
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the .(411 e result will be screams.:

Is remo is held, the child will riot mind, A I
movern nd toward the:object suffices to identifyil-
and if rernoved while he is reaching, streams . protest
result Fmally 'the child will protest 4f -the ohjet:t is re, h), ,.

n a v stta IYTand so Orli-Vaal the -child 11ast
-t' year 18 months is some way of giving thtobject 0

identitY:. short of ,actually havingiit Muscularly in band ()mil gf
drienting to it muscularly. It is a limited -world, the World of

- .

lint' appears next in -development is -a great aehieyernent -.A.
.-- . . .- ,es,' ',develop an autonomous statuS, great -surnInatAers Am 41. 0

riy,,a.ge three.. the.-child has become a paragon', af sensory
;distiactlbility, He .is .vietira of the`laws' of ViVidriesS andehis actioniti...

pattern . is '-a:sories 'of encounters with this'. bright thing which, is
-tt replaeed ,13r. ;Chat throinatically splendid one, w-fficfir fqxrti

gives war tip the;neif noisy one. Andso it goes, Visual, memory!
this 'stage: rseeins: tei. be highly coricrete- and specific.-4.1int is ..,

.6- .period is that the% child is--a : cr e of
Ple i iage of the mordent is sufficient arid i

singl,:.feature of the situation. The :chip"
at :Were .titer e ore Lir' the form that .1:
i. -repro cc-a pattern of nine glasSies laid

coltiinits with diameier .and height varying sys::
ndeed,: he does . well ,as 4 Seven--

rigpirrg--
e 'Mon-tent it4

coittrolled }±.

e b
;

leniatical
(4-1 11 f 1-:year _,_,..,ut.dust .,_angc posican a ,o g ass in ratr

tkmt he has fo, reproduce and he is)ost. fie n copy
but he cannot -transform the -imalt by transposition. Uk

otherhandcan _ it tYkite easily.
The. diffeice seems t6-'be ,a matter being able to trausl-

the . -experience into a farm that coot be dperated tipo_
and here where 'language- is such a superb instru
thought. For, once the child is able to insuuct himself in t e task:

'. by saying- to' himeeff that in One direction' the glasses get 'fatter t
and .A the other they get taller, he can change the positron
the matrix quite easily and without regard to orientation.

The child, of course, has language in nearly its full grandeur:
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by the time. he is five -has Win the sense of using it in commun
cation. But this is not the same as using it as an instrument of
thought. I do not know, quite how to say what it means have
language and nse it as an instrument of thought as e` pared
o having it And -not using_it thiS way. But I rath uspoet

as some ling to o wit a process whereby the child, to us
Sir Frederic Bartlett's (1950) old phrase, turns around on him-
.

self and .reformulates what he does in a new forkn. Recall the
subjects in the foggle-switch maze reformulating their way through
the maze into E-shnultantzing image rather than representing it
only by a successive series of .gropings with minimum visual
support. So too with language we seem to turn around on ex-
pprience, reformulate, and -condense it into language. Then we
can use _the transformative process that language makes possible.

Let me turn now to the issue of the scope of our models and
their generic or transferable properties. How does the child .learn

. to group experience into longer chunks so that it takes in longer
periods of time and permits one to escape from immediacy? We
find an interesting answer to this in our studies of the growth
of frierence. One of the principal features of growing up huel-
lectually is being able to deal with indirect information. Let me
illustrate. The young child has little success at the Twenty Ques-
tions game (at, say, age five) because he requires direct informa-
tion, information that is self-sufficient. Why did a car bump into
a tree? The five-year-old ig full of direct and immediate tests.
of this or that hypothesis. A constraining, indirect strategy is
beyond him: "Was it night ?" "Yes." "Was anything wrong with
the car?- e_tc.

Around seven, he comes to master the use of such strategies.
It is interesting that at just about this time the child Is also going
through two parallel developments. On the one hand, he is learn-
ing to create rules of equivalence that join together a he f

objects by what logicians speak of as a superordinate rule
things may be considered alike beatuse ,all of them e\ it a
common characteristic. Before that, equivalence is not the true
equivalence of the adult.,Banana, peach, potato, milk are ev
ally all alike because they re, all for eating, etc.. But before-
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banana and peach were .4,like because they were both yelloW,
4

peach and potato both ave° skins, peath and potato and milk
had for .lunch yesterday, This latter equivalence rule is what

Vygotsky (1962) years ago called complexive thinking, and we.

or. -suth groupings, They are fantastically complicated rulei in
the .sense that if you gave them to a computer, following them
would dernand very considerable memory and processing capa-
city. All such rules deal with local likeness in appearance
chains,- keyrings, and so on. The passage to subordinate gioup-

kind of freedom from the immediacy" of local
similarities.. The other- parallel development is. the growth of the

...distinctgfirin the child's thought between iippearanct and reality..
Pour,water into a standard glass. Then pour it from there, into
a slimmer, taller one.. The child of five will say that the second
glass had more water beeause it is taller. The child reckons by
appearance, At seven, the .picture changes. The child will say

that it is the same amount of water drink really, but it looks
bigger.

Supero-rdinate equivalence, 'appearance,reality distinction, and
capacity to deal with indirect information all within a year or
so. We find, moreover, that the child can be aided to achieve
this new stniplicity by techniques that activate use of language
before he:roitbunters visually the real objects lie is to deal with
We get him to talk about how things will be while the objects
are hidden .behind a, screen and then expose him to them. The
results are .striking. The new system of representatiOn by lang-
uage seems to be able to compete under these conditions with
the laws of image representation which contain no such distinc-
tionsof equivalence or of indirect information.

The growing scope of human "models" depends probably upon
the opportunity for recoding experience into a language system
that contains distinctions like those we liaveheen discussing. How
the language 'gets into the hed from the mouth," to quote -a
student of mine, is baffling in its details: But it may well depend

upon some sort of law of in rvening opportunity. 'Here is,where
the issue of assisted- versus unassisted growth becomes central.
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anguage and the opportunity to use language in a fashion that
is (in Dewey's lovely; phrase) "a way of organiz..ing thoughts
about things," 'prol3a,b1ydevelops In interaction' with an informal
tutor--a parent or some adult member of the linguistic column-

!s- responses by terorl
ing or demanding a recoding. My colleague Roger Brown (in
press) hai shown. the Manner in which,'in learning-the sYntacti,
cal structure of a:language, the child first uses highly telegraphic
utterances ("mummy coffee") which the parent then expayels and
idealizes to provide the child with .'a model ("Yes, mummy is

__havLng some coffee.")..There are, very likely,.games of this order
that we quite. unwittingly play with the child, and we know pre-
cious little aboitt them.

But -there air probably other things than language and sym-
bolism that operate here. I have tried in vain to find something
in the literatpre that is reliable on how a child scans his envir
onment, whether he has uneconomical techniques for getting
infortnation. We have had to start experiments on our own.
We have tried to find something, about the child's immediate
memory span or attention span. How many things canihe hold
In_ mind_ at once or, to use current argon, what is his "Channel
capacity"? Again the literature is moot, so we shall put our mobile
lab too,vork. But each of 'these things may be critically important.
If the child's information search in the visual field is information-
ally inefficient (as we suspect it is), he will overload himself with
too much material to cope with. If he cannot deal simultaneously
with several alternatives, then again he cannot deal with equival-
ence probleins which require that one carry over a criterion of
grouping through several different items of apparent diVersity.
I wish this were two years from now so.that I could vouchsafe
a guess this natter. My colleague George Miller would prob-
ably ar_ e that there is nothing in this that information capacity
is probably not variable but is rather ,a matter of developing _
structures such that the Magic Number 7 -± 2 is filled with purer
and purer gold.

, What can be said about the logic" that operates in thought
during the sway of enactise, ikonic, and symbolic representation?
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am gang 0.by-pass t.ne'issue altogether and say that
a more research is needed But I would like to hazard a guess

that may serve for-the fii tr hs a working hypothesis,, I think
rat at. the earliest enact e phase, the principl&s of organization

'law _frequency, recency, and proximity. What"
"goes, together model is that which, has p.odaced recent!,

equent, and next-to responses. Probably Guthrie's (1952) psy7
etiology of learning or Pavlov 'sifts the best description of early
infancy. Inhibition at this stage depends upon stopping behavior
by setting up a, competing resRonse.- Leaping is slow, gra.dua ,
and statistical. At the ikoW level, I would guess that the prin. :A,
eiples of figure formatiOn and perceptual grouping determine-the
manner- in. 'which events are put together. It is the logic of ap-
pearances. The possibility of change depends upon perceptual
reorganization, getting things to look different which is swift
and rather erratic in its effects. It would he foolish in the ex...,
treme to assert that the rules of language usage or empirical
logic or ally other such thing dominate the forming and reform-
ing of models of experience in the symbolic phase of represent-
ation. For the fact of the matter' is that at this stage there is
.enorindus_flexibility. My guess aboilt.the rules of thought when
language takes over is simply to 114,main moot t.nu observe.

, ,

What I rather guess is that it is 'here that instruction becomes
critically important. How the child uses symbolic representation
in thought is partly a function. of what-4havior he has turned
back urlon to recode and upon the power and complexity of

the rules that he has learned to use in, this reflective proctiss,

IVIan's history as a species suggesui that there have not been

any interesting .and certainly no major morphological changes
in man for some hundreds of thousands of years. As Ilitive
already suggested, he has progressed by linking himself with

.outside- systems --evolution becolueS viloplastic rather than auto-
morphic, to use the technical language. Man's survival as a
species, then, depends upon his flexibility in using means for

ailaplifying his scle power, his senses, and his ratiocinative
_capacities. As P- Medawar (.1963.) has recently put it, evolu- -
lion after the inv of a linguistic tear_ion becomes Lamarc-
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Dian and .reversible4lut not a these terms . were originally
r understood. Evolution a new status y virtue of over-

.

ating outside the enetic ode.. 'the further eVdlution of the
species, then, depends upon the extent ip whic=h, in the develop,

--40tinf.-Aaell-utteeessive-generation;thererysf-the-intel--
,.-

lectual prosthetic devices of the culture. If a givens generation'
'suCceetts..well, then the .next generation climbs on its shoulders..
In `,an ironic vein; we can turn Haeckel's formulation 6t-, its head.
W e human evolution is concerned, it is .the case that phylo-.'

zgeny recapitulates ontogeny rather than vice versa.
vvith.tiiy in mind let me -suggestorie ` further point. Might it

not . be Ihe case that tinlocknit of the human genetic code .

(or that part having to do with intelligence) depen6 upcin the
invention Of new amplifiers of human pOweit - new prosthetic
devices, if; you will? Because human evolution_ in the morpho-
logical sense seems to have determined the species as tool users
(tools: both hard and soft), we shall never _know the fa, cap'a-
city of man until tool-itsing reaches the highest Tow JR can
reach- and here I mean those most powerful tools of all inter-
lectual ones. But might it not also be the ease that the most inter-
estingjthing-about-intellectual tools is that their principal use is,
not print-out into technology, almic, but that they make possible
the creatian of or the Mastery of even more powerful tools? In

-this sense, evolution progresses by a-system of prerequisites that
is quite familiar to the teacrer in us.
'.1.1ittd then with the par'adoxical note that what we know about

humTi growth suggesr; that education and the trained use of
Mind- constitute our major .agents for further eVolution, .tin a
group such as this I can only add one point to make the con-

'elusion directly relevant, One thing that has ilk heel) sufficiently .

theof the objective of testing 4,..s to mscerti what tn far limit
of , man's cipacitifs is at any given time ,particularly during
the Fast 'developing, years 'Of childhood. Vygotsky ( 19621 'corn
ment0 years . ago. that perhaps it wool be a good idea if wit
tested in children the sq "zone d pOtintial intelligence".
-how much a 'child can of the 1.best hints. we might give;
hnri, the best trots,' the best ols, Ihe makimuni-theoretical props
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and formulae. I am being deadly serious when I suggest that

rather than testing: neutral ortditions, we test under the
most optirntim conditions ,possible. To what extent, we shonld
e asking in our" tests, are the schools and the other agents of
uca ou us g i s "--rgracittes?-ttahires'_.

of testis g,.too often asks only about aptitude.",p.nd.achievement.

I mild be delighted to see a year given over to teaching -and-

testing- and - teaching- and - testing to, see how far children:can be
brought along the Lamarckian way. The only .then.can
testing serve IA' with benchmarks of i'iot %Am a child is but
where lie is capable of going. And when we have 'hilly; exploited,

where he a individual is able to go, then we will be in a post-,

Lion to e ate where the species might go.
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Over the years, the 'types., of indgividuals ripresented at his con-
ference have .devoted ',untold hours to %exploring the nature of

-ability.. From time to time a new line of investigatton 61 a /MY
research technique has seemed' to promise a breaktbrrough to
some sort of fundamental truth or understanding regarding the
organization and development of ability. (Kornhauser's 1944'
quertionnaire to 79 specialists in mental tests fours 55 more

t, hopeful of research on separate intellectual factors th
(

on mirds,
.` urement d :.general" intelligence, with ,only five committed v..

the opposite view.) At other times it has seemed that evidence
from different sources was 'conflicting, if not contradictory or
irreconcilable. The notion that "you get out of such a study just'
about what you put into it" has often seemed. both true and
discouraging for those who had hoped definitive finding_ s could

.

clear the scene of prevailing confusions.
Today, however, there seems' to be emerging a possibility, of

'reconciliation based on what might he called multiple or plur-.
alistic truth. Physicists have learned to live ,comfortably for a
generation or more with' the fact that some of the-behavior of
light is well described by -wave theory while other phenomena
of this a. ea are better explatned by, a view of light as the be-
havi- of corpuscles moving -under laws that fit the behavior
of iMilliard balls equally- well. The reconciliation in our field of
mental ability is following a hierarchical view of the nature of
ability.
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Testing Problem

rUnder this view, attributable chiefly -to Vernon, but clarified

greatly by Hulphreys' delineation of the ielationtietween orders,
of fattors and:-.Ievels of the hierarchy, an interpretation like

_ pearman o a g llective-eriffgyrgTstirrouncl

by satellite uncorrelated speciific factors; may:represeat the truth

at the most general level of coptrfg intellectually with the cle,

mands of, the environment. At a second level, Intellectual ability

is represented, by the two constellations we have conic to call

variously verbal and nonverbal- language and nonlanguage,'

or ierbil and.performance.
a third level, these.constellations may be subdivided further.

hat 11as been called -verbal at the second, level subdivides into

verbal and quantitative reasoning factors. (Perhaps the verbal,-..

category at the second level is better called, academic or scholis

de Ability, to conserve a -term, especially since the most direct

derivation of "verbal" is from !fiord" rather than from a more
inOusive. source.) At the same lime, the._,performance or non-

ye*bai constellation, breaks dbwn into spatial, mechanical, per-
ceptual factors.

At still ot er levels we find tliLe primary 'mental abilities of

Thtirstone a_ d his followers. At what-,we should probably call

= the penultimate 16rel, we have Guilford'S structtlre of'intellect

with its instructive.taxonomic uses. I say -penuitimate" because

one must conc eive the possibility of still further refinement. To

turn to science again for a helpful parallel'', successively finer

subdivisions of matter below the atoms that were once defined

as the. ultimate units of 'matter Itlive given us Tower' (3 which we

°could' only have dreamed.' if the structure of itAellect may be

thought of as the periodic table. Of abilities, wive les isotopes!

The catholicity of this viewpoint is even greater 'than- has al.

ready been suggested because it leaves room Tor different causal

.interpretations bf ,the different orders of faCtors.. If one is'

pres'sed is J. McV. Hunt is by the analytical work of Piaget-

regarding the development of general strategies of .thinking in

i children, by the speculations of Hebb regarding the development

of intellect" by stimulation and .elaboration of the central neural

-processes that intervene between the sbhsoiy and motor, and by
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the lode of Ferguson, the factor-theorizing of Humphreys, and
the factoring; . of growth data by Horstaetter, he may prefer' the
notion of general ,hitelligence. advanced by ThOrnson and E. L

----Thorirdiltiover---5years-ago-nsa-cortiposite-of-many-autodo
MOUS, but interacting and Correlated skills. The behaviOr at the

.general level ' of such an intelligence /and Spearman's g will not
be ;Statistically.. differentiated. both may be accornmodated
Until more 'fundamental ,.experimentation can ;resolve- the issue.

;

withOne wim this viewpoint may go as far as Piaget to disregard
entirely -iritr*individual r trait variability and concentrate on just
the general level in the hierarchy. He may consider factors of

et order justIli__ at, relatively unimportant, as Hunt seems to
may, like fludipnreys, reject. the notion of factors as primary

_ental abilities and siniply think of them in, descending order
ignificance.. Or citie may go all the way with J P. Guilford

ascribing possible dynamic significance to the factors of the
structure of intellect..

Two personal comments Your speaker would concur in Chron-
,

bieh's view . of the importance of criterion-oriented tests like the
Differential Aptitude;' Tests, which tend Abtfall at the third level

.-
in the hierarchy as I have 'described on further review,
-,believe I may have inserted that level into a mOdel that other=-

wise moved Worn the level i f language-norilanguage directly_ to
the primary mental abilities. Fof I,havc always felt like
the D.A.T., the -Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance
Examination Board is to be found at this level.' Verbal ,reasOn-
ing ability and quantitative reasoning ability are basic academic,.
skills, relating reasoning power ,to two functionally ditinct media
in the academic :curriculum. They were identified by factor analy-
sis quite early, by Brigham and T. L Kelley, and they remain
functional uTnities. For school pdrposes they are predictive and
more meaningful than a -scheme of three priinary mental abilities:
a large, reasoning factor and two disembodied' factors of ;trivial
skills of numerical manipulation and verbal association. And
because they merge reli9oifing and relevant &ills in power tests,
they are predictive of achievement in definable sub-segments of
the academic ctirriculin.



963 Invitational Conforon r on Totting probl

Thy second' comm may b
emantic, but .it seems

with tht refinement
. o

an

by otnse to be merely
spea ec.,It has to.'do

structure of intellect
kit -of- reference- tests.

io . ,
= P C

ysis or new tests;or
ea ures In Ithe'cognitii, di the primary men-

tat abilitie and *the --'sirutture of ate skill'in niathe-
attc* to A low place at table (cOin ), something more

characteristic of lisookkeepers than of aticiarts.- Yet in the

structure of IntellAuAnd the kit of vett s; -generaV' reason.
ring ability. I . r presented briour to X11 of which are atlte

to reach this p sition

:( by adherence to factorial Ititity; ki u i e relation betWe n tests

of mathematical re o _ig, tibilit5, a third leverof the bier-

/lard-1y to mathe a e es of `` general reaso ng ability' at penultuna evils IS. w pondering. One is tempted to ask

which pl emeriti .inv911;es the moii. parsimonious description.
A - corn lary feature cif the hiet chic al model is that' it alloWs

,

lower o der facrorsmo be used ef er for their own sakes as sig-
_ . L ,

nificant entities at an- apprdp ate. level- of understanding or
, itk, ,

using ental ability factors, or as guides to proper.omance in
r

the meas Terri t bf myna' a ility factors of a higher order.
' : For cramp the verbal and q antitativx red fling factors that-,,

emerged first froth rudimentary' niethods to he feais B. T.
(before yhur. tone) were used by- McNemar and associates in -..

redressing- the balanc'e iii the Stanford-Binet. Criticisms of the
916 version of that battery .had included the observalion that!

gat its lower. a levels verbal items and exercises predominated,

while at the Lip
t

er le,vels` quite as great a predominance. of quan-

Aitative -elt nients *as to be, found. Analysis by' factor 'methods
showed the extent of this 'disparity atistically- and was used
td guide the Choice of elements at all ley i_n the 19y7 and sub.

sequent revisions.` The Stanford - Ili still. yields a single 'score

for general mental ability, but t due regard for balance
within the sub- areas, measured at~ theat third level. If there is any
,question raised now it is probably for failure to take 'adequate

account of tlie two areas at the second level, larigua

matical reasonin tests! It is quite po
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-; versus' 1,Ponlangtrage, the NeChsler measur es. do explicitly.
i _, , . t

'o , turn !for int' in ment to .current !Methods Of appraising
i

emertt in o and colleges, fel its IraY tribute to the
a u on p yler and U .tass.:)cialiV for..

work' lip the 1939's!, in ,hreakhig- the. mold of !testing for
atic,encyClbpedic .krictivledge that eharaeterized the first' wavy

. ..-

,; of achievement tests and batteries that. had berlf dexgloped Lit
preceding decade; The companimi contribution of iternstyles:

that m.easured higher m5ntal, pro&Sses through multiple -dronet
inte -must be 'reckoned! of :equal% significance. By 1.9z1; eon- -:

clornitara thinking l'Of Lindquist had led 14;Eonstruction of the
. -

,

Iowa Test of Edircaticinal Eievelopment, ihIch were r Oady to

Institute la m surfing readiness of returning scholar-soldierS for
ser-ve the portant, purpose. of !the Linited States Alined. Forces

college:. Work- or, atleast, high school 'credit. (It should ,be, noted
here that earlier traces. of this approach were, to,.he found. in the

'-' Ithva Every-Pupil Tests of 'Basic Skills, for
e

grades 3-9, and
.

in the Cooperative Achievement `Pests' being.- developed under
Flanagan.

The tiS_AFI Tests of General Educational Develop-tient were
work7liMit tests. With .tbeir omission of time limits, they set a
realistic . immature of the school study situation and thereby pro-
vided a yardstick against which in cdsequent teat building
many agencies could accept the concept of power tests with gen-
erous time limits -permitting many students to finish early. The
time limit now *ante a. means" of assuring most exammees
an opportunity to give 641-much time as ,necessary to complete
the power-graded materials, rather than a uniform time in which'.
to accomplish as much material. often of only moderate. diffi-
culty as possible in time in which only the most competent
and facile could, hope to finish. . e

The trendy we hailed of shifting the emphasik In achievement
testing. from memoriter knowledge to ability to apply such know-

8ledge has an opposite- source of concern. Iii preparing tests to
ascertain whether examinees can apply knowledge, some have
gone!so far as to remove in large part any requirement that the
examinees draw upon a background of well-structured, import
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.,, .

It, ., . .1.

ant know answering the questions posed. A 'generally
brighl:person with ability to '. interpret verbal, quantitative and

despite having .fai ergo develop the ystentaticiknowledge-Of-Vie
Itgraphic material may , obtain .a. cr itable scoreton such tests

field we increasingly feel we should dented.
It is :relevant to recall die experience of Kelley and Krey..in

the American Historical AssociaOlies 1934 report on their study
of the teaching of the social studies. It had be tended to 'VW .
a test depending' entirely Witty. to apply itnowledge, but by
Mistake a laCtual/rit-eiff o Sepoy4 Mit had been left' in

the Wk., nen the rtrroy i CM'S of this to were correlated with
total score, the item slow _g the highest _orrelation was thwone

knadvertently1" inern d The explanation given_ %itt.s that, the

.Sepoy Mutiny wa such in impoTtant incident in the itistory

of British lonial .
administration that better students, however

defined, woul be bound to fe!neni. r it for that reason Our
ideal is , tof> otir-Se, a test in which h background and appri-
cation are required in each item. , -re

The USAFI Tests . of General Educational Development afford '
a naturalehridge to/onr third )cip'e of relating thilityp'perf
ante' It i1,4s thee, thesis of dim "paper that the hiecarchicaL view O

=mil .-ability .stated firstAnzs. , itselikto an ecletic approach to
the use of measures in predicting achievernent-in.any given sit

uation. At no point was ability defined 45 inherited or the
. , .

produs of inevitable processes, of maturation. Forvthat reason
any measure iteedictive 0-.)f likely success in any _particularly,

ttst,defined intellectual arena is an appropr miate 11'11re of aptitude

for that success. (Substitution of PL-4,'..ineaning robable Learn-

ing Rate, for I In a number of school systems- has semantic
merit.) In the case of the LTSAFI GED` Tests, t r use, with re-
turning slilies to pr'edict hutss for college y "was enh need

by the extent to which they sfippressed the re ireilient now-

ledge Ordinarily.. available in systethatic fo from,-re t -ad=

danced" study. In a situation in which systematic knowledge front,

recent study is -tvi.il-ible -ghat. may well .be drawn tpoa in
ting or through the evidence of school -grades to Supplement

testing that does not require it
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, .

.--.--The' use of measures of ability to predic ierformance has n-

lubjected- to illuminating systematic treatment 3i,-, one , of, this
poT.Lag's speakers, 4 ,-Thorndike: I have enjoyed the quote
attri _weed to lit In news releases regarding his recent Mono-

.
on "The Concepts of Overand Underachievement'? that)

m "Underachiever" should be reserved 1)or those Who (=on
-ceived the terminology 3ta' the first place.'AfteA, pondering the
logical fallacy Implled In the terms, 'namely that if .aft, under-

0 achiever is one who has done less thaii he can do, an over_-
abbiever ihust be one who has done more thki he .a ii-du, I
1.a n only suggest the :, following substiti46: CO vWe re all
underachievers, only.!setiO ar more so; and.(2) an Overachievsr

.,

is sb-nply an under4iPci erachiev er.` ' t ..

The constructive view emerging from all of this Woutd appear
to be that particular learning situatflis place demands on par-.
ticular combinations of intellectual hilities, that, these abilitie-
are rent orders of,generality the hierarchical structure

r and all measurs of dities -ire measuri s of achievethen
of the appropriate ordin, of generality As long ago is -1937;
Bingham,. stated tire case for achieve ht as the best predictor

IV
Of further achievement. Wesmail has iresented the statement in
brig persuasive' fp 4 (Our problem died' would appear to he ro,
use that combination ,oF measured abilities most. descriptive of
aptitude, iite. most predictive in particular sititations.0,

It is therefore no departure frtim sound conceptualization' to
propose apprafsing rearing comp onrehensi relative to listening'

--i,.

comprehensiout as has been done for }Ars in,:the Durr LI-
Sullivan Re4rling Capacity and Achiwirnent,TestvOther pr -

L' ciictive helps becometapp-ropriate in ecial situations.. Generally,
,--

rs of verbal mental ahility, N.dis second) or third .level,
%Oa! b helpful. Generally, ue- sums pf Pe °mance metital,

ilitijr will not be so helpful,O the ogler hajd, where special-
langUage handicapsylike Win gualisur are involved, .someshinA
nonverhal,Will have advantage...

In reviewing the- manual for the cur edition of thelMetro-
T.-

-) politan Aehiey'ement Tests dy, it was , thteresting to ,note
4 that t. ie measure prorlosed evaluating lem!'ning pocentialt is

t
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'.a. "com site prognostic score' cornpole chiefly or entirely of
.

the previous- rear'§ achievement leasures. Justification ,is giver[

gido_m_A. t,Lpegr,eater stability of this ,type Of composit2 over, . ,- ,
..

_ a year. (90) than of a,well-regarded grrptest of mental abil[t
,

over the same period (,80e Other studies. of the same test by.

Itall members suggest the desirability of different predictive'

..equationat-for different kubjeris, depending on the 'size'. of the cor-

relation; ,prid even on different combinaijons of subjects, chiefly

deperiUent on the clistilictiolt. between verbal and quantitative-

reasoningiabilities, of the ,,sOft distinguished the ,third leVel in

the hierarchical model proposed hi this paper
A final note, that dogs not fit well into,th gerpern-IVal framework

txf thl§ paper, deserves nention. For sonic time, the sdemed that

Inetsures of ability to write effective prdse fornpositiorts be in.
. i / .4......

dueled; in rst dardized test- batteries has been met with the

res'poilse fro test spe> ialists. that such writing eann'ot he meas:

tired reliably' in the time obii,inarily Hotted to standardized test-

fng in schools Or in xexternal 'testi g programs. Some recent

y,vresearch . ihdicates that global .rating of pieces c.. writing on. ---

speeified topic's, with the reliability enhanced as far as feasible
by multiple rating, will petinit sirs of adAqu'ate andke;''

validity to be reported. We May well still counsel ,,that cumulative '
, .

. evidence .of writing ability be obtained by systematic evaluation

'of :weekly compositions; but if seemolito be beclOing increasi_ngly

possible. to appraise, such outcomes within test batteries and
thereby give cornparable en basis to this skill- outcome along

with 6thers ordinarily praised by' objective tests".
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Personaillty
Oast enrs.uest

and
College

.1:Be formance*

Si !MLitt. MESSICK,

Educational Testing S

In this paper I will di- s personality _rneasuremettr primarily

in terms of its_potential contributions to the Prediction of college
performance. In 4his context, two major questions arise: (1) Are

persimality tests ally gopd as -measures of the purported per-

.sonality cha. racteristics? (j) What. should thee tests be used
for? The, first question is a scientific one and may be answered
by an evaluation `of available personality instruments against_
scientific standards of,. psychometric adquacy. The seco\pd ques-

tion, is of least, in pajt an ethical one and may be answered

a juslifiaition" of proposed uses ror 41 test in terms of ethical
standards and social, or educational values. I `will first discuss

the scientific standards for appraising 'personality measures and

will then consider how well thes standards are typically met
by instruments developed by each of three n3ajor approaches
to personality measurement. The final section of the 'paper will

discuss some of the ethical problems raised when p-prsonalit

measures are used for practicaLclecisions.

*A preliminary /version al some portions of this paper was prepared for the
Committee bf Lixamincrs in Avitune l'esting,o1 the College. Entrance Examina-

tion Board. The author wishes to thank Dr. Salvatore Middi for his many_ _ many

sg,gestions ibout the nanire of the_ problems and the organization of the

material, Cr i teful acknowledgment is also due Sydell Carlton, Norman

Frederiksen,-. ohn Freneh, Nathan Kogd'n, and Lawrence, Stricker for their

helpful coruin is on the manuscript_
jo,
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..,Psyshornetris Standards for,
Personality .1Vieasurement
The Trrajor- ntea.sarement requirenients71-npersortality
psychology generally; involve (1) the demonstration, through

bstantia.1 ersisteney, of response .'to a set of- ttems4.. that Same-
ing is being rneAsnreti; and (2') the accumulation-of-evidence-

Nal)otit the nature and meaning of this '''something,"- in terms
of the network of the Measure's rqations with _theoretically
rele,ydrit . variables and its lack of relation' Vrith theoretically un-
related variables (Cronbach & 19557: Loevinger,,1957;
Bechtoldt, 1959; Campbell .-& Fiske, 1959; Campbell, 1960; Ebel,
1961). In psychometric terms, these, two critical, properties for
the evaluation of a purported personality measure are the

,
measures reliability and .its construct validity.

An inVe;tigation' of /the measure's relations with other well-
=

Samuel Messick

known variables may also provide_ a basis for determining
-whether the thing measured repri esents a relatively separate di-
mension with important specific properties or whether its major
larlance is predictable from combination of other, ;possibly
mores basic, characteristics: Such informaticin bears uort -the
status of the construct as a sephrate variable and upon the,
structure a its- relations with other variables.

Whether the measur e'rellects a separate trait or a combination-
_

of characteristics or, indeed, whether the proposed construct is
a valid integration of observed response consistencies or merely
a 'gratuitous label, there is: sti11 another iinporta4 prope. pty of
tau measure that can be independently evaluated namely, its

,
usefulness in predicting concurrent and future non-test behaviors
aA1,.a possible basis for decision :nalZ ig and social action. For
such purposes,iwhich primarilyy inclu classification and selec-
tion situations, it is accessary, that the measure display predictive,,

. ,

validity in the form of substantial correlations with the criterion
measures chosen to reflect relevant performavces" in the non-test
domaLn. -Although some Psychologists would argue that such,
predictive validity is aft that's necessary to warrant the use-
a measure in making practical. decisions, it Will be maintained
heite that predctWe validity is not sufficient and 4hatit may he
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6

11,

unwise to ignore, construCt valid y even in ;practical predictiwi
-problems ,(Gullikser, t, 1950; Fredert sen, 1948; Frederiksen, 1954).
'111is'potrit will be discussed more futly later

asjust as a test has as 'many empiral tic alidities as tnere are
criterion measures to,.which it Iras been related, so too may a
test' dispray 'different propOrtions of reliable variance or reflect
different construct interpretalions, primarily because themotiva-
tions anArdefe a4es of the subjects are implicated in different ways
under ffereut testing conditions. This, itotead of talking about
the reli ility and construct validity- (or even i the empirical
validity) of the, test per se, it Alight be better 44.1 talk about the
rtiability and construct 'validity- of the responses-to the test, as
stAmhrized. in a paraular score, thereby emphasizing thal,ffiese
test properties are - relative to the processes used by the sub-
jects In responding ( Lennon, 1956). These processes, in turn,
may differ 'under different circumstances, particularly those affecting
the conceptions and, intentions of the subjects. -Thus, the same
test, for example, might masure one set of things if administered
in, the -,context of diagnostic guidance in a clinical setting, a
radically different set of things if administered in the .context of
itnonyilibus inquiry in a reasearch lab4itdry, iind yet atic
set if administered as a 'personal -evaluation for industrial or
academic selection.,.' Furthermore, these different testing_
impose different '_ethical constraints upon the manlier and con-
ditionS of eliciting: personal, and what the subject may consider
private, information ( "Standards of Ethical Behavior, 1958-;

,,gronbach, 1960).
This point that personality tests, and even personality testers,.

may operate differently trader different circumstances was je

of the main reasons chose to limit the -presc
cuss,ion to a_ 'particular context -namely, personality measure7.-

merit in relation to college perlOrmace. Various contexts diller

somcwhat in the types of problems posed for persbiudity measure-
ment, but the timely context of -abssessment for college contains
nearly all the problems at once. Of major concern in considering

context, however, is the inherently evaluative atmosphere of
the testing settings. This means that we must take into account
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not only the ubiquitous response distortionsue to defense
mechanisms of self-deception. and. personal biases in

40-
self-regard

(ef. Frenkel-Brunswik, 1939), but also the distortions in per-
formance and self-report that are at least partially deliberate
attempts at faking and impression managemen c-f. Coffman,
1959).

The extent to which attempts arc made to handle the problems
of both deliberate Misrepresentation and unintentional distortion
becomes an important criterion for evaluating perotiality in-
struifients, particularly for use in evaluative settings. Many
personality measures have been .developed Au research contexts
where deliberate. misrepresentation may have been minimal;
little is know' of their psychoinet 141c properties under conditions'
ofFreal or presumed personal evaluation. Some personality tests

. include -specific devices for detecting faking, such as validity or
malingering keys, which would enable students with excessive
"de responses to be spotted and would also permit the use of
the control. scores as suppressor variables in correcting other
scales (Meehl & Hathaway, 1946). Other personality instruments
rely on test formats that ,attempt to make faking difficult, such
as the use of forced-choice techniques on questionnaires or of

ecterformance measures whets the direction of faking is
not obvious. Still other piOcedures use indirect ?toms and dis-
guised facades to circumvent the subject's defensive posture
Campbell 1950; Campbell, 1957; Loevingcr, 1955).

Psychometric Problems In Some
Typical Approaches to Personality Measurement

We . havi3roIllidered .Several psychometric criteria for evaluating
personality measures: -reliability, empirical validity In predicting
criteria or non -test behaviors, the structure of relations with
other . known variables, the adequacy of controls for faking and
distortion, and - more basic because it subsumes aspects of the
preceding propertiesconstruct validity. We will now inquire
how well these standards are typically met by instruments devel-
oped by three major approaches to personality measurement-
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self-report questionnaires, behavior ratings, and objective per£

formance tests.

SIBLr.RUPORT INVUNTORIES

Before various types of self-report quegtionnaires are discussed,

the general problem of stylistic consistencies or response sew on

such instruments should be broached (Crenbach, 1950; Jackson

& Messick, 1958). A major portion of the response variance On

many personality inventories, particularly theme` with "True-False"

At- "Agree-Disagree" item formats, has been shown to reflect

consistent stylistic tendencies that have a cumulative effect on

presumed content scores (e. g., Edwards, 1957; Edwards, Diers,

& Walker, 1962;ackson & Messick, 1961, 1962a). The major

response styles emphasized thus far are the tendency to agree

or acquiesce (Couch & Itieniston, 1960; Messick & Jackson,

1961), the tendency to respond desirably (Edwards, 1957;

Messick, 1960), the tendency to respond deviantly (Berg, 1955;

Sechrest & Jackson, 1963), and, to a lesser extent, the tendency

to respond extremely in self-rating (Peabody, 1962). These

response styles have been conceptualized and studied as per-

sonality variables in their own right (Jackson & Messick, 1958),

but their massive influence on some personality inventories can

seriously interfere with the measurement of other content traits

(Jackson & Messick, 1962h). The problem becomes one of

measuring response styles as potentially :useful personality vari-

ables and :at the same time controlling their influence on con-

tent scores (Messick, 1962; Wiggins, 1962). The extent to which

controls for response styles have been,cective in reducing over-

whelming stylistic variance becornes;:an important criterion

in evaluating the measurement characteristics of self-report

instruments.
We will consider three kinds of self - report or questionnaire

measures of personality: ( 1 ) a type that I will call a factorial

inventory, in which factor analysts .-or some other criterion of

internal consistency is used to select items reflecting homogen-

eous dimensions ,(Cattell, 1957; Conirey, 1962); (2) empirically

derived inventories, in which significant differentiation among
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criterion groups is the basis of item selection; and (3) rational
inventories, in which items are chosen on, logical grounds to

ereflect theoretical properties of specified dimensions.

* -Factorial inventory scales are developed through the use of
factor analysis of other methods of hoMogeneous keying (Wherry
& Winer, 1953; Loevinger, Gleser, & Dubois, 1953; Henry_ sson,
1962) to isolate dimensions of consistency in response self--

descriptive items. The pool of items collected for analysis us ally
cpnsists of a 'conglomeration- of characteristics possibly reli -ant
to some domain and sometimes includes items specifically writ-
ten to represent the variables under study.

The most widely known of the current factored inventories- are
the Cattell 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire and the Guilford-
Zimmerman Temperament Survey_ . Becker's (1961) recent em-
pirical comparison of the Cattell questionnaire with an earlier
form of the Guilford scales has re,tealed an equivalence between
four factors from the two inventories and substantial similarity
for two , other factors. Although considerable factor analytic
evidence at the item level generally supports the nature of the
scales (Cattell, 1957; Guilford & Zimmerman, 1956), when two
subscale scores were used to represent each factor supposedly
measured by these inventories, Becket (1961) found only eight
distinguishable factors within the 16 1'. F. and only five within 13
Guilford scales. . 9

These factorial inventories were developed primarily in research _ ,

''4ettiogs, so that attention must be given to possible defensive
distortions induced by their use in evaluative situationsAlthough
procedures for detecting faking have been suggested, their
systematic use has not been emphasized, nor has their effective-
ness- been clearly demonstrated. Further, empirical controls for

c.-

response styles have usually not beer included, although their
operation has recently been noted on some of the factor scales
(Bendig, 1959; Becker, 1961).

e In the construction of empirically derived inventory scales,
items are selected that significantly discriminate among criterion
groups. The most widely known examples are scales from the
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Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMP ) and from

the California Psychological Iriventory (CPI). The justification
of these scales is in terms of their empirical validity and their

usefulness in classifying subjects as similar or dissimilar to cri-

trion group's. Scale homogeneity, reliability, and construct
validity are seldom emphasized. The difficulty arises when these

scales are used not to ,predict criterion categories but rather to

make inferences about the personality of the respondent. This
latter use has become the typical one (cf. Welsh & Dahlstrom,

1956), ilia such application cannot be justified by empirical
validity alonehomogeneity and construct validity become cru-

cial under such circumstances (Cronbach, 1958; Jackson &

Messick, 19.58, 1962b).
Because of their widespread use in clinical settings, consider-

able attention hag been given, to the problem of faking, panic- .

ularly on the MMPI. Several scales are available for detecting

lying and malingering (L, Mp, Sd, etc.), along with a validity
scale (F) for uncovering excessive deviant 'responses (Dahlstrom,

& Welsh, 1960). A measure of "defensiveness" (K) is also used

both as a, means of detecting this tendency and as a suppressor

variable for controlling test-taking attitudes (Meehl & Hathaway,

1946). Several studies of the effectiveness of these scales have

indicated a somewhat variable, and usually only moderate, level

of success (cf. Welsh & Dahlstrom, 1956; Wiggins, 1959).

A major -problem on . the MMPI and CPI is the predominant

role of the response styles of acquiescence and desirability, which

in the former -instrument define the first two major factors and
together account for roughly half the total variance (Jackson &

Messick, 1961, 1962a; Jackson; 1960, Edwards, Diers.& Walker,
1962). Presumably, these response st 'les are correlated with the

criterion distinction utilized in the en pirical scale construction
(cE Wahler, 1961 ), but their massive influence on these in-

ventories drastically interferes with the attempted measurement

of other content traits and limits their posSible discriminant
validity (Jackson & Messick, 1962b).

Rational inventories comprise items that have been written

on theoretidal or logical grounds to reflect specified traits. That
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such scales' measure something is dem 'ated subsequently by
high internaL,consistency.coefficients; that they measure distil).
guishable characteristics is shown by relatively low scale inter-

oreclations. Factor analysis is also sometimes used subsequen4
to investigate. scale interrelatioos (Stern, 1962). On some of these
inventories such 41: Stern's 'Activities Index -little attention has
been given initially to the role of responsc, Styles, while on others,
su 'ag Edwdrds Personal .Preference Schedule PPS ); the major
attraction has been the attempt to limit stylikic variance.

The EPP employs a forced-cloice.item format: itatemei
presented Co the subject in pairs,. the meinbersof each pair hav-,_
Mg been previously selectedto he as equal as possible In average
judged : desirability. The respondent is required to 'select from
each .pair the statement that better escribes his personality Stich
forced choice items do not offer in. opportunity for the response
style of acquiescence to (*rate: Further, since the paired state-ss
Meats are also approximately matched in descrabflity, a ',con-
sistent tendency_ to respond desirably should in principle have
relatively little effect upon item choices (Edward's, 1957; Corah
et al., 195,8 ;. Edwards, Wright,. & Lunneborg 1959 ):\ Even
though desixability variance is not eliminated thereby, prinutrily
because of the '.existence of consisteka personal viewpoints about
desirability that cannot -be simultaneously equated (Rosen, 1956;
Borislow, 1958; Fleilbrun & (oodstein,- 1959; Messick! 1960;
LaPointe & Auclair, 1961), the forced-choice approach offers
considerable, promise for reducing the overwhelming influence
of response styles on questionnaires (Norman, 1963b). Unfortun,
ately, the EPPS can still not be recommeiidecl for other than
research purposes, because insufficient evidence -eNists concerning
its empirical and construct validity (Striaker, 1963).

The different approaches to scale construction that distinguish
factorial, empirically derived, and rational inventories might well
be combined into a ,single measurement enterprise, 'wherein scale
homogeneity,, construct validity, aiv.I the theoretical basis -11.1 item
content, as Well as empirical diffeentiation, would be successively
refined in an iterative Cycle (Loevinger, 1957; Noninan, 1963b).
In this way the differences among the approaches, depending
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as they would upon the particular point in the cycle that one

cht4e to ;tart with, would become trivial, awl scalts would be

systematically developed in tern s of joint erittry. of homogeneity,

th 'eoretical relevance, construct validity, and :empirical utility.

ESHAVIOR WATINOS

Behavior ratings repres t a second major approach per-
-.

sonality measurement. fret ratings of -behaVior, both of job

performance and of personality charact%istics have been fre-

quently empioy,ed. in educational anditluStrial evaluation
(Whisler & 'Harper, 1962). Personality ratings, however, have

seldom been formally or tYstematically, used in the typical selec-

tion sithation for many 'reasons, onoOf them being the dfficulty

of obtaining reliable or comparable ratings for candAtes coming

from different sources. However, if teacher- and peer- ratings of
personality made in college, for example, were to prove Valid in

predicting behavioral criteria oreollege succet( cf. 'fives', 1957)

and if these ratings could, in turn, be. predicted by, other meas-

ures (such as self-report inventories), then the predicted ratings

might be-useful in pre-c011ege decisions. Behavior ratings that
correlate with college success could thus serve as intermediate

criteria for validating self-report measures of the -a.me dimensions.

Cattell (1957) has isolated approximately 1 din ensionsgrthu

behavior ratings, "rbilecting such qualities as ego strength, ex-
--atabil* dominance, and surgency. Ttipes and Christal (1961),

on the other hand, in analyzing klAsame rating scales and in

a few casto, the same data, provided evidence for only five strong

and recurrent factors, which were labeled extroversiont agree-

ableness, cettrscientiousness, emotional stability,, and culture (see

also Norman, 1963a). Cattell (1957) has alse claimed a con-

gruence between most of his behavior rating factors and their

questionnaire counterparts, which suggests that questionnaire

scales can indeed predict rating dimensions. Cattell's claim of a
-to-one'rnhichi(ig of behavior rating and qdestionnaire factors

has been challenged by Becker (1960), howevtr, who concluded

1 that available evidence did'. ipt support the adlegIed relation.

Norman (1963b), on the 'Other hand, has clearly demonstrated
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that questionnaire scales - n bd developed. that Will correlate
substantially. with behavisrratingla.ctors. In his particular study,
he attempted,to predict the five rating factoh obtained Tapes
and Christal -(1958,'1961e) Trom peer nominations. Since these
ratings had previously 'exhibited substantial _validity in predict-
ing offiG& effectiveness criteria at the USAF officer candidate
school (Tup6, 1957), the subsequent prediction of these ratings
by questionnaire scales has direct implications for seleCtion.

= Incidentally, Norman's (1963b) scale constructiok=procedure
involved an extremely promising .technique for handling faking
In evaluative settings. Items in a forcedloice forma( equated
,_for "admission-to-OCS desirability" '',ere a ministered under nor-

etal and faking instructions. In the construction of the scales,
the items were. balanced between those showing a mean shift
under faking instructions. in the directikm of tile keyed response',
and those showing a mean Alin away from the keyed refiponse.
Mean scores for the resulting scales were thus e4uatcd untrtr
normal and fakirrg coriditions, aid, in itddition, powerful -de-
tection scales were developed to isolate extreme dissemblers.,

OBJECTIVE PERFORMANCES TESTS

The third major approach to personality measurement considered ..
is the objective -performance test. According to Camp

(1957), an objective measure of 'personality, like an objective
measure of ability or achievement, is a test in which the .exaMinee
believes that he should reSpond accurately because correct
answers exist as a basis for evaluating his performance. Cavell

'11957), on the other hand, considers a test objective if the sub-
ject is unaware of the manner in which his behavik affects the ,

,. coring and interpretation, a property that Campbell _(1857) )
p efers to use Xii the definition of indirect measurement.

attell's ( 1957) analyse of, objective. performance -measures
f persoriality have uncovered approximately 18 dimension,

with such labels as -I..*,rric assertivettessinhibition, anxiety, and
critical praciicality. Thuptone (1944) and Guilford (e. g., 1959)
have also developed mess of several= perceptual and cognitive
dimensions that represent, objective tests of personality. Measures

,
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of speed and flea ilty of cl Thurs

-'anii of ideatiOna fluency app
,

framework tha in tliF iradi
,1957; Guilfor 959; Wi
(1959) 'wok
restrictions in :`generation and luanipulation `of ideas, which

appear as much like .4perso-nalit consistencies as ineaA4s

le, 1 44 Vfen example,

e cc enial Ina; personality
any Formulation (cf. Catt81-(--

al .1962) Some of Guilford'sr.
n divergent thnking also .cl'eals with stylistic

"friaximuM perfO'rmance" abgities 1960).

n tunny Ca s4, the objective :iiriture of these tests mukeS,

difficult deeide .how to fake, since/89rue look ,veranicli. like
, s

abilaty jtes an appear tti have 4clear adaptive requirernefUSI
that Riihjects- should ;strive to achieVe. Test properties, howe

hayie bten studied ,priinttrily in research contexts, where-alb
faking may have been minimal, Certain characteristics

change under Other conditionsvailable objective tests also tend

to be unreliable, primarily because they have been deliberately
w

kept. short fur use in large-test batteries.' Because of practice and

order effects on some of Ed 1;1.00011ms, however, there is no

guarantee that high .reliabilities can he ol2tained simplyAby length-

ening the tests,
COnsiderable attention has been given in recent years to certain

stylistic' dimensi _s in the perfornnince,of eognitive tasks (Witkin

et al., 1954; kin jt al., 1962; Gardner -et al., 1959; Gardner,

Jackson, & 1960). Uheskner'sonality dimensions have

been concep ized as cognitive styles; which represent ai person's

typical modes of perceiving,vrememberuig, thinking, and 'problem-

solving.- Approaches to thellcineasurem t of these variables have

routinely included obj cad& procedures. Son) e',examples Jof' these

dimvsions ( 1 )field-dcpendence-infiipendenee -"an an
in rcOntrast to a global, way of,, perceiving (wInch-1 entails

a tendency to experience items ;its discrete from their backgrounds

t and reflects ability_to-114ercom4_! the influence: of an embedding

context" (Witkin et itL, 1962; see also Kagan, Moss, & Sigel,

1963; Messick & Fritzky, 1963 ); (2) /eveling.sharpoing- a di-

mension where subjects at the leveling extreme tend to assimilate

new niziterial to an established framework, whereas sharpeners,,

at other extreme, tend to contrast new material with the old'

-
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;;and to:--fhaintain distinctions (Gardner et al.,. 1959); and (3)
-categoividdth fir*rences, a dimension of individual consist-

,. encies iymodei3 of categorizing perceived iinilarities and dif-
ferenees, reflected in consistent preferences far/broad t r narrow
categlries in conceptualizing ( Gardner. et ar,T1959; Girdner &
Schqn; 1962; Pettigrew,. 1958i Messick & Kogan ,I96- Sloane,
Gorlo\w, & Jacksan, 1963).,

Both the cognitive nature and the stylistic nature of these VilF1

ables make diem'. appear particularly rpirant to the kinds of
cognitive tasks, j:kt-forined in academic -settings, Certain types
or subject matter -and certai4Trotilems or problem fortiniitions
might` favof -15road categorthirs ()%er --narrow cafegorizors, for
example, or levelers ,aver sharpeners, and vice ve'Tht: ThJs "vice
versa"' is extremely important: since it is unlikely -that. iine:,end
of sucli stylistic 'dimensions would-'prove uniformly mare adap-
tive than the other, the relativity of their vztlite should he recog-
nized. (Incidentally, possibility of Aich rdthiyity of value,
might well be extended tcy9ther personality variables where the
desirability of end' of the trait has usually been pre judged.
What' conCeptions would change, for example, if "flexibility vs.
rigidity" harbe'e'n called `;confusion vs. control"?)

It is quite possible that we ,have dy unwittingly included
sust stylistic vattapee ,tit some measures of intellectual aptitude,.

1-sucii as the SAT, but if this is the case, dili.nature and direftion
of itS operation should be specified and controlled. It is possible,
for example, that the live-alternative multiPle-choice form of cliiui-
titatae aptitude items might favor subjects who prefer broad

_nres on category-width measures. ()nock, rough approxi-
mations to the quantitative 'items might :approprkttely be judged
by -these subjeCts to be "close enough" to a given alternative,

Teas' narrow range" subjects may require more.timeconsuni-
_g exact solutions before answering. Significant .e.9rreIntiOns
between category preferences and quantitative aptitude tests have

. indeed been obtained and have been found to vary widely as
a function of the spacing of tdternatives on Multiple-choice forms
of the quantitative aptitude tests (Messick & Kogan, 1963h).
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The Ethics of Selection
,c_

In considering' personality measures of-potential utility in ,

1110

Kaltkatke context of college performance, I have tried to give

ii ssion that many measures are, available but none is
.

when systerna-tiaally: evaluated zigainst psychometric
.addition, I' have trial to give some indication of

reap1d adkancing technology that is evolving in- personality
e-,

asuremei support research( efforts. In -the relatively near .

.
:futuxet..this technology may produce`

,
measureseasures that

are 'acceptable by measurement and prediction standards, so
that the question may soon arise in, earnest as to the scope of

their practical application. -4V Bale' considered some of the
scientific standards for deciding theftwprOpriateness, but what

9 ,fr, rN A
.

about the ethical ones?
The choice of any particular personality'measure for use, 'ay, -

in college admission involves an implicit value judgment, which,.

at the least, should be made explicit in an educational policy

that attempts, to justify its use. One compelling justification for

using personality measures in college selection would be to

screen out extreme- deviants. Colleges would be well advised, for

example, to consider rejecting assaultivc or suicidal psychotics,

and some schools might wish to eliminate overt homosexuals,

The use of personality measures for lifferentiating among
normal subjects might also be justified in terms of empirical
validity. After all, as long. as, there are ;many more candidates
for admission than can be accepted, it seems better to make

selections on the basis. valid measures than on the basis Of

chance. But is empirical validity enough?. Validity for what?
Certainly the role of the critarion in such an argument must

be clearly specified.
The relevant domain of criterion=performances 'should be out--

lined and attempts should he made to develop appropriate

criterion measures. Since different criterion domains can be
defined.; for different aspects of college success, selection might

be oriented toward several .of them simultaneously or toward
only a few. Consider some of the possibilities: In selection for

acaVemk performance, criterion measures might include global` .
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grade-point averages, separate grades for different subject-
matter fields, or standardized curriculum achievement examina-
tions: In selection for college environment, criterion measures
could be set up in terms of desired contributions to extra-
curricular college life (such as football playing and newspaper
editing) or, in terms of balancing -geographic., social class, sex,
and perhaps, temperament distributions in the student body,
-If the demands and pressures of the college environment and
social structure hae been'studied, criterion standards might also
be sRecified for selecting students with congenial needs that willt ,

)fit well with (an hopefully have a higher probability of being
satisfied by) the

tit
c ige environment (cf. Stern, 1962). We could

also talk in terms ',of selection Jr o ultimate career satisfaction
and selection for desirable personal characteristics (cf. Davis,

.
1903) or for desirable attitudes.-

In each of these 'cases, it should be emphasized that potential
predictor_ are not evaluated in terms of. their empirical
validity for criterion behaviors but rather in terms of their
prediction of criterion measures, which, iti Ann, are presumed
to reflect the criterion behaviors or interest. And these criterion
measures should be evaluated againSt the same psychometric
standards. as any other Measures. Not only should they be
reliable, but alsb the nature of the attributes measured should

"be elucidated in a construct validity framework (Dnimette, 1963).
Since each of these criterion measures inay also contain some
specific variance that is not pa:rucularly related to the criterion

. behaviors, one should also 'he' concerned . that an obtained
validity coefficient reflects a correlation with relevant domain
characteristics and not with irrelevant varianCe incidentally re-
flected in the putative criterion measure,. Thus, the ciuestiOn of
the bitrimic validity of the predietdr and of the criterion measures
should be broached, even if in practice many of the answers
may seem presumptiye ones (Gulliksen, 1,950). In the last
analysis, ultimate criteria are determined on rational grounds
in any event (Thorndike, 1949). Should a reading comprehension
test predict grades in gunner's mate school ( Frederiksen, 1948)?.
Should a college that found docile, ubmissive students 'receiving
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higher grades in freAman courses select on this bAis, or should
`they consider wising their gradMg system? Such decisions

might beet:n-11e more difficult if the,per onality characteristics in-

volved had more socially desirable label
, just as we have .11e,eil concerned abut .predicting grades not

,i as dey are but as they should tae (Fri I etiksen, 1954; Fishman,
1958), so too "Sh`ould wee_ be concerne not only with predicting
personality characteristics that artipies nfly' considered, desirable
Tor college students but also with deciding which characteristics,

i

11 any shoulitbe considered desirable. lt is possible for example,
that certain prepotent values,, such as the desire for diversity,
would override decisions to select students in terms of particular
personal qualities. The very- initiation of selection on any given
personality variables might lead to conformity pressuies toward,
the stereotype implied by the selected characteristics. Apart froM
the effects of the selection -itself, such pressures to simulate desired

personal qbalitieS would probably decrease diversity in the col-

kg, environment and in, the personalities bf the students. Wale
(1960) and others have,emphasized the' value of diversity and
even the value of- ,uneven acquisition of skills within individuals
as important contributors to tue optimal aevelorment of talent.

.. Restrictions upon diversity, however subtle, should therefore be
undertaken cautiously" .

like to close metaphorically with a story of the lineage
of King Arthur. At the end of the second 'book of The Once and
Future King, T. H. White points out that Arthur's half-sister
bore him a son, ,Modred, who was his ultimate downfall, That

on; the eve of the conception Arthur was a very young man
drunk with the spoils of recent victory, that his Judi-sister was

much-older that ,and active in the seduction, and that Arthurlolpe

did not know _at the woman was his sister. Rut it seems that

",in tragedy,- innocence is not enough." And in the use of person-

ality measures in college admission, empirical validity is not

enough. c
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have an uneasy, feeling that some of the things that will be
said in this talk on the . social consequences of educationaLtest-

ing may be regarded as somewhat controversial. Let me try
td begin, therefore, with some statements on which we may all

be able to agree.

Popularity and Criticism
,

Tests have been used ffi creasingly in _recent years to make educa

tional assessments. The reasons for this are not hard to discover.

Educational tests of aptitude and ach=ievement greaily improve

precision, objectivity and efficiency of the observations on
eh educational assessments rest. Tests are not -alternatiVes

to observations. At, best they represent no more than refined and

systematized processes of observation.
But the increasing use of tests has been accompanied by an

increasing flow of critical comment. Again the reasons are easy

to see. Tests varycin quality. None is perfect and some may be

quite imperfect Test scores are sometimes misused. And even

if they were flawless and used with the greatest skill, they, would

probably still be unpopular among those who have reason to
fear an impartial assessment of some of their competencies.

Many of the popular articles critical of educational testing that

-have- appeared-in recent' years do not reflect a very adequate
understanding of educational testing, or a very thoughtful, Un-

biased consideration of its, social consequences. Most of them
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are obvious 'potboilers for their authors, Vand sensational reader-
.

bait° in the eyes of the.ciditors of the journals in which they
appear. The writers of some of these articles have paid courteous

--;";;'V'gitS to our arket They have listened respectfully. to our recitals
of fact and opinion. They have drunk coffee with us and then
taken their leave, presumably to reflect on what they have been
told, but in any event, to write. What appears in print often
seems to be only an elaboration and documentation of their ini-
tial prejudices and preconceptions, ,supported by atypical anec-
dotes and purposefully selected quotations. Educational testing
has not fared very well in their hands.

Among the charges of malfeasance and misfeasance that these
critics. have leveled against- the test iitOcers there is one of non-
feasance. Specifically, we are chased with having shown lack Of
proper concern for the social consequences of our educational
testing. TI;tese harmful consequences, they have suggested, may
be` numerous and serious. The more radical among them imply
that because of what -they suspect about the serious social con-
sequences of educationtil testing, the whole testing movement_
ought to be suppressed. The more moderate critics claim that
they do 'not know much about these social consequences. But
they also suggest that the test makers don't either, and that it
is the test makers who ought to 'be doing substantial research
to find out..

The Role of Research
If we were forced to choose between the two alternatives offered
by the critics, either the suppression of edu.cational testing or
extensive research on its social. consequences, we probably would

r_ choose the latter without much hesitation. But it is by no means
clear that what testing needs most at this point is a large pro-
gram of research on its social consequences. Let me elaborate.

Research can be extremely useful, but it is far from being a
sure-fire process for finding the answers to any kind of a ques-

......tion...p_articularly social qucstign, that perplexes us. Nor is
research the only Source of reliable knowledge. In the social
sciences, at _least,_ most orwhat we know. for, sure has noi_come
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research projects. It has come instead from the
very large number of more or less incidental

accounts' of human behavior in natural, rather
situatiOns. There- are goOd reasons, why.re-thap exp

search oil h 'man avior tends to be difficult, and often unpro-

ductive, but that is a,storyme- cannot go into now.

For present -purposes, edify two points need to be, mentioned,

The first is that the scarcity of, formal research on the social

consequwes of educational testing should not be taken to mean

that there is no, reliable knowledge about+those consequences, or

that those engaged in educational testing have been callously
indifferent to-its social consequences. The second is that scientific
research_ork_hurnan behavior may require commitment to values

that are in basic conflict with our democratic concerns.- toi indi-

vidual welfare. If boys and gills are tised as carefully controlled

experimental subjects in tough-minded research on social issues

that really matter, not" all of them will benefit, and some may

be disadvantaged seriously.. Our society is not yet ready, and

perhaps should never become ready to acquiesce in that kin ti

'of scientific research' .

Harmful Consequenaes
Before proceeding further, let us mention specifically a few of the

harmful things that critics have suggested educational testing may

do:

(1, It may place an indelible stamp "of intellectual status super-

ior, Mediocre or inferior on a child, and thus predetermine

hiS social status as an adult, and possibly also do irreparable

harm to his self-esteem and his educational motivation.

k may lead to a narrow conception of ability, encourage

pursuit of -this, single goal, and thus tend to reduce the diver-

sity of talent available to society.

.It may place the testers in a position to control education

and determine the destinies of individual human beings, while,

incidentally; making the testers themselves rich in the process.
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It 'play.' encourage impersonal, inflexible, mechanistic pro-
cesses of evaltiation and determination, so that essential

Altman freedoms are limited or lost altogether.

These are four of the most frequent and serious: tentative-in-,.
..dietments,,, There have been, of course, -many other suggestions,,
of possible harmful' social -consequences -iof educational testing.
It may emphasize individdal competition' and success, rather than

dai codperation, and thus conflict with the cultivation of ,dem-
ocratic ideals of human equality. It may foster conformity rather
than creativity: It may involve cultural bias. It may neglect
important intangibles. It lray, particularly in the case of person-
ality testing_ , involve unwarranted and offensive invasions of

:privacy. It. may ,do serious 'injustice in particular individual
cases. It may reward specious! test-taking skill, or penalize the
lack of it. ,-..

If time and our supply
t-

+of ideas permitted, it would be well
tfor us to consider all of ese possibilities. But,since they do not,

perhaps the demands of he topic may be reasonably well met
if we limit attention to the first four items mentioned as possibly
harmful consequences of educational testing, namely:

permanent status determination

limited conceptions of ability,

dornination by the testers

mechanistic decision making

At this point in the presentation, a major choice must be made.
Shall we explore the foundations for these apprehensions and
attempt to dispel them? Shall we, in other words, attempt to re,
fute the allegations of harmful social consequences of educational
testing? Clearly most of these social -dangers can be and prob-
ably have been, exaggerated. Little solid evidence exists to justify
thelears_that havebeen expresAed with stich apparent concern.

Or shall we assume that the concerns which have been ex-
pressed are not wholly fanciful? Shall we, therefore, set as our



task the discoVery and delineation of things that might be done
by those who make and use tests to limit the causes for con"-

cern' On reflection it seemed that for one speaking to a group
of SOecialists, in educational testing, the second course of action
was. dearly the more reasonable, and would be likely to be the
more useful. So that is the course that has been chosen:

cr

PSIIMAIMENT STAT916 DATIRPAIMATION

Consider Oka, ilien, the danger that educational testing may
place an indelible stamp of inferiority in a child, ruin, his self.
.esteem and educational motivation, and determine Iris S vial

status ase. an adult.. The kind of educational testing:moscli ely
o have these consequences would involve tests purporting to
measure- a persons permanent general capacity for learning.
These are the intelligence tests, and the presumed measures of

,, general capacity for learning they provide are popularly known
as

Most'of us here assembled are well aware of the fact that there
is no direct, unequivocal means for measuring permanent gen.
eral capacity 'for learning. It is not even dear to Many of us

..,.....-that, trove state of our current understanding of mental func-
tions- arid- the learning process, any precise and useful, meaning
can be given to the concept of "permanent general capacity for
learning." We know that all intelligence tests now available are
direct measures only of achievement in learning, it-whiting learn-

ing how to learn, and that inferences from scores on those tests

to some native capacity for learning are fraught with many 'ha.-
ards and uncertainties,

But many people who are interested in education do not know
this Many of them believe that native intelligeace hasbeen clear-

ly indentified, and ,is well understood by expert psychologists.
They believe that a person's IQ is one of his basic, permanent
attributes, and that any good intelligence test will pleasure it
with a high degree of precisiorr They do not regard an IQ
simply -as, another test score, a%core that may vary_ considerably
depending` on the particular test used and--the particular time
when the person was tested. .
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Whether or not a pct learning is significantly influenced
by his predetermined capacity for learning, there is no denying
the obvious fact that individual achievements in learning exhibit
considerable consistency otter time and across tasks. The super
tor, elementary school pupil may become a mediocre secondary
school pupil and .an inferior college student, but the odds are
against It. Early 'promise/is not always fulfilled, but it is more
often than not The A student in mathernatics is a better bet than
the C-- student to be an' A student in English literature as well,
or in social psychology.

On the other hand, early promise is not always followed, by
late fulfillment. Ordinary students do blossom sometimes into
outstanding scholars. And special talents can be cultivated. There
is 'enough variety in the work of the world so that almost any
one'one can discover some line of endeavor in which he can -develop
more skill than most of his fellow men.

In a free society, that claims to recognize the dignity and worth
of every individual, it is better to enThasize the opportunity
for choice and the importance of effort than to stress genetic
determinism of status and success. It is better to Finphasize the
diversity of talents and tasks than to stress general excellence
or- inferiority, It is important to recognize and to reinforce what
John Gardner has called "the principle of multiple chances," not
only across time but also across

The concept of fixed geberal intelligence, orcapacity for learn-
,.

ing, is a hypothetical concept. At this stage in the development
of out understanding of human learning, it is not a necessary
hypothesis. Socially, Jr is not now a wful hypothesis. One of
the important things test specialists canTio 'to improve the social
consequences of educational ,testing is to discredit the popular
conception of the IQ, Wilhelm .Stern, the German psychologist
who suggested the concept originally, saw how it was being
overgenerahzed and charged. one of his students coming to
America.- to "kill the IQ." perhaps we would be well advised,

- --even at- thislate date, to renew our efforts to carry out his
wishes.

--Recent- emphasis on the early identification of academic talent
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involves similar risks of oversimplifying the concept Of talent and

--overemphasizing Its predetermined components. If we think of
talent .mainly as soniethinithat is genetically given, we will run

our schor& quite differently than if we think of it mainly as
something that-can be educationally developed. -4

If human experience, or that specialized branch of human ex

perience we call scientific research, should ever make, it quite
clear that. among men in- achievement are largely .

_due to genetically determined differences in talent, then we (night.,

to accept the finding and restructure our society and social al's-
toms in accord with it. But that is by no iiieans clear yet, and
the structure- and cistoms of our society are not consistent with
such a. basic assumption. For the present, it will be more consis-
tent. with the Facts as we know them, and more constructive for -

the society in which we live, to think of talent not as a natural,
resource -like gold or uranium to be discovered, extracted and

refined, but as a synthetic product like fiberglass or. D.D.T:
something that, with skill, effort and luck, din be created and

-'produced Knit of generally aiTailable. raw materials to suit our
particular needs or fancies.

This means, among other things, that we should judge the
value of the tests we use not in terms of how accurately they

enable us to predict later achievement, but rather in terms of how
much help they give ,us to increase achievement by motivating ,

and directing the effortslif studerks and teachers. From this point
of view, those concerned with professional education who have

resisted schemes for very, long-range predictions of aptitude for,

or success in, their professions have acted wisely. Not only is
there likely to be much more of dangerous error than of useful

truth in such long-range predictions, but 44o there is implicit in

the whole enterprise a deterministic conception of achievement

that is not wholly, consistent with the educational' facts as we.
know them,' and with ti& basic assumptions of a democratic,

free society. .

Whenever I try to point'l out that prediction is not the exclusive,
anor even the principal purpose of educational measurement, some

Of my _best and most intelligent friends demur firmly, or smile
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politely o communicate that they will never accept such heretical
n sense. When I imply that they use the term "prediction" too
loosely,- reply that I conceive it too narrowly. Lee me try

.once more to nifehi67e a meeting of the minds.
I agree that prediction has to do with the future, and that the

future ought to be of greater concern to us than the past. I
agree, too, that .a measurement must be related to,sorne othe-.
measurements in order to be useful, and that these relationships
provide the basis for, and a.{ tested by predictions. But they
relationships'also provide a basis, in many educational endea.vcirs,
for. managing .outcomes for making happen what we want td
happen And I cannot agree that precision in language or clarity
of thought is well served by referring to this process of controll-
ing outcomes' as just another instance of prediction. The ety-
mology and common usage of the word `!prediction" imply to
me the processOf foretelling, not of-controlling.

The direct, exclusive, immediate purpose of measurement is .

always desciip)ion, not eitnef prediction or control If we know
with reasonable accuracy how things now stand (descrriptions),
and if we also know with reasonable accuracy what leads to what
(functional relations), we are in a position to foretell what will
happen if we .'keep hands off (prediction) or to manipulate the
variables we can get our hands on to makelappen what we
want to happen (control). Of course, our powers of control are
often limited and uncertain, just as our powers of prediction are.
But I have nbt been able to see what useful purpose ,is served
by referring to both the hands-off and the hands-ont°i-oferations
as prediction, as if there were no inillortaid difference between
them. It is in the light. of these semantic considerations that I
suggest that tests, should be used less as basfes. for prediction- of
achievement, and more as means to incroase''achievernent. I
think ,there is a difference, and that it is importaiu..educationally.

. .

LIMITED DONCEOTIONS or ABILITY

Consider next the danger that a single widely used test of -test
battery for selective admission or, scholarship awards may foster .
an undesirably narrow conceptidn of ability and thus tend to
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.

uce diversity in the15.1ents available to a school or to society.

Here again, it iseetns, the danger is not wholly imaginary.,
Basic_as verbat and quantitative skillsare to many phases of
educatiohal achievem nt, they do not encompass all phases of
achievement. The aPpl cation of a common yArdstick of aptitude

or achievement -to. all upils isl operationally much simpler than
the use of a'diversity o yardsticks, designed to measure_ different

aspects of achievemen . But overemphasis on a common test
could lead educators td neglect those students whose special_ tal-
ems he outside the common core.

Those who manage programs _the testing of scholastic.
ape always' insist, a_ ra ,properly so, that scores on these

tests __should; noL.6e the sole consideration when decisions are
made on admission pr the award of scholarships. But the clues-

.. tion of whether the testing itself should not be varie rom
...person to person remains. The 'use of optional test's of ac ileve-

lnent permits some 'variation. Perhaps the range of available
options should be made much wider than it is at present to
accommodate greater diversity of talents.

The problem of encouraging the developrant of varioustlands
of ability is, of course, much brroader than the problem of test-

ing. Widespread commitment ;to g eral education, with the
requirement that all students``sta_ dentical courses for a. sub-
stantial part of their programs, may be rimekgreater deterrent
of specialized diversity in the educational,: piodnct Perhaps these
requirements should .be restudied too.

DOMINATION SY THE TESTERS

What of the colarrn that the growth ,cif tducational testing may
increase the influence of the test inakers:Aintii they are in a posi-
tali to control educational curricula andlthitermine the destinies

tudetits?
Those Who know will how tests are made and. used in American

,

thatation
.

know at testsmore-often lag thin read curricular
angel and,ha.t, while tests may affect particular.,episodes in a

5 dent's experience, 'they can hardly ever be said to determine
sturlern'S.deStiny. American education is, after all, a inainfold,-

=1,
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.

0 much or tocii little,- iS. ,AL s'nbj-ect for lively
III does not even corne. close, to determinifig any stu-

e stiny, not nearly as close as the .exathinatiofi systems
in some other countries c ancient and modern..

But - test -makers have, I fear, sometimes given tite general
public reason to fear that we may be up -to 7P`o good, I refer to.

I.
our sometime reluctance to , take the 14Yirtfiii fully into our confi-
dence, to share fully With him . all our filftjfilpilitioki about hiswith

v.1

test scores, the tests -from. which they --%vere 'derived, riled our
interpretations'of what they mean:. ....

-. ..

Secrecy concerning -educational tests and test.' Ye.

'ustified- --- on .:several- grounds. One . i that the.: °Tina
simply too complex for !untrained rainds:tp gi:asix'N'ow it is rue
that some pretty elaborate theories: earl be' bitill around Our .-S1

ing proceNes. It is also true that we can perform sohie.::verY. :-
fancy, statiStica e: anipulations '. with the scores they. yield. -But' --
the essential in OrmatiOn revealed by the scotes.-ou,nioSt edlicitTL

p
. , .,.

nal' tests is not pUrtienlarly complex. If we understund it our7.
,iselves, we can communicate-1i. clearly to most laymen:Without
serious difficulty. Tp#,be quite candid, we- are not all that ninch
`brighter_. than they are,: much is we may sometimes need 'the
reassurance of thinking 59.

;Another justification fOr secret), is that btytnen will .11_ suse test
scores. Mothers may coni re scores over the back. fences The
One whose child scores f i spread§ the word around; '1'he one..-
whose child scores low \tiiy keep the .secret, but seek other

oufidl for urging chai in the teaelling- ,staff or in the edu-
otAl program. Score of liMited.Hueuning may be treattl

th utlidue respect and i se to. repair Or JO_ injure the student's
...

self esteem rather than to ntribute to his learning,.,...; , ,
again' is. Trivug that ores Can be. They have

it , iii= past and the ill be ut the future. But does this
fY:..=Iseerecy? Can we mi nize abuses due to ignorance by

-,---.itrfthhollilng-knowledge;c1 not flatter ourfellow citizens when
ell. them in effect, that the are too ignorfLitt. or too lackin

.q. g....
atter' -to-- be truse-with the _-_led their -children,
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or of themselves, that we possess.
Seldom acknowledged, but very persuasive as a practical

reason for secrecy regarding test scores, is that it spares thoSc

who use the scores froni :ffa:ving to explain -;and juStify the
decisions they make. qeference is not, (rid should' not, always

be given to the person7:*hose test score is the higher!. But if score

information is withheld, the disappointed applicant Will assume

at It was because .of his low score, not because of some other.
factor. He will not trouble officials with 'demands for justification

of a decision- that, in some eases, might: be hard to justify. ,'But

all things considered, more is likely to.bc gtined in the long run
by revealing the objective, evidence used in reaching it decision.
Should the other, subjective considerations prove too 'difficult

to justify, perhaps they ought not to be used part of .the basis

for decision. J
If specialists in educational lit to hi properly

understood and trusted, by the public they servy, they will do

well to shun secrecy and to slAre with the public to.inuell

it is interested in knowing about the methods tho! uSe, the

knowledge they gain, and' the Interpretations they mtike. This
citlirly the trend of opinion in examining bffitrds and, public

lfhtlon authorities. Let us, do what we can to reinforce the

trend. Whatever mental measureinents are so esoteric or. so dan-

gerous socially that they must be shrouded in secrecy jiohably
should not be made in the first place.

tesitrs do not control ,education or the destinies of indivi-

dual students. By the avoidance of mystery and secrecy, they can

help to Create better pliblic understanding and support.

MECHANISTIC DECISION MAKINO

Filially, let us 'consider° briefl w the possibility that testing may

encourage mechanical decision making, at the expense of essential

human freedoms of choice au& airition,,.
Those who work with Mental tests Often say that the purpose

of all measurement is prediction. They use regression equations

to 'pridict grade point averages, or contingency tables to predict

the chances of verious degrees.of success. Their Procedures truly,
4
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seem to implynot'ordy that human behavior is part of .a deter-
ministic systein in which the number of relevant variables is
manageably small, but also that,' the proper goals of-human be-
havior are clearly known and universally accepted-

In these circumstances, there is sonic danger that we may for-
get our own inadequacies and attempt to play God with the lives
of other human beings. We may find it convenient to overlook
the gross inaccuracies that plague -our measurements, and the
great uncertainties that bedevil our predictions. Betrayed by over-
confidence in our own wis otri and virtue, we may project our
particular value systerns nto a pattern of ideal behavior for'all
men,

If these limitations on our ability to mould human behavior
and to direct its development did not exist, we would need to
face the issue debated by B. F. Skinner and Carl Rogers .before
the American Psychological Association sonic years ago. Shall
our ,knowledge of huinan behavior he used to design an ideal
culture and condition individuals to live happily in it at what-
ever necessary cost to their own freedom of choice and action?

But the aforementioned limitations do exist. If we ignore them
and undertake to manage the lives of others so that those others
will qualify as worthy citizens in our own particular" vision of
utopia, we do justify the concern that one harmful social can-
sequence of educational testing may be mechanistic decision
making and the loss of essential human freedoms.

A large proportion of the decisions allecting the welfare and
destiny of a person must be made in the midst of overwhelming
uncertainties concerning the outcomes to be desired and the best
means of achieving such outcomes. That many mistakes will be
made seems inevitable. One of the cornerstones of a free society
is the belief that in most cases'Lit i3-bCtter for the person most
concerned- to make the decisiOn, right Or wrong, and to take the
responsibility for Its consequences,go6d or bad.

The implications of this for cducational testing are `Pests

should be used as little as possible to impose de_ sions and
courses of action on others. They should be used as much as
possible to provide a sounder basis of choice in individual deci-
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sion making. Tests can be used and ought to :be used to suppo
rather than to lknit human freedom and responsibility.

Conclusion
In summary, we have suggested here today that those who make
and use educational tests might do four things to alleviate public
concerns over their possibly advere social consequences:

We could emphasize theluse of tests to improve status, and
de -emphasize their-use to determine status.

We could' broaden the base of achievements tested- to recog-
nize and develop the wide variety of talents needed in our
society.

We could share openly with the persons most directly con-
cerned all that tests have revealed to us about their abilities
ilia prospects.

4. We could decrease the use of tests to impose decisions on
other(, and instead increase their use as a basis for better
personal decision ma lig.

When Paul Dresse read a draft, of this paper, he chided me
:gently on what he considered to be a serious omission. I had
failed to discuss the social consequences of nol testing. What
are some of these consequences?

If the use of educational tests were abandoned, the distinctions
between competence and incompetence would become more diffi-
cult to discern. 'Dr. Nathan Womack, former president of the
National Board of Medical Examiners, has pointed out that
only to the degree to which educational institutions can define
what they mean by competence, and determine the extent to
which it has been achieved, can they discharge their obligation
to deliver competence to the society they serve.

II the use of educational tests` were abandoned, the encourage-
ment and reward of individual efforts to learn would he made
more difficult; Excellence in programs of education would be-
come less tangible as a goal and less demonstrable as an attain-
ment. Educational opportunities would be extended less on the
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basis of aptitude and merit and more on the basis of ancestry
and influence, social class barriers would become less permeable.
Decisions on important issues of curriculum and method would
be made less on the basis of solid evidence and moiT on the
basis of prejudice or caprice.

These are some of the social consequences of not testing. In
our judgment, they are potentially far more harmful than any
possible adverse consequences of testing. But it is also our judg-
ment, and has been the theme of this paper, that we can do much
to minimize 'even the possibilities.2f harmful consequences. Let
us, then, use educational tests for the powerful tools they are
with energy and Skill, but also with wisdom and care.
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watcur, WILBUR H., State University. of New 'York at ceneSe0
WRIGHTSTONE J. WAYNE, New York City Board of Education

YABLONSKY, MOIR D.,.NeW York City

YABLONSKY, SHIRLEY, New York University

YOXALI, GEORGE J., Inland Steel Company
ZACCARIA, LUCY C., UnIVerSity of Illinois
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ZALKINA sttaox B., The City. College of New York

mak% PAiitzuml Philadelphia Personnel Department
1.1;-firrrd-f-t:,-Aueatiottjhirieni-Connectic-ut

ztututs, minim Bank Street College
zots, sotzta j., Niskayufia High School, Schenectady, New York

toot, DONOVAN Board of Examiners for the Foreign Service
zuettutstAN, umotro, New York City Board of Education
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